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NOTHER YEAR PASSES – OR APPROACHES, DEPENDING
upon your point of view. It has been the best of years, it has
been the worst of years, with apologies to Dickens who
probably knew nothing of animation but much about epochs
of belief and incredulity that co-mingle as they trickle through
the streams of lives lived. Nothing like a mangled semi-quote
to get things under way.
Behind the scenes much has changed at MIAF this year. Some for the
better, some not so much. The departure of Festival Manager, Helen
Gibbins, leaves a hole that cannot be filled and debts that cannot be
repaid. I am certain that she will be missed by (and will miss) many of
the people that she worked with. Helen spent more than a decade by
my side as partner and Festival Manager. Initially she came on board to
rebuild the website from the ground up and to help with the freight
which used to be a fearsome job in the days of importing hundreds of
film prints and tapes. But her role in transitioning the festival from its
humble beginnings in the Treasury Cinema to ACMI saw her holding a
pivotal role in the creation of what MIAF has become. Helen built, drove
and repaired so many of the moving parts of what MIAF is today and
although many of those parts may well whir on for a while even without
her steadying hand on the tiller, this year’s MIAF (and many more to come)
would simply not be what it is without all that she did. Her contribution
to the cause of Australian animation through the role she played in
MIAF has been a unique and irreplaceable one. Helen is an accomplished
artist and this talent may now have a little more clear air in which to fly.
Her art is worth seeking out.
On the upside, by far the biggest and the bestest thing that came
together this year was being awarded a Creative Fellowship at the State
Library of Victoria. The purpose of the fellowship has been to research
the centenary of animation in Australia as marked by the making and
screening of the first, short animated films in 1915 – Cartoons Of The
Moment by Harry Julius.
I have always loved the State Library but probably only visited it once
or twice a year. Having the opportunity to take up a fellowship there,
being allocated an office and being given the metaphorical keys to the
collections has been a life-changing experience. They are going to need
the services of the best equipped, best trained extraction team to get
me out when the fellowship comes to an end.
The State Library of Victoria is a magnificent institution and their support
of my endeavours to research Australia’s animation history will bear
fruit – and keep me perfectly busy – for years to come. From it will flow
a biography of Julius, a thoroughly prepared and documented series of
symposium presentations at this year’s MIAF, as well as a collection of
events over the coming months.
Beyond all of these outcomes, my time ensconced in the State Library
has also fundamentally changed the timing and the way MIAF is
programmed. The building ceaselessly reverberates with a kind of
magic that widens horizons, makes more things seem possible and
continually encourages one to think differently. It is probably the single
most creative space I have ever worked, written and thought in. The
effects of this on the programming of MIAF are probably not immediately
evident but there has never been a better researched series of programs
in any MIAF to date and I have never felt as connected, nor more
thoroughly conversant, with the new films that make up the competition
programs as I do this year. Being in the State Library has done that.
A couple of other things have helped. The idea to close competition
entries a month earlier than normal, prior to Christmas, came to me one
stormy morning and has worked like a charm. Having the otherwise
quiet(ish) Christmas and New Year period to just sit down and munch
through the laden buffet of entries is the best possible use of that time
and clears the decks to get other event logistics completed
before the storm clouds of June encroach, bringing with them their king
tide of sleepless nights, blown out deadlines and various panics that
are all part and parcel of running a festival such as MIAF.
And rounding out the trio of positive change-agents that came to my
door this past year was my experience visiting the Animateka
Festival in Ljubljana (Slovenia) for the first time. Ostensibly, I journeyed

to Animateka to continue researching the programs of new and historical
Slovenian animation that will screen in MIAF next year. It probably
helped that Ljubljana is such an easy city to fall in love with (who
couldn’t love a place in which some of the Christmas light decorations
stretched across the river are arranged to read “E=mc2”!). But it was
the overall Animateka experience that made me stop and fundamentally
rethink what a festival really is, should be, could be ... what, why and
how a festival does what it does.
There was a scale and a mix of experiences and energies about
Animateka that seemed just right, every time. This kind of thing is the
holy grail of any festival director and it is an elusive creature to harness.
In Animateka, Festival Director, Igor Prassel, creates a festival with a
level of intense and yet relaxed engagement amongst the filmmakers,
visitors and the audience, unlike any I remember experiencing for a
very long time.
From my perspective, engagement is what this is all fundamentally
about. And it can be a bit of a struggle. This squeaky little epistle is
being drafted out on a shaded bench on Sydney’s Cockatoo Island.
For two days I have been doing presentations and lectures at the Sydney
Film Festival attempting to assist or encourage people to ‘engage’ or
think more deeply or more critically about animation as an artform. I
spend a lot of time doing this and I love it. That said, the reservoir of
souls who respond to my best and most energetic outpourings on this
subject with a dubious stare seem to out-number the converts some days.
American technology critic and author George Dyson (seek his
utterances out, they are worth contemplating) once famously posited
the question, “What if the cost of machines that can think is people
who don’t?” Not can’t or won’t but simply don’t.
I spent the morning at the Museum of Contemporary Art and I found I
just could not engage with almost any of it. This sounds like a criticism
– it is not. I honestly do not know what more they could have done to
help me engage with what was on display. They employed everything
from tricks and gimmicks through to comprehensive explanations, free
guided tours, extensive notes and catalogues and all in a welcoming
and expansive physical environment. As I sit here and look at the harbour,
that famous bridge, boats, ever-inflating real estate, and the melange
of urbanised wildlife and mix-motivated humans filling all dimensions
of the vista, all of this is playing on my mind.
Somehow I can’t quite shake the sense that there is a lesson invisibly
swirling around me, just waiting to be plucked from the air and put into
practice. In an age in which engagement maybe becoming one of the
most elusive of thin-air properties we grasp for as we are pulled along
in the slipstream of information rushing past us at supersonic speeds,
experiences like those I had at Animateka and environments like those
readily absorbed at the State Library are fantastic reminders that it is
all possible.
My challenge is to build a MIAF that offers you what the people at MCA
were trying to offer me this morning. The hurdles, the signposts and the
victories are all invisible, which makes it all a bit tricky. In your hands
you hold a program outlining the finer details of nearly 500 films in
nearly 50 programs. There is a specific reason that every single film in
the festival has been selected and some of the programs have been
three or four years in the planning. Perhaps the best single piece of
generic advice I can offer up as you march (or are dragged) through this
weeklong celebration of this maddeningly diverse artform is to reach
for value in the films that challenge your senses the most. The gold is
usually in the deepest valleys.
Finally, 2015 is a time to celebrate precisely 100 years of animating in
Australia. In March 1915, a range of short, animated cartoons by Sydney
artist and caricaturist Harry Julius first screened. Animation had come
to Australia and MIAF has been screening this artform for 15% of that
historical period.
It makes me feel old ... and happy … and optimistic.
It will be the best of weeks.

Malcolm Turner DIRECTOR
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SCHEDULE MIAF15

CLASSIFICATION: LIKE MOST FILM FESTIVALS
IN AUSTRALIA MIAF DOES NOT HAVE THE
RESOURCES TO FORMALLY CLASSIFY ITS
PROGRAMS. FOR THIS REASON ALONE,
AGE LIMIT RESTRICTIONS APPLY TO
MOST SCREENINGS.
PLEASE CARFULLY CHECKTHE AGE LIMIT
WHICH APPLIES TO EACH SCREENING.

C1

CINEMA 1

C2

CINEMA 2

SUNDAY JUNE 21
C1

C2

2:30 – 3:10
3:30 – 4:10
4:30 – 5:40
6:00 – 6:40
7:30 – 9.30

BEST OF THE NEXT: INTERNATIONAL #1
BEST OF THE NEXT: INTERNATIONAL #2
BEST OF THE NEXT: AUSTRALIAN STUDENT SHOWCASE
BEST OF THE NEXT: INTERNATIONAL #3
MIAF OFFICIAL OPENING – AUSTRALIAN SHOWCASE

MONDAY JUNE 22
CUBE

C1

9:30 – 5:30 RENDER CONFERENCE DAY 1
6:00 – 8:00 CENTENARY OF AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION SYMPOSIUM: SESSION #1

TUESDAY JUNE 23
CUBE

STUDIO 1

C1

9:30 – 5:30
5:30 – 6:30
7.00 – 8.00
8:30 – 10:15
6:30 – 7:45
8:15 – 9:45

RENDER CONFERENCE DAY 2
CENTENARY OF AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION SYMPOSIUM: SESSION #2
PANORAMA – INTERNATIONAL #1
TAMA UNIVERSITY SHOWCASE + Q&A
SETH’S DOMINION – LUC CHAMBERLAND + Q&A
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #1

5:30 – 6:30
7:00 – 8.00
8:30 – 10:15
6:30 – 7:45
8:15 – 9:30

CENTENARY OF AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION SYMPOSIUM: SESSION #3
MAX HATTLER IS IN THE ROOM
IRISH STORIES – BROWN BAG FILMS (IRELAND)
NIAF RETROSPECTIVE
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #6: ABSTRACT SHOWCASE

5:30 – 6:30
7:00 – 8:00
8:30 – 10:15
5:15 – 6:10
6:30 – 7:40
8:00 – 9:15

CENTENARY OF AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION SYMPOSIUM: SESSION #4
THE TVPAINT LOOK
PUNTO Y RAYA FESTIVAL SHOWCASE
PANORAMA: AUSTRALIAN
CAREERS IN ANIMATION FORUM – PRESENTED BY HOLMESGLEN
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #7 – LONG SHORTS

7:30 – 8:30
9:00 – 10:30
5:15 – 6:30
7:00 – 8:10
8:30 – 9:40

PANORAMA: INTERNATIONAL #2
LATE NIGHT FREDERATOR
MEET THE FILMMAKERS
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #2
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #3: R18

WEDNESDAY JUNE 24
STUDIO 1

C1

THURSDAY JUNE 25
STUDIO 1

C1

FRIDAY JUNE 26
STUDIO 1

C1

SATURDAY JUNE 27

4:30 – 5:30 WINDOW ON SLOVAKIA – HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
(GUEST CURATOR + SPECIAL INTRO)
STUDIO 1

C1

C2

6:00 – 7:00 INSTALLATION ANIMATION #1
7:30 – 8:10 LA POUDRIERE SHOWCASE
8:30 – 9:30 MUSIC VIDEO #1
1:00 – 2:30 KIDS PROGRAM
3:15 – 4:25 INTERNATIONAL #1 (REPEAT)
4.45 – 5.55 INTERNATIONAL #2 (REPEAT)
6.30 – 7.45 WINDOW ON SLOVAKIA – THE BEST OF THE NEW
4:00 – 5:40 CENTENARY OF AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION SYMPOSIUM: SESSION #5
6:15 – 7:30 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #4
8:00 – 9:30 SIGNE BAUMANE SHORTS COLLECTION
10:00 – 11:15 LATE NIGHT BIZARRE

SUNDAY JUNE 28
STUDIO 1

C1

C2

SCHEDULE CORRECT AT THE TIME OF PRINTING
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4:30 – 5:30 McLAREN – ANIMATED MUSICIAN
6:00 – 7:00 INSTALLATION ANIMATION #2
7:30 – 8:30 MUSIC VIDEO #2
1:00 – 2:25 CENTENARY OF AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION SYMPOSIUM: SESSION #6
2:45 – 3:55 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #4 (REPEAT)
4:15 – 5:25 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #3 (R18) (REPEAT)
2:30 – 3:40 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #5 – NFB SHOWCASE
4:30 – 6:15 “ROCKS IN MY POCKETS” + DIRECTOR Q&A
7:00 – 8:30 BEST OF THE FESTIVAL
9:00 – 10:15 BEST OF THE FESTIVAL (REPEAT)

15th MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FESTIVAL

Crochet Noir, directed by Jessica Harris.

VCA

Animation at the VCA
Study hands-on, production-focused animation with the Victorian College of the Arts’
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Animation).
Offering a small-group, studio-based program, that develops your unique voice as an
animator and artist, you can follow in the footsteps of our award-winning animators from
Australia’s longest running film school, including:
Adam Elliot
Ann Shenfield
Daniel Crooks
Sarah Watt
Dennis Tupicoff
Anthony Lucas
Susan Kim Danta
Find out more on Open Day at our Southbank Campus
Sunday 16 August, 10am-4pm

CRICOS: 00116K

ZO570115

vca.unimelb.edu.au

A unique opportunity to
experience a diverse range
of detailed presentations
by an impressive roster of
international and Australian
animation experts and
practitioners.
RENDER: PRINCIPAL SUPPORTER:

DAY 1: MONDAY 22 JUNE
9:00AM REGISTRATION OPENS AND 10:00AM WELCOME
10:15am STATE OF THE ANIMATED NATION
Show me the money. A lively panel discussion talking about the state of funding for animation in Australia
right now. What’s working, what’s not, as well as some alternative paths towards the financial holy grail.
1:00pm THE COMPLEXITIES OF A SIMPLE KIDS FILM – Nic Marshall (NZ/USA)
Nic Marshall established her own Kids film foundation, Square Eyes, and is aligned to the New York
International Children’s Film Festival. She will share her passions about what she believes makes a good
kids film – and what makes a bad one.
2:00pm DIY CASE STUDY: BUILDING A YOUNG INDIE STUDIO FROM SCRATCH –
Veronica Obertova, Michaela Copikova – OVE Pictures (Slovakia)
In the land of scarce funding and an intensely competitive commercial environment, this young dynamic
duo built their own successful animation studio on a platform of determination and skill. They will share
their experiences doing this; the things that worked, the mistakes that were made.
3:30pm DIRECTING FOR DISNEY – Matthew Darragh (Ireland)
Matthew Darragh has spent the last two years at Brown Bag Films in Ireland directing two massively
popular Disney TV series. Amidst this, and with the support of his company, he has created his own
personal animated short. He will discuss the difference between these two kinds of filmmaking and why
keeping the balance is critical to maintaining your creativity.
SCREENING: 6:00pm “Animated” (Re) + Reunion
LAUNCH - Centenary Of Australian Animation Symposium #1
This year marks the 100th anniversary of animating in Australia and MIAF is presenting a SIX program
Symposium to celebrate. All RENDER attendees are invited to attend the Symposium Launch screening and
Q&A. This features a screening of Craig Monahan’s fascinating 1989 documentary Animated which deftly
charts the first 70 years of the story. The evening will reunite a panel of some of the original participants
and promises to be a night to remember.

DAY 2: TUESDAY 23 JUNE

9:30AM REGISTRATION OPENS
10:00am WHY DID MIAF REJECT MY FILM?
MIAF Director, Malcolm Turner, outlines some of the reasons even a good film can miss selection and then
sits down with two filmmakers who had exactly that experience this year to discuss what happened and,
perhaps, rethink some of his choices.
11:00am UNLOCKING THE MYSTERIES OF TVPAINT 11 - Léo Fernandez (France)
TVPaint is the creative software package behind an increasing number of animated shorts and features.
TVPaint expert, Léo Fernandez, will unlock many of the features of their recently released version 11.
1:00pm PERFORMANCE CAPTURING HOBBITS, APES & BEYOND - Peter Divers (Aus/NZ)
Having worked on two Hobbit movies and Dawn of the Planet of the Apes, Weta Digital Motion Capture
Animator Pete Divers will show you what it takes to bring a CG visual effects shot from start to finish
working with Camera animation, motion tracking and animation libraries before customising motion to help
tell a story.
2:00pm REFLECTION BETWEEN ABSTRACTION AND FIGURATION: TOWARDS AN
ABSTRACTED HETEROTOPIA – Max Hattler (UK / Germany / Hong Kong)
Max Hattler is an internationally renowned creator of moving image artwork and currently Visiting Assistant
Professor, School of Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong. This is the paper he will have presented
two weeks earlier at the Zagreb Animation Festival’s conference, Animafest Scanner II.
3:30pm – THE TAMA UNIVERSITY METHOD (KEYNOTE) Professor Tatsutoshi Gon Nomura (Japan)
Tama University is consistently producing some of the most interesting, vibrant and risky
animation being made in any institution. Its rise and rise has been spotted the world over but the reasons
why this has come about are less tangible than the results. Professor Nomura is the Head of Teaching,
Tama Art University Department of Graphic Design & Animation and will give a Keynote Presentation on
Tama’s decidedly unusual teaching methods.
LINE-UP SUBJECT TO CHANGE. CHECK WWW.MIAF.NET FOR UPDATES
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FILMVICGOVAU
@FILMVICTORIA

Nina
Veronika Obertová,
ˇ
Michaela Copiková
Slovakia, 17’00, 2014

OFFICIAL
OPENING
FILM

L

IFE ON THE ROAD. 3AM IS ALMOST NEVER A HAPPY TIME. EITHER FAR TOO LATE OR
ridiculously early, it is one of the day’s most unloved hours. That ugly intersection of late
vs early cultures is especially prevalent at public transport hubs and I am sitting in one of
the world’s busiest (London’s Liverpool St station) waiting for the train to Stansted airport
– a trip that will take me almost as long and, perversely, cost almost twice as much as my
horribly early flight to Bratislava. Ah, RyanAir, do any of your planes fly during the day??
I have 24 hours to get a sense of new Slovakian animation and I plan to make the most of
it. The trick will be lasting the distance of this very long day.
The real catalyst for this trip is to visit one of the more interesting and exciting young animation
studios I know of. Ove Pictures, essentially the vehicle for young Slovakian animating duo Veronika
Obertová and Michaela Copíková, is the raison d’etre for today’s journey along with a much
delayed visit to the iconic VSMU Bratislava (aka The Academy of Music and Performing Arts
Bratislava) and a specially arranged lunch with what seems to be shaping up as a who’s who of the
Slovakian animation scene.
Ove Pictures recently released a brand new film and it is a bit of wonder. Nina is about as handmade
as animation gets. Made almost entirely out of (literally) thousands of pieces of cut-out cardboard,
ingeniously designed, meticulously arranged and laboriously animated, it is a work of astonishing
skill and emotional maturity. This film is worth travelling the width of Europe to learn more about.
I feel an Official Opening Film invitation coming on.
But first, I need to get through immigration. The unhappy gent charged with deciding my suitability
for entry to Slovakia is having trouble getting my passport to swipe through his computer. Poised
for his sixth attempt, he tells me that if it does not work this time I will be put back on the plane I
arrived on to return to the UK. It doesn’t work but I am in no mood to return to the UK this morning.
A frank exchange of views ensues.
I emerge into the twinkling morning light of the Bratislava airport arrival lounge as a kind of antiBond ... stirred but not shaken. I have been threatened with refusal to enter countries for better
reasons than that. Veronika and Michaela, my two hosts, are still there but have, inexplicably, been
spontaneously drawn into participating in the shooting of a short film. Perhaps it was my early
start but I wonder if this sort of thing happens all the time in Bratislava.
I loathe airports but I love driving into new cities from them. The airport run (much like arriving by
train) says a lot about a city. I always learn something, and I especially love doing it for the first
time. The first thing I learn is that Michaela has only just got her licence. This manifests itself not
so much in any obvious lack of driving skill (in fact she is handling the traffic like a champion) but
in the fact that she isn’t entirely sure where to go. But life is all about the journey and if there are a
few missed corners and entertaining u-turns, then it’s all the more interesting.
The first impression I have is of the advertising signs. The sheer density of them beats anything I
remember seeing anywhere else. They are everywhere and cover every available surface. Later in
the day while walking through the streets of Bratislava, surely one of the most beautiful cities in
Europe, I learn of a local legend known as ‘Batman’ who goes around destroying or disfiguring
many of these signs. Indeed, his facebook page is riven not just with pictures of his conquests
but with a plethora of suggestions from the general public offering up suitable targets for future
sorties and the attention of his creatively destructive touch. Long may he reign.
Bratislava seems to be in a state of physical transition laying bare the skeletal structures of
numerous grand buildings, exposed in the haste to clear space for a project not quite ready to
depart a drawing board. The space that Ove Pictures occupies is in one of the more imposing and
fascinating of these. The ‘Cvernovka’ building had, for generations, been a cotton factory. It had
withstood the worst that two world wars and five different political regimes could fling at it.
Fortuitously, it was turned into a vast series of communal arts spaces and studios when a Czech
developer abandoned plans to turn it into offices and apartments in the smoking wake of the
global financial crisis. At least it remains standing. The area surrounding it is a sprawling open
space where, clearly, other buildings once stood, now doubling as a dodge-em-car-style car park.
Entering Cvernovka from one of these carpark areas feels a little like an exciting, slightly illegal act
of discovery. The ground floor corridors are cluttered with the detritus of the building’s past life.
Up a couple of flights of stairs and the vibe does not really change that much until Michaela
pushes open a mostly unremarkable wall panel only to reveal a huge, astonishingly cool office
space stretching out like a runway to a wall of windows in the distance.
Coffee immediately appears and within minutes I am being treated to an impromptu table-top
exhibition of exquisitely crafted paper and felt ‘sculptures’ (there’s no other way to describe them)
that were used in the making of Nina. A hands-on demonstration of the big roller device they used
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OFFICIAL OPENING NIGHT FILM

to create the moving landscapes in the film just piles icing on top of the
magic. The last minute decision to make this ridiculously compressed trip
suddenly feels like money in the bank – I am looking at the pieces of the
film I want to open MIAF’s International Competition programs with. Time
to learn some more about these two filmmakers and the film they have
created.
Veronika Obertová earned her MA at Bratislava’s Academy of Fine Arts and
Design in the visual design communication department.
Michaela Čopíková finished an MA at Bratislava’s Academy of Music and
Performing Arts before studying for another year at the Academy of Art
University in San Francisco.
At the end of their studies they both worked for a small production
company for a year before deciding to form their own studio, Ove Pictures,
in 2010.
They emphatically see Ove Pictures as a studio that will let them create
the kind of work they love and creatively thrive on.
They both love traditional techniques. Michaela is especially good at
drawing and Veronika likes to build things and work with clay, textiles and
paper. As they got used to working together, they found their common
ground was crafting things out of paper and that was the direction much
of their animation went in.
After initially envisaging Nina as substantially a clay puppet film, their love
of working with paper inevitably took them back to the form that they
knew and loved best after their original script and treatment were rejected
at a funding pitch contest.
Together, they explain that early genesis of Nina.
“The topic of fear was and still is really fascinating for both of us.
Sometimes we are frightened as children and we realised that everybody
is afraid of something. So we thought, ‘let’s try to talk about all our fears’.
That is how the first draft about a boy, who has to fight his fear came
about.
“We really wanted to find the right form for visualising the fear itself. First
we came up with the idea that fear is, in fact, kind of an onion inside
people. Whenever a person feels fear and creates phobias, the onion gets
coated with another layer and when we overcome or manage a fear, a few
layers dry out and peel away.
“The visuals for that early version were completely different than what the
finished film became. We created clay puppets with paper onions inside.
We had used clay in our previous creative projects, but never in a film, so
we wanted to try it. With this version we went to Bosch Stiftung Co-Production Pitching Prize but we didn’t win. After that we got stuck. It took some
time before we decided to redevelop the story. We got rid of the onion and
focused just on fear itself as the main emotion in the development of the
story. And we brought in our friend and scriptwriter, Peter Minar, as well.
“So, back in summer of 2013 we had a bright new script and with this one
we won the Visegrad Animation Forum / Pitching at Anifest festival in
Czech republic. We also received funding from Slovak Audiovisual Fund for
the first cut. And before we finished the film we created a successful
fundraising campaign on Startovac (the local version of Kickstarter).
“With this new version we also completely changed the visuals. We went
back to paper! Except for showing the form of ‘fear’, which is depicted
using fluffy fabrics to create more of a contrast with the rest of design.”
Transforming cardboard into ‘heart-and-soul’ characters is a kind of
miraculous thing to be able to do on a number of levels. In Bratislava, just
getting sufficient quantities of the raw materials can be a struggle. At one
stage, they exhausted Slovakia’s entire supply of the cardboard that
makes up the main characters! Beyond that, however, their explanation of
the process for transforming all that cardboard into the stars, sets and
props of their film makes it almost sound like fun.

“All the time, whatever we are about to create, from whatever material, we
first do a lot of sketches”, they explain. “Just after that we take the paper
and start to work on test models, usually made from simple shapes like
cubes, pyramids, squares, triangles. During this process we also discuss
what needs to be movable, and which part of the paper models will be still
or fixed, so that we can create a nice movement for the animation.
“For example, for Ondro, the main character in Nina, there were six
different designs for his head, and twenty different designs for his eyes.
“But with every project we try to develop something new, such as folding
the paper in a different way, trying new shapes, working out new
possibilities for movement, etc. For Nina, it was a really long process.
We started with very complex sketches, and we slowly built very simple
characters in paper.
“The bulk of the production of Nina was done in a really small studio near
Cvenovka. It’s an old factory as well, with many other artists working there.
It was just a simple room with electricity and one table and two windows,
only about 4m x 4m square. It was easy to cover the windows with black
fabrics, and animate there. But it was crazy sometimes. The boxes with
paper models were everywhere. But we animated the film during winter
and spring so the temperature under the animation table lights was
about right.”
Veronika and Michaela are effusive about the people that helped them
realise their vision for Nina, describing them as a ‘dream team’.
“The editing process was a valuable learning experience for us”, they both
say. “Our editor, Viera Čakányová, was really merciless, but in the best
possible way. We cried a lot of times, because some of our favourite paper
scenes were cut from the film, but the final dramaturgy was important for
us. We think we had five different edits before we settled on the final one.
“For the music, we chose two young crazy guys, called Jonatan Pastirčák
(artistic name PJONI) and Adam Matej (artistic name InkMidget). They
work together as a duo. And we love their music. We asked them to do the
music for our trailer and it worked from the very beginning. The darkness
of fear is there, exactly as we wanted to hear it.
“We had a wonderful graphic designer Pavlina (Pavka) Morhacova, who
did a great job. Also our friend Matej Hakar was the photographer who
shot every moment of the development and production as well as all the
paper models. Our director of photography Juraj Chlpik was amazing. The
whole crew behind Plaftik studio, and our sound designer Milos Hanzely
did a fantastic job.
“And lots of people helped us with the funding as well. And our CoProducer Peter Badač from Bfilm is also a very important person for us.”
As you watch it, keep a close eye out for the details and how that detail
was achieved with little more than cardboard, scissors and the kind of
creative ingenuity that flows from the minds and skilled hands of animators
such as Veronika Obertová and Michaela Čopíková. Try and figure out how
it was done. In most cases, the answer is right there in front of your eyes,
hiding in plain view. My personal favourite is the quick shot of a mosquito
rapidly filling with the blood of its victim. This engorging effect is achieved
simply by changing a series of ever-increasing red-coloured rings of
cardboard. Amazing. Simple. Effective. But it is three seconds in a film
completely filled with such wonders.
Overall, Nina is something of a triumph. At 17 minutes it is the longest film
with which MIAF is ever likely to open its International Competition
programs. But the sheer, epic scale of the achievement, the standard of
the animation and the way they have been able to breathe life and
emotion into what are actually nothing more than bits of cardboard is
outstanding and a wonderful example of what animation is capable of at
its most basic of forms. At every level, it is the exact kind of film that
MIAF was established to showcase.
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ESTIVALS! WHERE TO BEGIN? AT THE BEGINNING IS
the obvious place for audiences but it doesn’t tend to
work that way for the people that put them together.

MIAF’s gently rising tradition of declaring an ‘Official
Opening Film’ brings an interesting extra dynamic to the
process of putting together International Program #1.
The tumble-wash of qualities and circumstances that
see Nina (Veronika Obertova, Michaela Copikova) taking that
slot this year are aerated in more detail on page 12 but a film of
such distinctive style and – especially – of such length impacts on
the make-up of the program it opens. Nina has rewards aplenty
but it demands much of an audience and the films that follow
immediately in its wake have been purposely positioned to
counterbalance the big pendulum swing that kicks off MIAF 15’s
international programs.
Exhibit A. Short, sharp, distinct and boldly constructed,
La Faillite (JeanJean Arnoux) is pure animation. It is a gloriously
electrified Escheresque doodle made live. Deceptively simple,
it brings a kind of ol’ timey, living magic to the screen. This was
one of the first films to be considered for competition this year
and it was immediately obvious it would be invited, just as it
was immediately obvious it would be a film that would perform
double duty as a ‘gear-changer’ in whatever program it went into.
Shifting up a gear we immediately find ourselves engaging a
new film by a long-term, if sporadic, MIAF regular, Neely
Goniodsky. I think I remember meeting her once in London
years ago at a place called ‘The Other Cinema’ (in the bar of
course). But then again I remember a lot of things that never
happened. This vague and leaky memory vessel retains the
residue of a Bordeaux infused conversation about the ‘feel’ of
an artist’s touch on actual, physical film translating into the
pure textural experience of seeing paint and other substances
given a kind of breath on the big screen when projected. True or
imagined, this imperative sums up her films and what they
throw at us from that big screen. Determinedly handmade,
films like Cats remind us that – on their best days – artists
make animation and they are not afraid to embrace the most
creative of scripts to trip us off into a dark/light fantastic.
Gunther (Erick Oh) also came in early. An obvious gem! Erick
Oh seems to have been ricocheting between his homeland of
South Korea and the USA, where he trained at Calarts, for
years. His films, always good and interesting works, are
becoming stranger, more complex and more detailed. Not to
mention unique. Placing colourful, highly animated (occasionally
translucent) characters on a pure white, featureless background
qualifies as close to unique. The last time I remember seeing
this aesthetic celebrated was watching New York-based animator
/ icon JJ Sadelmaier talk about a series of white background TV
ads he did for Chevrolet about six years ago. It’s rare.
Annnnnd then we hit Scoop. This is the freshest new fruit from
the heavily fertilised, hydroponic animation garden of the
Brothers McLeod. For me, Brothers McLeod is one of the most
remarkable animation studios the world, a veritable volcano of
creative output. Nine years ago brothers Greg and Myles
McLeod established their own little bolt-hole in the fiercely
competitive, often primordial, London animation ecosystem.
Utilising intensely colourful plumage, stir-fried with several jars
of steaming-hot krazy-sauce, the pacing is unrelenting, the
scripted gymnastics unpredictable, the roster of characters
endless and the premise that underpins every scene almost
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surreal in the complex, yet maniacal jetstream it creates.
Animating this stuff is tough enough, but coming up with it in
the first place is the real artform and these guys do it better
than just about anybody.
A few years ago, I visited Zagreb, the gorgeous, richly historied
capital of Croatia. The main purpose of that visit was to spend
a week going through the rolled-gold offerings stacked neatly
in the Zagreb Film archive. But while I was there I met some
young filmmakers who were setting up their own studio and
distribution company. Named Bonobo, it made up for in pure
energy what it lacked in resources and back-catalogue.
Roll forward a decade or so and Bonobo now sends in some of
the more interesting submissions we receive. There is no
‘house style’ at Bonobo, just a commitment to intensely
imaginative, often challenging and convention-busting films
from a small but growing roll-call of some of western Europe’s
most committed auteur animators. To underscore the point,
this program has two Bonobo films in it. Sometimes, MIAF just
likes to do things that way.
The first of these, Levitation (Marko Mestrovic), is an absorbing
showpiece of the kind of power and majesty that only black and
white film can really bring to animation. It uses the graceful
starkness of its design to create a third and a half dimension.
The characters and components of the animated action seem to
not just float through this dimension but to explore and expand
on its very depth. It’s a remarkable achievement for a collection
of black lines all flying in a kind of animated close formation.
The second Bonobo film erupted from the high-speed animation
blender that is the mind of Theodore Ushev. The Sleepwalker
is just extraordinary. Knowing Ushev, it probably took him all
of a week to make. He is nothing short of a force of nature,
concocting and grinding out works that portray a dizzying
visuality that must demand enough of his computer to cause
the lights in the rest of his street to dim. This over-charged,
cacophonous, electric circus of mad-doodle characters is vintage
Ushev – he is absolutely unleashed and clearly revelling in his
element. The pure exuberance that energises this work is there
for all to see and feel as it rolls past us in a merry whirl.
How The Sleepwalker wound up being distributed by Bonobo
is a bit of a mystery. Ushev is Canada based, as often as not
working in the Montreal studio of the National Film Board of
Canada. When not there, he tends to return to his native
Bulgaria to ‘re-charge’. Perhaps he dropped it off at Bonobo on
the way through. Or perhaps, like an increasing number of
animators, he recognises a distributor with a fine eye for the
really good stuff. Likewise, we’ll be keeping our eye on Bonobo
year on year – it’s the least we can do.
And all that NEEDS to be said about the closing film in this
program is that it was made by Don Hertzfeldt. If that sentence
does not cover all the bases then you either need to seriously
hammer-fist this into google or (even better) just sit back and
watch a master roll out his latest brain-to-heart-to-hand magic
carpet ride. This is the kind of stuff we set up MIAF to share
with you.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM 1

Nina

La Faillite

Cats

Veronika Obertova, Michaela Copikova
Slovakia, 17'00, 2014 (Sub)

JeanJean Arnoux
France, 2'27, 2014 (NL)

Neely Goniodsky
USA, 1'30, 2014 (SL)

Animation does not get more “hand-made”
than this. An epic achievement following
the crossed paths of a timid boy and a
woodlands girl whose experience could
so easily be a mirror of our own.

More Escher than Escher, more Cirque
than Soleil. A wondrous dance of a simple
imagination.

“Cats – no less liquid than their shadows”.
A poetic encyclopaedia of the enigmatic
qualities of one of nature’s most crafty
and beguiling creatures.

Gunther

Scoop

An Ode To Love

Erick Oh
USA, 6'24, 2014 (NL)

McLeod Brothers
UK, 2'04, 2014 (SL)

Matthew Darragh
Ireland, 7'00, 2014 (NL)

Oh yeah, it’s eat or be eaten in this crazy,
mixed up, hot dog dancing, flower picking,
fish slapping, self cooking ol’ world.

Clark and Tiffany take their ChopperChopper to the annual Lava Fish Day to
watch Lava Fish Man erupt red-hot
seafood from his crack. But something’s
wrong.

Stranded on a desert island, a lonely man
embarks on a passionate and energetic
love affair with an unlikely paramour.

Domestik

Levitation

Plumb

Ignatz Johnson Higham
UK, 4'35, 2014 (SL)

Marko Mestrovic
Croatia, 8'07, 2014 (NL)

Caleb Wood
USA, 3'07, 2014 (NL)

A clever visual patchwork of domestik
illusyonyn shining a subtle light in the
things we never ask and we never tell.

Channelling Hemmingway is as good a
start point as any to explore a force so
powerful it can defy gravity and carry us
past the beyond.

A demonstration of the purest, apparently
simplest iteration of animation. The magic
illusion of bringing stills images to quivering, bouncing life.

The Sleepwalker

Modern Man

World Of Tomorrow

Theodore Ushev
Canada, 4'20, 2014 (NL)

Robert Lyons
USA, 4'35, 2013 (SL)

Don Hertzfeldt
USA, 17'00, 2015 (SL)

How does this guy do it? One of the
world’s most prolific animators hits us
with a visual cacophony that most
us couldn’t imagine, let alone begin
to create.

Ahhhh, George Carlin, how we miss him.
He was a modern man, a man for the
millennium, digital and smoke free.
He knew the upside of downsizing and a
hell of a lot more to boot.

Don’s back and his stuff is as wild as it
ever was. “World Of Tomorrow” takes a
young girl on a truly mind-bending tour
of her future, such as it is.
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HIS IS THE LINE-UP THAT GOT CHOPPED AND CHANGED
the most during programming. There were a couple of
reasons for that. One of the programming issues this
year was how to spread the fairly high number of black
and white films across the programs and we saw
several of those films tango in and out of the line-up
before everything was finalised.

Another significant issue centred around just where to put Dax
Norman’s stunning little masterpiece of mentalised mayhem
Genuine Suede. Apart from being a gold-plated, card-carrying,
turbo-charged, wood-fired, chocolate-coated, fully certified,
A-grade example of just EXACTLY what animation as an artform
can do when it is really unleashed, Dax agreed to do MIAF 15’s
trailer. Thanks Dax, and as a tiny token of the esteem with
which you are held here at MIAF HQ, the plan is to open this
program with your film and see where that tumbling vortex of
energy takes us.
First stop – Holland and to the latest output from Job, Joris &
Marieke. This Dutch studio just seems to be going from
strength to strength as each year passes. There’s definitely a
‘house style’ emerging here and people love it. It’s fun and it
draws you into the little worlds they create. The basic premise
of each of their films is usually pretty simple to grasp but they
have an edge that would be darker if they were depicted in a
more conventional way. Instead, the visual design of their
characters and the environments they drop them into subverts
such simplicity and logic. Last year, we played their film Mute,
which involved an entire town of mouthless people suddenly
realising they could slash open a gap in their faces and – voila –
mouths! This discovery produced a paroxysm of hyper-imaginative,
often hilarious face slashing. Try explaining to the censors that
it was – almost – a kids film!! It’s tricky to embark on a similar
discussion of their latest film, A Single Life, without releasing
the ‘Hounds Of Spoilerville’ but it scored an Oscar nomination
and it was an easy film to say yes to. Quite why I positioned it
directly after Genuine Suede alludes me now – but there would
have been a reason.
In almost all respects regarding creative and cultural pursuits,
New Zealand punches way above its weight. This is true for
almost every artform other than independent animation. It is
hard to lower the pointy finger of certain wisdom onto any
particular reason – it just seems to be the way it is. In the
15-year history of MIAF we might have played half a dozen films
from across the ditch.
This year is a very different story though. This year, there has
been a lot animating action going on over there. Baba by Joel
Kefali is the most unequivocally New Zealand-flavoured of the
batch, utilising an impressively evocative hand-drawn aesthetic
to illustrate the memory of a migrant arriving in ‘Godzone’
trying to grasp the essentials of New Zealand culture as it
enveloped him.
While we’re on the subject, New Zealand has provided a springboard of varying propulsion for a number of films we are showing.
Janette Goodey, who, along with partner John Lewis, created
The Story Of Percival P. Pilts (which we are also joyfully playing
in the Kids program) hails from the City Of Sails. She did a lot
of the costume design work over there and the pitch-perfect
narration track was provided by Mark Hadlow, a voice known to
every Kiwi. Ode To Love (International Program #1) was made
by ex-pat Kiwi Matthew Darragh who returned home after a
demanding two-year stint directing a TV series for Disney at
Brown Bag films in Ireland. Our Installation Animation section
harbours a tightly-wound, fully abstract mini-opus called
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Digital Baroque by New Zealand visual artist Ivan Mrsic. And
although it didn’t quite come together in time for this year’s
festival, Canada-based Judith Poirer is using a months-long
stay in New Zealand to create a truly fascinating follow-up to
her last film Two Weeks – Two Minutes, which we played
last year.
Touching down in Estonia feels like coming home to me. It is
an extraordinary place blessed with a people long on forgiveness,
wide (very wide) on a uniquely surrealist, complex humour and
with an immense cultural, social and geo-political reservoir
from which to draw. Reflecting back, I remember being in
Tallinn the day Estonia officially joined NATO. At precisely
1300hrs, a trio-plus-one of Belgian fighter jets flew over
Tallinn to mark the occasion. I have a vivid memory of an old
woman rocking back and forth mumbling, “those damn
Russians will never be back”. And so it seemed. An obvious
obviousness, surely?
Last year, the clouds that had just dropped about two feet of
snow on the place the day I arrived were not the only force of
nature casting shadows in the region at the time. Through
Europe – as through much of the world – the talk was about the
situation in Ukraine. Russian might was being gradually but
surely Frankensteined back to life and lots of people remember
what that looked like. My best friend at primary school was a
Czech refugee, given sanctuary after the Russians turned up
one day in his homeland and decided they rather fancied the
place. This included the very house he grew up in which wound
up as the “property” of two Russian families who had never
experienced the technology of flushing toilets. The Hungarians,
Poles, East Germans, Romanians, Georgians – the list goes on –
know exactly how that scenario plays out. Sharing a border
with Russia is fraught and often made more so with the
complex and divisive politics driven by (re)emerging cultural
and economic clashes but Estonia is nowadays unequivocally
European and, drawing on a long memory, will not be looking
longingly eastward any time soon! It would be a tragedy if what
played out in Ukraine was allowed to play out in Estonia. The
gist of this paragraph would have sounded far-fetched twelve
months ago but there are not many things that move faster or
with more stealth than a thief in the night.
Not for the first time, two feet of snow and the cobbled streets
of Tallinn’s Old City were the welcoming carpet that lead to the
two main studios there. It was time to have a first look at their
latest films. This is one of the most dependable joys of each
annual festival cycle.
This MIAF harbours several fantastic films that were spotted
on that visit. The first of them is the astonishing new Ulo Pikkov
film Tik-Tak. Friendly, quiet, thoughtfully intense, Pikkov’s
career to date is – to say the least – varied. A skilled puppet
animator, he has nonetheless created a body of work that
includes scratch/cameraless as well as hand-drawn films. He is
a scholarly author, a skilled editor of essays and books and a
gifted and generous teacher. In so many ways Tik-Tak is the
quintessential Estonian puppet film. It encompasses classic,
aged, yet ageless, characters, is as skilfully animated as it is
possible to be, depicts a bizarre yet oddly believable transition
and is mind-bogglingly complex in its technical prowess.
Produced at Nukufilm, a short, lumpy walk from the train
station and main market, it is a lavish, creatively saturated
example of just what Estonian puppet animation is. And it
wasn’t the only great film I brought home from that trip.
Not by a long shot! Turn the page.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM 2

Genuine Suede

A Single Life

Construction

Dax Norman
USA, 2'56, 2014

Job, Joris & Marieke
Holland, 2'18, 2014

Andrea Guizar
Poland, 3'00, 2013 (NL)

Dax Norman clearly has Picasso and Dali
trapped in his imagination – and it looks
like they are both fighting hard to get out.

A life can be lived, measured and even
manipulated in so many different ways
but beware the cracks and the sudden
endings.

A liquid animation tracing the increasing
clutter of an inner sanctum going through
a most fluid of transformations.

Black Tape

Baba

To Edgar

Uri Kranot, Michelle Kranot
Denmark, 3'00, 2014 (NL)

Joel Kefali
New Zealand, 3'20, 2014 (SL)

Ewa Luczkow
Poland, 5'30, 2013 (NL)

Entangled together in a complex tango,
victim and victimiser dance against the
bonds that tie them together.

A migrant reflects on the bad books,
sausage rolls, social dance etiquette and
the angst about capital punishment that
he found when he arrived in his new home
all those years ago

The view from the window only intensifies
the writing block. The black cat and the
screeching ravens simply add a blanket of
menace. Nothing is quite right.

Funeral

My Dad

Master And Man

Alejandro Bonilla Rojas
Costa Rica, 5'54, 2014 (SL)

Marcus Armitage
UK, 5'53, 2014 (SL)

Tom Tassel
Canada, 4'55, 2014 (NL)

Somehow beauty, art and post-death
magic gradually emerge from the detritus
of carnage strewn along a stretch of a
particularly nasty piece of road.

A jumbled pastiche of colourful imagery
makes the perfect dance partner for a
rapidly disintegrating depiction of one
boy’s understanding of his father.

From the gloom, an abstract and struggling
evil emerges with a seemingly endless will
to drive the horses deeper into a hell that
is hard to understand.

Tik-Tak

Isola del Giglio

Bendito Machine V

Ulo Pikkov
Estonia, 9'30, 2015 (NL)

Tom Schroeder
USA, 10'25, 2014 (Sub)

Jossie Malis
Spain, 11'54, 2014 (NL)

A truly astounding piece of stop-motion
animation tracing the clockwork
reincarnations of a watchmaker and the
mouse that called his home-of-a-thousand
-clocks home.

Sunday morning on the long curve of
Campese, Isola del Giglio. Impressions of
a languid Italian island in the form of a
beautifully animated sketchbook.

The Bendito Machine continues. If aliens
arrived from outer space would they
understand the wars we fight and the
destruction we bring upon ourselves?
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... CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE – SORT OF – AND WE ARE STILL
in Estonia. There are two main animation studios in Estonia:
Nukufilm and Essti Joonisfilm. ‘Nuku’ is Estonian for ‘puppet’ and
Nukufilm focuses almost exclusively on creating stunning puppet
animation, while Eesti Joonisfilm is home to those Estonian animators
who draw and draught their imaginative creations into life.
Upon exiting Nukufilm, I noticed what I had missed when I originally
bounded through the door on arrival. The large foyer had been
turned into a veritable museum exhibition of sets, puppets and
costumes from the feature film they had just finished – Lisa Limone
And Maroc Orange – all reminding me of a really decent animated
feature I had decided not to screen in MIAF. It was a tough call, but
it was a very Euro-centric, sub-titled Kids Opera and I just couldn’t
see it working in Melbourne. As I stood amongst these displays, I
wondered if I made the right call. As I tap out these meandering
thoughts six months later, I wonder exactly the same thing. But ...
Eesti Joonisfilm is not that far away. It is easy to miss. It looks like a
house on a street filled with roughly identical houses. But ringing
this bell gives you entree to a very special world. Up a few stairs,
quick left, duck around a couple of piles of stuff and there sit a
couple of Estonia’s greatest animators toiling away. One of them
is Priit Tender.
Despite having told him repeatedly, Tender will probably never
take seriously the significant impact his work has had on my
understanding of what animation is capable of and why I set up
MIAF. His 1997 film, Gravitation, remains probably my personal #1
film of all time. It made sense to me in a way almost no film of any
kind ever had before and continues to this day to fuel my passion
for trying to get people to look at GOOD animation. He is always
working on something and one of the reasons I am in Tallinn is to
find out what!
House Of Unconsciousness is what.
Effortlessly – perhaps even carelessly – straddling the ghosts of
Estonian classics-past; fearlessly raising a finger to, yet
reinvigorating, the slowly wilting imagery of Pink Floyd’s The Wall;
and nonchalantly driving a spike through the pretensions of
anybody who thought clean, effortless escape was possible in the
wake of wilful betrayal; Tender’s latest film is one of the most
confronting, confounding and challenging pieces of cinema (in any
form) made for a while. As a bonus, it’s beautifully drawn and fluidly
animated. It’s amazing really – in person, he’s not that guy! I have
no idea where it all comes from and for a decade or more I’ve been
pestering him to tell me. No luck so far – but I plan to keep asking.
It’s possible he himself doesn’t know.
In 15 years of programming MIAF I have probably watched in excess
of 30,000 films and agreed or decided to screen perhaps 4,500.
Only TWO of those have given me pause for thought. Without
mentioning names, one graphically and disturbingly made light of
father/daughter incest and the other chillingly and cynically
manipulated a young child’s narration to justify stabbing a person.
Neither of these would have rolled if they had been live-action –
and rightfully so.
Piotr Dumala’s long awaited new film, Hipopotamy, brings this
total to three. Where to begin?
Let’s start with the art. Exquisitely drawn and stunningly animated,
visually it is just flat-out handsome and brutally elegant. An
astonishing classique masterpiece simultaneously channelling the
extraordinary design of the human body – it’s immense potential
for disciplined and majestically controlled movement that is surely
beyond the wildest dreams of even its Creator – whilst all the while
infusing it with the ugly, raw, primal power of the ‘animal’ that we
all know sits at the core of our very being.
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These impulses play as powerful drama in the average nature
documentary that flickers across our tv screens with regularity.
Witnessing the newly crowned dominant lion systematically
kill all the cubs in the pride so that the females will be more
immediately receptive to the services he offers is confronting.
Fortunately, we humans have risen above such primal instincts and
live in civilised societies. Or so we like to believe. Here Dumala
speaks a truth in the brutal language of visuality about rape and
the vicious reality that it has never been more ‘popular’ nor more
systematically deployed as a weapon of war. Countenancing the
reasons that this may be so threatens to shatter the fragile veneer
of civilisation that many of us living as paid up (or accidental)
members of the world’s ten-percenters fiercely shield ourselves
with – for fear of realising we are, after all, animals like those we
share the planet with.
Beautiful, artful and technically superb animation is the first
defence I would offer of this film. That is an easy case to make – it
is self-evident. But ultimately, I selected it (and the choice was
mine alone) because it strikes me as one of the most knowing
critiques of what it is to be human that I have been confronted with
in a long time. It disturbs me. I’m happy to say it ... I don’t like
watching it. But I have seen it on the big screen six times (at time of
writing) and at a moment in history when man’s inhumanity to man
is making a fulsome return to centre-stage the question of how we
reflect on ourselves as pure animals has never been more relevant.
Unlike most animals, we – in theory – can exercise choice. If true,
what interesting choices we seem to be making (and tolerating).
These are the things I think Dumula is throwing at us in this film.
We don’t give our artists much in the grand scheme of things and
all they really owe us is some version of reality as they see it.
Inevitably, some see their primary responsibility as rail-spiking
cold, hard truths into the central cortex. So be it. I would not in a
hundred years offer to speak for Dumala. But these are the reasons
I elected to show the film that he elected to make.
Chilean duo Cristobal Leon and Joaquin Cocina are among the most
consistently ‘must watch’ animators I know of. We have screened
as many of their earlier films as we have been able to get a licence
for and they never fail to impress. They have crafted and refined a
style that is immediately recognisable. That style, which they have
again employed in The Andes, involves taking over a full-sized
room and utterly co-opting it as an often unwilling canvas on which
to create dark, foreboding tales that exorcise broken characters
and dark souls who appear to have being laying in a kind of
tormented limbo within the very fabric of those spaces. It is eerie
stuff and the materials they use – dirt, smeared charcoal, black
crayon and demented papier mache figures – multiply the effect.
A rumoured feature film (working title La Casa Lobo or The Wolf
House) promises to be unlike anything you will experience at a
suburban duplex and sits high up on MIAF’s watch-list.
Were it not for Melbourne’s own Animatae-Emmerince Dennis
Tupicoff, Einar Baldvin would probably be the world’s tallest
animator. Originally from Iceland, he now lives in the US after
completing his training at Calarts in Los Angeles. The crypto-acid
style that hyper-animated a frenzied, melting Mickey Mouse avatar
in his previous film Baboon has been tuned down a little for his
latest offering, The Pride Of Strathmoor. But not by much. Baldvin
has a life-long interest in boxing. He liked to draw boxers during his
time at art school and boxed competitively in his earlier days.
Although he must have been a formidable looking opponent to be
confronted by in a boxing ring, he claims little success and gave it
up after suffering concussion and severely bruised ribs. Clearly
more a lover than a fighter, he has taken all of those experiences
and crafted a film that magnificently captures the transfixing
brutality of a boxing match. Setting the fight in 1919 has allowed
Baldvin to interweave the various subtleties of race
issues that percolated through every strata of American society at
that time but with the special intensity of a boxing ring in which a
black man could – and often did – legitimately beat a white man to
the ground.
Perhaps the third (equal) tallest man in animation might be Tom
Mortimer. Along with business partner Dave Anderson, he founded
the London Studio 12Foot6 – so named because both are 6 foot, 3
inches tall. He journeyed to MIAF in 2013 to present at our
inaugural ‘RENDER’ conference and he has been a kind of MIAF
Alumni ever since. Last year, about 3 weeks before the opening of
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the festival, he sent me his latest film but it was
just too late. Long gone are the days when a
filmmaker or festival director could stroll into a
screening venue with a film under their arm and
have the projectionist spool it up on the fly. Six
months later, a more polished version of that
same film, Lost Property, turned up and this
time it sailed straight into the festival. It’s a
gem in so many ways. Mortimer’s message to
aspiring filmmakers at the 2013 ‘RENDER’
Conference was that going out into the real
world as an animator meant that animation
“isn’t a hobby anymore” but that it was
important to leave room to blow off some
creative steam. Getting the balance right can
be tricky and risky. But 12Foot6 look like they
have cracked it with a roster of award-winning
commercials for major UK corporates, which
swing in a kind of centrifugal opposition to
their artisitic works such as the riotously
hilarious Judo Dog series and personal films
such as Lost Property.

Cruise Patrol

Isle Of Seals

Bobby de Groot
Holland, 7'25, 2013 (NL)

Edmunds Jansons
Latvia, 6'00, 2014 (NL)

One hot summer’s day, a lone patrolman
deals to a couple of homicidal teddy
bears. THEN it turns weird … then it turns
romantic!

It’s a dirty job but somebody has to
photograph it. But in a world of multi
greys does anybody give a thought to
what the camera is going through?

The Hole

Messages Dans L’Air

Bong Su Choi
South Korea, 5'40, 2013 (NL)

Isabelle Favez
Switzerland, 6'07, 2014 (NL)

From shadows, return to shadows. In the
gothic horror that lurks beyond the reach
of the eye, black is the perfect camouflage
for black.

A fish, a cat, a wrestler and the woman
who would save them all. Unusual
ingredients for an unlikely long distance
love affair.

The Tale Of The Plump Bird

Downtown

Saki Iyori
Japan, 3'00, 2014 (NL)

Tran Nguyen Tuan Anh
Singapore, 1'32, 2013 (NL)

A beautifully hand-crafted film surveying
the shifting sands and malleable priorities
of the relationship between a special bird
and its unusual caretaker.

Where all the lights are bright – downtown. Where a slap is the only reward
for reaching for the melody.

Lost Property

Mario

The Andes

Asa Lucander
UK, 6'13, 2014 (NL)

Tess Martin
USA, 3'00, 2014 (Sub)

Cristobal Leon, Joaquin Cocina
Chile, 4'02, 2012 (NL)

The myriad rooms of an enchanted lost
property office eventually produce the
most valuable missing item of all.

Based on a Italian playground chant that
dates back to WWI, this roughly hewn
paint-on-glass animation tells the dark
tale of a soldier returning to find his
girlfriend has left him.

You called me and I came to you. Who
are you? A bright light shone into a
ghostly room illuminates a search for a
precious treasure.

I finally got to meet American animator Tess
Martin last year. In a bar in Ljubljana, Slovenia,
of all places. She has been submitting films to
MIAF for years and they always fall through the
cracks. There is a certain vulnerable, simple
honesty to many of her films that is easily
overwhelmed in a process that pits hundreds (if
not thousands) of films against each other in
the winner-takes-all-beauty-contest that is
competition selection. Her generous and open
honesty about why she herself thought festivals
like MIAF so often overlooked her films was
charming and confronting in equal measure.
Her latest film Mario is a great example of the
kind of work that often gets trampled in the
selection stampede. Determinedly analogue,
these sorts of films corral an important
quadrant of the animating universe and we
forget the lessons they offer at the risk of
feasting solely on the flashy films that are
prepared to dance on the table and yell at us
to capture our attention.
And that’s not quite the point of MIAF.
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The Pride Of Strathmoor

Hipopotamy

House Of Unconsciousness

Einar Baldvin
USA, 8'24, 2014 (SL)

Piotr Dumala
Poland, 12'29, 2014 (NL)

Priit Tender
Estonia, 10'41, 2015 (NL)

WARNING: Contains strobing effects
Paralysing and inexplicable terror stalks
our world cloaked in many guises, its
departing legacy often more destructive
than its time among us.

A canvas of velvet cruelty plays out in a
tranquil paradise bringing to the surface
impulses that are as old as life itself.

A man must navigate a bizarre hell of his
own making if he is to control the fire that
may consume all that matters to him.
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ROBABLY SAY THIS EVERY YEAR, BUT IT WOULD NOT BE A
real MIAF without a film by Simone Massi. His new film,
Wait Of May, features plenty of his trademark ‘track and
morph’ style but with a greater and more lingering focus on
the people who populate it. It is simply beautiful to watch,
with each film frame a roughly hewn painting in its own right.
It is the perfect way to open a program.

When evaluating animation, the impulse is to begin with the visuals of
the film – animation is, after all, a highly visual artform. But turn off the
sound and 99.9% of the time, the impact of all that uber-creative
visuality dissipates before your very eyes like a steadily deflating balloon.
Inspiration for animated films is a never-ending source of fascination
to me. I almost always want to know the story behind it but it’s a tricky
question to ask without looking like a cub reporter on work experience.
Sometimes reasonable assumptions about the foundational idea of
any given film can be drawn but, as often as not, that well-spring
spark of life remains elusive to the uninitiated.
Gina Kamentsky’s latest film Jiro Goes To The Dentist is an excellent
case in point. Highly experimental, there are a few fleeting references
(visual and spoken) to dentists and teeth, but there is no obvious
sign of any character called Jiro and for the most part the pacey
imagery dancing across the screen bears no real connection to the
plethora of spoken sound bites unrelentingly issuing forth.
Kamentsky is a fascinating artist working across a number of different
forms. Animating since the age of eight, she is also a kind of
‘mechanical sculptor’, creating toy, machine and device sculptures of
incredible intricacy and near bottomless imagination. Listening to her

give a brief presentation on the origins of Jiro was like pulling back a
curtain. This film started life as an experimental sound track, a kind
of editing-in-extremus process. In 2003 and 2007, New York ‘freeform’ radio station WFMU created the ‘365 Days Project’ in which
more than 200 ‘sound collectors’ shared snippets of their aural
stashes on a daily basis. The result was an uncurated, cacophonous
jungle of sounds, conversations, alerts, statements and verbal
swaggers of every imaginable tone and timbre. This aural tumult is
ripe for cutting and pasting an infinite number of ways and that is
where Kamentsky started. With the sound track completed, she
started doodling and “that’s where the guy with the teeth popped
up and it just went from there”.
On the very eve of closing entries a brand new film by Spanish duo
Anna Solans and Marc Riba roared up my street, skidded to a halt in
the driveway and banged loudly on my door demanding to be let in.
It didn’t look too dangerous at first glance so I thought I’d let it come
in for a while and have a quick chat. It told me it was a kids film but,
frankly, I was a bit dubious about that. Too many bouncing bosoms
and too much theft of underwear for that claim to hold much water.
But the more I listened to it speak to me, the more I was convinced I
was looking at a fabulous – if mislabelled – new film. So I invited it to
stay a while and see if it could impress the grown-ups. Block And
Piled is its name, say hi when you see it go by.
If animals behaving badly is a particular sub-genre of animation, the
new Supinfocom film Chaud Lapin by five students of that very fine
school, have taken it to a whole new audacious and chillingly hilarious
level. The invisible fog of menace that hangs over this entire enterprise
is palpable from the very beginning and starts with the intensely
detailed, ultra-real design of the main protagonists and victim(s). It is
full of moments that ought to be disconnections but instead ramp up
the intensity of the situation we are witnessing. The end, when it
comes, is a moment staked sacrificially to the ground somewhere
between “should have seen that coming” and “surely not???”.
Joyously gruesome, it is the perfect way to end a program.

The Wait Of May

11 Paper Place

Fugitive Images

Simone Massi
Italy, 8'05, 2014 (NL)

Daniel Houghton
USA, 6'01, 2014 (NL)

Donald Holwill
Scotland, 1'08, 2014 (NL)

The rhythm of life in the countryside
may be driven by the seasons, the
elements and the will and good favours
of mother nature.

Number 11 Paper Place may be a sanctuary
of sorts but the inhabitants must be
mindful of their fragility in the dangerous
world at their doorstep.

A cavalcade of frenetic, barely connected
images captured for fleeting moments as
they make a break for visual oblivion at
frame’s edge.
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Nothing Else But Water
Patrick De Carvalho
France, 4'42, 2014 (NL)
Celebrating the safe return of a ship of
intrepid explorers, a young pig wonders
where he fits into it

The Man Who Mistook His
Wife For A Hat
Ross Hogg
UK, 3'17, 2013 (SL)

Dieperik
Jacky De Groen
Belgium, 4'39, 2013 (NL)

Based on the famous book of the same
name. A deep delve into a strange and
unlikely condition.

Words, ideas and the silent passage of
the ages all wash up on the shore and
recede back into the depths of a
mysterious ocean.

This World

Duo

L’Alfabeto Delle Cose Piccole

Zbigniew Czapla
Poland, 1'31, 2014 (SL)

Janis Aussel, Elsa Boyer, Marie-Pierre

Federica Pagnucco, Thomas Renoldner,
Linda Wolfsgruber
Italy, 4'04, 2014 (NL)

Demessant, Dorian Lee, Laurent Moing,
Guitty Mojabi, Aron Bothman

It appears that it was all a misunderstanding.
What was only a trial run was taken
seriously. The rivers will return to their
beginnings.

France, 3'32, 2014 (Sub)
Jealously and tension bring a threatening
uncertainty into the realm of a graceful
duo who hold each others lives in their
hands every time they go on stage.

The alphabet re-imagined as a graceful,
abstract beauty parade.

Bang Bang

Eclipse

Jiro Visits The Dentist

Julien Bisaro
France, 12'00, 2014 (Sub)

Jacky De Groen
Belgium, 5'40, 2014 (NL)

Gina Kamentsky
USA, 1'30, 2014 (SL)

A strange pink dog haunts a woman
escaping her life, her father and the scene
of an accident. But escape is a difficult
feat to pull off on the best of days.

Obscured by a lunar eclipse, a circus lion
taming act morphs into a deadly, delicate
game of hide and seek.

Jiro has a dream about the artist
formerly known as Prince and visits the
dentist with his friend, the Lighthouse
Phone Man.

Ligget Ln.

Block And Piled

Chaud Lapin

Taylor Beldy
USA, 2'20, 2013 (NL)

Anna Solans, Marc Riba
Spain, 5'37, 2014 (NL)

Geraldine Gaston, Floria Andrivon,
Alexis Magaud, Mael Berreur, Soline
Bejuy Supinfocom Arles

The signals travel the wired paths that
have been laid for them. But Kong is
coming and he’s heading straight for the
Empire State Building

What comes down must go up – even odd
houses and ample underwear.

France, 5'21, 2014 (NL)
A grotesquerie of intrigue, forbidden
inter-species passion and model
ship building.
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HE NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA IS – AND ALWAYS
has been – one of the strongest, truest and most reliable
beacons shining into the realm of creative, auteur animation.
A colossal organisation, it spans Canada shore-to-shore
and is charged with ensuring Canadian screen culture is
imagined, created and seen.

It is absolutely impossible to overstate the impact the NFB has had
on animation as an artform over the years and the momentum it
has built in terms of production and development.
One of the main NFB offices is in Montreal and it is an essential
annual pilgrimage for me. A couple of rumbling hours by train from
Ottawa, I darken their door like clockwork each year in conjunction
with that other essential annual pilgrimage ... to the Ottawa
International Animation Festival.
A huge, sparsely-windowed, three-storied concrete block of a
building sitting beside a divided, unrelenting, six-lane highway,
the NFB’s Montreal headquarters and location could hardly be
more incongruous with the activity that it harbours and nurtures.
Navigating the corridors requires GPS. The building’s ability to
disorientate newbies is legendary. I’ve been going there regularly
for more than a decade but finding the library, the staff cafeteria or
– toughest of all – a specific office or studio still requires a fair dose
of luck. There are vast areas of the place I’ve never set foot in and
I find it fascinating that the English and French speaking sections
are physically demarcated.
There is magic in the air at the NFB. It is a space overflowing with
legends past, present and in the making. I visited filmmaker Lynn
Smith in her colourful studio year after year while she was making
Soup Of The Day, which we finally got to screen last year. And at
the other end of the scale I banged into Theodore Ushev purely by
chance (I was probably looking for the cafeteria) while he spent
about a month in a windowless office that contained not much
more than a computer and an empty rubbish bin making his filmde-moment. The walls are liberally adorned with the memorabilia
of 75 years of animating, a nod to some of the best films ever
made. The corridors are named after NFB legends. The atmosphere
palpitates with potential and promise – there is something good
going on behind every door. Or at least that is how it feels to a
visitor. For the most part, the majority of the people there seem to
be just simply getting on with ‘it’. But water-cooler conversations
and chance corridor meetings are different at the NFB – they just are!
Even by NFB standards, the films produced there in the last 12
months have been a bumper crop. Their makers read like a roll call
of Canadian animating royalty: Tali, Janet Perlman, Nicola Lemay,
Janice Nadeau and Michele Cournoyer.
However, this year saw a marked uptick in international co-productions.
Brought on by the necessity to make ever-thinning budgets go
further and the need to supplement them by tapping in to external
funding sources, the NFB has drawn some of the very finest animators
in the world into their fold to create some truly spectacular films.
People like Academy Award-winner Torill Kove from Norway, the
stylishly inimitable Latvian animator Vladimir Leschiov, and the
peerless Priit Parn and Olga Parn have all produced new works in
association with the NFB this year.
I find Tali a beguilingly quirky animator and her latest film,
Bus Stories is a spirited way to open the program. She lives in a
remote part of regional Canada and has to come into the nearest
town to use the internet connection provided by the local general
store. The characters she populates her films with have a kind of
sophisticated naivety about them that make them instantly
endearing, fun to watch and immediately familiar.
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Tali’s style also channels that of other NFB legends, particularly
people such as Cordell Barker and Richard Condie. This stylistic
continuum brings with it a sense of ease, comfort and familiarity
that long-term fans of the NFB output will appreciate from Frame
#1. We must get her out for MIAF as a guest one year – it would be
enormous fun I suspect.
Norwegian animator Torill Kove is a regular presence at the NFB.
Although she trained in Canada and has lived there since 1982, she
has maintained close links with her homeland. Her 2007 film, The
Danish Poet, which took out an Academy Award, was a co-production
tapping resources from Mikrofilm AS in Norway and the National
Film Board of Canada. Her new film Me And My Moulton repeats
and builds on this co-production relationship to great effect.
Partly autobiographical, Kove says her film is more about how
people choreograph their relationships. Even in the most intimate
of relationships she knows that people often give each other
presents they don’t really want, such as the surprise 40th birthday
party for her husband for one. Kove also recalls being given a
Moulton bike – a distinct type of bicycle created by design genius,
Dr Moulton – by her two architect parents when she was a kid and
remembers not being sure what to make of it.
“I had never seen a bike like that before”, she told a festival audience
last year. “The only other guy in town with a bike like that was the
village weirdo”.
Michelle Cournoyer has been making beautifully realised films of
vivid subtlety for years. Fluidly animated, as graceful as the balletic
style that energises them, they are paintings in motion of a type
that few other animators can hope to attain. Cournoyer had long
wanted to make a film about addiction, in particular about the kind
of addiction that can arise between a man and a woman. She
skilfully uses the more recognisable addiction to alcohol as a kind
of visual metaphor to help give emotional addiction a more
physical, characterful presence within the film.
It is a broad concept she has harboured in the back of her mind
since 1984. It emerged, in the meandering kind of way that many
film ideas do, from a drawing done for a magazine that asked her
to create something that expressed her love of cinema. It is a fair
ol’ journey from that one painting to her latest film, Soif, but that
time has been well used to craft a film that wastes not a frame as
it grasps the nettle of addiction and its consequences in the most
beautiful, yet unrelenting and confronting way. Most lives lived
encompass addiction of some kind and most of us will take our
own message, warning, or perhaps if we are lucky, solace from
Soif. It’s worth the watch.
Janet Perlman entered the wrong film in MIAF this year. I opened an
email from her one day and realised she had officially entered the
Ottawa Festival trailer that she had made for them. It is really good
and we did have a brief email exchange about how we might co-opt
it for the MIAF trailer by changing a few words and letters but the
main game was always going to be the film I knew she had been
working on at the NFB, Monsieur Pug. It was one of the first films I
asked to see when I sat down with the NFB’s Festivals Office people.
It is hilarious. With rising tempo, it depicts the gradually tightening
paranoia of a little everyday anti-hero, certain the world is out to
get him. It uses humour as a fast-lane shortcut to express things
we know are wrong with our world, before throwing the switch to
‘too far’ and deliberately crossing the line at some unknown, unseen
point. But crossed it definitely was. That said, every viewer is likely
to have a different point in the film where they thought the line was
crossed. Maybe that is the bigger, darker point the film makes?

The esoteric narrative structure of Rainy Days
emerged in the wake of him learning more
about how Buddhists thought about the brain.
Confronting the sense that human brains are
not always good organisers, Leschiov started
exploring just how strange, fleeting and utterly
random our thoughts can sometimes be,
particularly those that occur in the very last
moments of life. The film has little in the way of
a singularly cohesive narrative (every producer’s
dread!) but it is riven with journeys that range
across disparate decades and are punctuated
by unpredictable and unrelenting rain showers,
views that are often partially obscured by cloud
and voyages of uncertain purpose and
progress. It is a film that – interpretatively
speaking – offers much framework but little
definitive meaning. It is the kind of film that
Leschiov absolutely revels in making.
Closing the program is the brand new film by
one of the animation world’s greatest living
animators. Estonian Priit Parn has created one
of the most important, challenging and
imaginative bodies of work ever to emerge into
the realm of animation. The collaboration that
he embarked on several years ago with his
wife, Olga, is now in full bloom with the release
of their latest work, Pilots On The Way Home.
One of the more courageous co-productions
undertaken by the NFB, it returns, with gentle
touch, to some of the core themes that drove
Priit’s earlier works during the time of Russian
occupation of the Baltic states.
The equivocal sense of ‘place’, which has long
stuck like a fishbone in the psyche of Estonian
culture, the geopolitical uncertainty of which
direction to turn for safety or escape, and the
sense of historically not having a home to go
to, were the psychological foot-troops that
marched through many of his earlier films.
His wife Olga, however, is of a different
generation with different outlooks, different
memories and different expectations about
what life offers.
In Pilots, the two different lives of the two
directors have merged beautifully and
seamlessly to create something that is more
akin to a monumental visual poem than purely
a film. It is something that is experienced
more than simply watched and it will be
interpreted differently by each individual
audience member.

Bus Stories

Me And My Moulton

Tali
Canada, 10'40, 2014 (SL)

Torill Kove
Canada, 14'00, 2014 (SL)

A woman takes a job as a school bus
driver in the country hoping for an idyllic
existence of driving the country roads and
enjoying nature. But life doesn’t always
go to plan.

The latest beautifully crafted short from
Oscar winner Torill Kove tracing a young
girl’s journey around her creative,
unconventional and loving but hopelessly
out-of-touch parents.

No Fish Where To Go

Monsieur Pug

Nicola Lemay, Janice Nadeau
Canada, 12'30, 2014 (SL)

Janet Perlman
Canada, 9'50, 2014 (SL)

A compassionate and poetic essay on
intolerance and the cost of war. A girl and
her fish have only each other as their
village is invaded and divided by long
time oppressors.

One strange film about one strange dog!
With bad cholesterol, high blood pressure
and a love of pie and ice cream, he’s also
a paranoiac, convinced he’s the target of
a vast conspiracy.

Soif

Rainy Days

Michele Cournoyer
Canada, 8'56, 2014 (NL)

Vladimir Leschiov
Latvia, 8'12, 2014 (SL)

A tragedy in five acts centred on a woman
who must confront the potentially fatal
embrace that alcohol has her in.

Using black tea and ink on paper to
perfect effect, Leschiov creates a film with
a warm, tranquil sensibility, perfectly
matching the memories being exhumed
in the mind of an aging Japanese man.

A grand program indeed. Just as they have
done since their very beginning, the National
Film Board of Canada have come through for
us – again!

Pilots On The Way Home
Olga Parn, Priit Parn
Estonia, 16'06, 2014 (NL)
The latest opus from one of the true living
masters of the artform. A satirical
meditation on male-female relations told
against a backdrop of three crashed pilots
searching for the way home even as they
fall prey to visions and must confront the
siren call of their own strange fantasies.
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Vladimir Leschiov turned to the NFB for coproduction support when funding cuts in his
native Latvia threatened to bring work on his
new film, Rainy Days, to a premature halt. He
had wanted to use the services of a Canadian
composer for the film’s score but Latvian
funders were not interested in paying for that.
It was at this point that he began talking to
the NFB.

of them made it into MIAF this year – including Pluto 3000. Sometimes
it is that easy!

INTERNATIONAL
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S ALWAYS, THERE IS MUCH BREWING AWAY IN THE
cauldron of abstract and experimental animation the world
over. No program gets more curatorial attention (nor more
feedback) than this one. MIAF’s commitment to this type of
animation is more or less unique among the family of
international animation festivals. It is unlikely to ever be
the most popular program we screen but championing this
kind of work is a special privilege and the passion for it around MIAF
HQ is undimmed.
Pluto 3000 is funny! Yes, abstract animation can be funny. Italian filmmakers Enrico Ascoli and Fabio Tonetto set about imagining what it
would be like to animate an abstracted, disintegrating depiction of
the classic Disney character Pluto the Dog. The soundtrack helps but
the visuals are pure gold and could not match the brief better if they
tried. It was one of a number of films that came to me through an
increasingly important connection with an Italian composer, musician
and animation distributor by the name of Andrea Martignoni. Selfdescribed as the “official representative of independent Italian
animation artists” he seems to have taken it upon himself to ensure
as many people as possible are aware of what is being animated in Italy.
I have never actually met him and we only missed each other by less
than 48 hours at the Animateka Festival in Ljubljana late last year.
Not one to miss an opportunity though, he kindly left a collection of
new Italian films for me to pick up from the festival office and several

Six Pack Film in Vienna has contributed films to every single MIAF. They
have created an essential distribution hub for Austrian experimental
filmmakers to get their work out to a wider international audience.
In turn, the existence of that hub has nurtured and helped grow an
entire community of people making these films. Next year Six Pack
Film turns 25 and that fact seems worth specifically celebrating. Later
this year the plan is to visit them for a few days and work with them
to curate a program that showcases some of their most successful
and important films. In the mean time, this program contains a couple
of their most recent releases. Both are from a couple of Six Pack’s
most prolific and successful contemporary creators.
The first of these is Three Suns by Austrian video and software artist
Lia, who has been making digital art and creating, adapting and
repurposing software since before many people had computers.
Dating back to the mid-1990s, she has been an influential contributor
to a rapidly developing genre of filmmaking that has substantially
centred around the opportunities that Six Pack Film has helped
create and energise. Three Suns is but the latest showing the rapid
increase in artistic sophistication and technical prowess that Lia has
dedicated her art practice to. It is mesmerising in many ways, offering
an opportunity to explore one person’s vision of a slowly churning
galactic system that is out of the reach of everything bar our
imaginations.
The second Six Pack film is from another significant member of that
family. Dextro (aka Walter Gorgosilits) was born in Austria in 1968.
He has spent his life passionately advocating digital, experimental
art and animation. His website dextro.org was founded in 1994, when
websites were rare and bandwidth miniscule, as a vehicle to get
“experimental, non-commercial graphic design and algorithmically
generated art” to the people. In 1997, he set up turux.org, which
widened the scope of contributing artists he sought to expose. In the
late 1990s whilst living in Berlin and Tokyo he founded 2334.org, a
website dedicated to “applying algorithmic works in advertising”.

MTL Rush

Pluto 3000

Give Me A Pie

Mathieu Guimond
Canada, 2'34, 2014 (NL)

Enrico Ascoli, Fabio Tonetto
Italy, 1'16, 2014 (NL)

Gina Kamentsky
USA, 1'20, 2013 (SL)

An experimental essay on colors and
movement, scratched and painted directly
on 35mm film during the winter of 2014.

Aiming high, a deconstructionalist
approach to creating an abstract version
of the best Pluto ever.

Through a noisy collage of crash tests,
many dogs and a pie, a peg-leg man
dreams of a burlesque woman.

Scribbledub

Don’t Worry, I’ll Do It

Three Suns

Ross Hogg
UK, 3'00, 2014 (NL))

Jordan Wang
USA, 4'11, 2014 (NL)

Lia
Austria, 2'16, 2014 (NL)

A perfectly paced parade of mini eruptions,
each contained perfectly within its frame
and setting the scene for the next – and
the next, and the next.

I don’t care, it’s up to you. Don’t worry, I’ll
do it. I deserve it, it’s fine. Some days are
better, overall I’m OK. Take your time,
no rush.

The latest mesmorising film from Lia.
Three dark objects, constantly in motion,
circle each other, generating a continuous
sound that depends upon their relative
positions to each other.
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He has made several films in the last 12 months and we are playing
two of them: 64CDE_audd is in the Installation Animation program
and 65_Audarr (version H, 2015_01_17) is in this program. There is
more power and pace to 65_Audarr (version H, 2015_01_17) than in
his earlier films and this is one of the reasons it is the one selected
for this Abstract Showcase. It is also interesting for the fact that it is a
film that has largely turned away from the brighter colours he normally
deploys, taking on a more analogue-ish black and white TV hue.
Programming MIAF was done in two distinct phases this year. The
international entries closed just before Christmas, which allowed
enough time to get a good head start on reviewing the 3,400 films
that had to be grappled within that arena. The closing date for
Australian submissions, however, was at the end of February. By then
the International Programs (including this one) had been largely put
together. For the last few years this program has screened a film by
Melbourne-based filmmaker and teacher Paul Fletcher and, true to
form, he had already submitted a beauty (City City Noise Poem). As a
one-off, I decided to do something I had never done before and give
him the option of having it screen here in Abstract or in the Australian
Showcase. He opted for the latter and that, I assumed, would leave
the Abstract Showcase without an Australian representative.
Think again. In going through the general swathe of Australian entries
I found Stopcycle by Benjamin Ducroz, which I thought was just a
delight. It has a confoundingly hypnotic component to it. I found
myself trying to figure out exactly how he made it. I would be sitting
on the cusp of grasping its construction and then I would notice
something that tore that theory apart. It is the sort of mission you
simply have to just tear yourself away from and go cold turkey on.
And then right on deadline, Dirk de Bruyn sent in East Meets West, a
stunningly good work. Last year his 15 minute opus-maximus, The
Death Of Place, was too big to fit into the program and I gave him an
entire symposium slot to screen and talk about his work. But at less
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He is the author, contributor to or editor of dozens of books and
articles on the subject.(1)

than five minutes and every bit as good as any of the submissions
received, East Meets West was an easy and obvious film to slide right
into this line-up.
We are a bit lucky to have de Bruyn. Originally born in Holland he has
lived and worked for the substantial part of his life here in Melbourne,
Canadian sojourns notwithstanding. In a filmmaking career spanning
the best part of forty years, he seems to have produced more than
50 films, innumerable live performances, and goodness knows how
many articles, essays, conference presentations and curatorial gigs.
He was heavily involved in the founding and running of what has
become Experimenta and he was a significant driving force behind
the legendary Super 8 screenings that used to go down at Cafe
Bohemia in the 1990s. Amazing really.
Montreal based artist, filmmaker, visual music exponent, emailing
juggernaut and host-extraordinaire Jean Detheux continues to
produce a bewildering number of video works each year. Utterly
committed to his craft, Jean lives, breathes, sleeps and occasionally
dreams his work. The pace with which these works are produced can
be dizzying and the intensity of the energy that goes into creating
and explaining them can hit you like an airbag – you saw it coming,
you knew it would happen and it fills your entire vision from the time
it is released. Trying to differentiate them all purely on their visual
plumage is too hard. Incorporating the best possible understanding
of whatever musical inspiration drove each one helps a lot but the
key is coming to grips with the underlying motivation and/or technical
imperative that pushed their creation from the crowded train station
of Detheux’s bustling imagination out into the big, wide world.
That is how 12x30, Blind got the nod this year. (We are also playing
his Evolution Of Song Y in the Installation Animation section.)
Generally – I think – Detheux either relies on a kind of focused, pinpointed control or pure, wide-open gut instinct to create most of his
work. 12x30, Blind was different. For this film, he sent 30-second long
individual segments of his work, one at a time, to his musical
collaborator, Donald Meyer. Chicago based, Meyer is the head of the
music department at Lake Forest College, not far from Chicago’s

>

65_Audarr (version H,
2015_01_17)

Improvisation No. 1: Cumulative
Loops

Dextro
Austria, 5’13, 2015 (NL)

Luigi Allemano
Canada, 3'20, 2013

Better living through art, better art
through maths, better art/maths through
technology.

“The audio-visual artifact of an
improvisation in hand-drawn animation
and musical collage”. (IMDB)

Cameo Of Lights

Banquet Of Love

Edisonnoside – If You Leave

Jullian Hoff
Canada, 5'54, 2014 (NL)

Haruka Mitani, Michael Lyons
Japan, 6'30, 2014 (NL)

Christian Coppe
Italy, 4'03, 2013 (NL)

A tightly contained plethora of high
energy visual explosions, drawing from
an encyclopaedia of experimental
filmmaking techniques.

Starting out with found footage of a
forest, this piece rapidly lurches into a
fully immersive abstract experience.

Initially channelling elements of the
classic sci-fi “fly-over”, this piece quickly
pulls that complex cinematic touchstone
into its component pieces and ejects
them back into space.

Steven Subotnick
USA, 2'00, 2014 (NL)
The line as conductor, orchestra, star
and supporting cast. Front of stage and
re-configuring the frame. The Line.
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O’Hare Airport. The result is more coherent and seamless than this
process suggests and yet it still bristles with an air of improvisation
and experimentation. It is a lot to take in over one sitting, as much
due to the speed of its passing as the density of its presentation.

of eight giant ‘video facades’ in central Montreal to help make this
point. Flying To Normanland was one of the most successful of those
and also translated well to the smaller, more formal confinements of
the humble cinema space.

Although last year saw the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the
birth of Norman McLaren, there is a continuing residue of events,
papers and films that remain circulating in the wake of all the celebrations of this milestone. It seemed fitting to close this Abstract
Showcase with two of the best films that were directly inspired by a
desire to make a statement about all that McLaren bequeathed to us
down here in the lowly land of auteur creative animation.

Delphine Burrus’ Ten Anagrams For Norman McLaren takes a much
more playful approach and seemed like a fun way to end the program.
It plays word games with the titles of some of McLaren’s most famous
films and juxtaposes that against some (un)serious liberties being
taken with imagery from those same works. By most accounts,
McLaren was not famous for his sense of humour so would he have
seen the fun side of this dissection of his work? Who knows. But it
seems odds-on he would have been at the forefront of sampling and
would have been an early adopter (and probably a valuable innovator)
of the technologies that have made that possible.

Flying Out To Normanland (Caroline Caza) was created within the
framework of the McLaren Wall-To-Wall project produced by the
National Film Board of Canada and the Quartier des Spectacles
Partnerships. Were McLaren alive today it is a fair bet that he would
be using every digital tool he could lay his hands on, exploiting the
internet for all it is worth and plastering imagery against urban
architecture. The Wall-To-Wall project called for projects to cover one

These are things we will never know, and don’t need to. It’s Progress,
Jim!
(1) all quotes from www.sixpackfilmdata.com

12 x 30, Blind

Experibuddha 2

Locus Of Everyday Life

Jean Detheux, Canada, 6'34, 2014 (NL)

Joel Benjamin
USA, 2'10, 2014 (NL)

Kynd, Sawako
Japan, 6'53, 2014 (NL)

Budda Boards are amazing little devices
that allow for the digital capturing of
“paintings” made entirely with water
painted onto a special screen. The perfect
animating machine.

A work of astounding beauty and visual
complexity, rising over its course to an
apex of movement and on-going adaptive
alteration.

A Very Large Increase in the Size,
Amount, or Importance of Something
Over a Very Short Period of Time
Max Hattler
UK, 2'00, 2013 (NL)

East Meets West

Employing what he calls “inherent
composition”, Detheux sent this film as
silent imagery to musical collaborator
Don Meyer in separate 30 second bites
(hence “20x30”) for Meyer to make of
what he might.

Circle Game
Patrick Jenkins
Canada, 1'00, 2014 (NL)
Initially an enchanting dance of circles
gradually veers into the purely abstract
realm through superimposing two drafting
templates, resulting in a cascade of
‘chance’ animation.

Life springs eternal from the geometrical
genius of a universe we still cannot bring
ourselves to understand.

Stopcycle

Flying Out To Normanland

Benjamin Ducroz
Australia, 1'42, 2014 (NL)

Caroline Caza
Canada, 4'04, 2014 (NL)

Channelling a topographical aesthetic,
this graceful, looping work explores form
and shape-shifting through the seamless
integrating of 25 small sculptures.

The spirit of a special bird leads us
through this perfectly adapted animated
tribute to Norman McLaren in a language
he himself taught us how to understand.
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Dirk de Bruyn
Australia, 4’26, 2015 (NL)
When Abstract Cinema is swallowed
by the Academy, the street is emptied.
Technique becomes subservient,
immobilised in service to the past, to
become a marker of lost ideologies.

Ten Anagrams For
Norman McLaren
Delphine Burrus
France, 4'30, 2014 (NL)
Reconfiguring the letters of “Be Gone
Dull Care” into new words provides the
inspirational stepping off points for a
series of short homage pieces to
Norman McLaren.

PROGRAM
SEVEN

Daewit

Ru Kuwahata, Max Porter
14’20, 2014 (SL)

David Jansen
Germany, 15'00, 2014 (NL)

From the wall of a small town bakery, a
cuckoo clock recounts a day where bread
was sliced one second thick, lovers fell
in sync and time rarely flowed at an
even rate.

Animated in woodcut style, the film follows
Daewit who is rescued from his violent
father and grows up amongst wolves.
Life becomes complex with the arrival of
adulthood however.

LONG
SHORTS

“I’m sorry I wrote you a long letter, I didn’t have time to write a short one.”
I have long thought that was an Oscar Wilde quote but apparently it is attributable to Blaise
Pascal, a French philosopher, mathematician and writer who seems to have lived a short but
.
spectacular life of Le Reilly in 17th Century Paris.
It takes an exponentially increasing amount of magic to sustain an animated, short film as the
clock ticks by and the minutes mount up. It can be done but, as often as not, the length
transmogrifies to a girth of sorts and the whole enterprise becomes top heavy soon enough.
We live in an age when a ‘Director’s Cut’ is usually longer than the original. Almost any short,
animated film can be edited down at least a little and a good many of them actually really should
(to varying degrees) go through that process. Apart from poor animation technique, needless
length is the most common reason films fail to get selected.

Dead Air
Robert Bradbrook UK, 17'00, 2014 (SL)
A new DJ tries to inject some ‘edge’ into
the airwaves of a small island community
that is about to lose its sense of isolation
with the opening a new bridge connecting
it to the mainland. But traffic can travel
two ways on most bridges.

We do not do a Long Shorts competition program every year but this year we have an overflowing
treasure chest of riches in the category. And what’s more, they are about as varied as five films
can be. It is going to be a wild ride.
In theory, Don Hertzfeldt’s new film, World Of Tomorrow, probably should be in this program.
For a month or so during the programming tango it was slotted into open this screening, but it
fitted so perfectly into the overall tone of the opening competition program that I succumbed to
temptation and moved it there. In a way, it worked out for the best because it opened up a spot
to do the right thing by another film.
At just under 15 minutes Between Times by Ru Kuwahata and Max Porter only just squeaks in as
an official Long Short. For a long while it sat as the closing film in our NIAf Tribute program on the
basis that it was the last film to be made there. I had very mixed feelings about that. Ultimately,
as the last NIAf film it had to stand on that podium and make that statement. But it is a great film
and it really deserves to be in competition. I considered screening it twice but that is a lot of
extra screening time and many contenders were knocking on the window demanding their own
moment of glory. Then word filtered through from NIAf that it looked like funds had become
available to actually finish a film called Parade, a work still in progress when NIAf was shut down.
Suddenly, Between Times didn’t have to carry that load and it was ‘Hello, Long Shorts’. Things
have a way of working out for the best like that sometimes.

The Master
Riho Unt Estonia, 18'00, 2014 (NL)
Through an utterly mysteriously chain of
events, the house has a new master. But
possessing a visceral memory of pass
cruelties does not necessarily translate
into a more humane regime once the
victimised assume control.

Another piece of cinematic treasure that I uplifted from my trip to Estonia was Riho Unt’s, The
Master. The sheer, boggling skill behind the puppets, the sets and especially the animation takes
the breath away. It certainly is not the happiest of tales but whose life is? It takes an act of
considered mental force to remind oneself that these are lifeless objects, stitched together and
manipulated frame by frame to fool our eye into thinking we see them move. That is tough
enough to pull off but fooling our mind into believing they are alive and that we should care and
mourn for them is something else altogether. The Master is the epitome of the preternatural
engagement a supremely gifted animator can provoke in us when given half the opportunity.
The last couple of years have seen a real upswing in Croatian animation – both in terms of the
amount and the complexity of what is being produced there. Back are the bold, East-ish Euro
infused storylines, the bizarre characters and the gorgeously imaginative backgrounds. The best
example of that is the deliciously unhinged Choban by Matija Pisacic. At heart, it is the story of
the owner of Laika, the dog famously shot into space by the nascent Russian space program.
This, however, is but a platform for a rollicking, barely constrained piece of sustained animated
surreality. Nothing ‘fits’ properly in the imagined world portrayed here and rather than that standing
as a defect or a distraction, it instead acts as a rolling excuse for an anything-goes storyline tracing
one man’s unlikely – insanely unlikely – journey through an ever more bizarre urban wilderness.
Its tagline might as well be “when nothing makes sense, everything does”, which explains a lot ...
and nothing at all.

Choban
Matija Pisacic Croatia, 18'20, 2014 (NL)
Everybody knows the story of Laika the
dog, the first creature launched into
space by the Russians. Popular theory is
that Laika was a stray, but what if there
was an owner. The story of an epic and
crazed search.
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Between Times

LATE
NIGHT
BIZARRE

Y

OU NEVER WANNA HEAR MASTURBATION SUGGESTIONS FROM YOUR DAD + THE
ultimate baby power-poo spray + surely we’ve stamped out necrophilia + if you nail
down a cat you just make it angrier + oh sweat, sweat breakdown + do as the chicken
leg says + “I may actually just be a piece of garbage” + who gave this idiot a
microphone + “you know, I’ve always liked you the best” + nude, crude and dangerous
to know + what lays beneath? + what lays beneath – again? + just coz you can hit it
with a lawnmower doesn’t mean you should + joy AND merriness? really? + is that your
head or are you just pleased to see me? + ah, there it is, my own bleeding, severed windpipe +
psychopsychopyscho city + dirdy birdy is baaaack + a horse’s head in your bed isn’t always a
bad sign + acid chicken reflux + the ambulance ride from – and to – hell....... LATE NIGHT
BIZARRE – BUCKLE UP, SPANKY.

Jackin’ Off In Traffic

Bird And Cactus Crack

Anonymous Mortician

Kai Alden
USA, 3'21, 2014 (SL)

Paul Rodenburg
USA, 1'50, 2014 (SL)

Joseph Bennett
USA, 0'46, 2013 (SL)

“Jackin’ off in traffic is my favourite way to
whack it …” – sing with me now (but no
need for the hand motions!!)

When he says no to drugs, a straight
cactus cops a very nasty baby crack attack
of ridiculous dimensions.

Some place, some time, when no one
was looking and everyone was gone at
least one mortician must have pulled
something like this.

Crack House

Breakdown

Le Meat

Martinus Klemet
Estonia, 4'14, 2014 (NL)

David Lovric
Croatia, 3'01, 2014 (NL)

Wolfgang Matzi
Austria, 2'15, 2014 (SL)

Who said there were only 101 ways to use
a dead cat. New options emerge as the
technology gets better – but first you start
by nailing it down.

Some forms of deformation are best
practiced alone and in a locked bathroom.
Still – if there’s a keyhole, why not have
a peek?

Hey – chicken would eat you if it could!!
Unfortunately this one can – and it’s a big
tipper so it gets the best service.

Seeds

Ladies Night

Lesley The Pony Has An A+ Day

Christopher Siemasko
USA, 0'29, 2013 (SL)

Simeon Kondev
USA, 3'36, 2014 (SL)

Christian Larrave
USA, 4'08, 2014 (SL)

Some seeds grow into wondrous
bounties, some into things that bring
great beauty and happiness to wherever
they sprout. Then there’s this guy!

A mind-breakingly bizarre tale that blends
bad, offensive improv with a dude in a
burning wheel chair skyping Satan, giant
talking flies, inter stellar fellatio, an alarm
clock and Bill Murray.

Lesley the Pony goes on a fun-filled (to
say the least) adventure through the town
of Merryville making lasting memories
with his friend, The Duke.
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LATE NIGHT BIZARRE

Nude And Crude

Bottom Feeders

Staring Window

Mario Addis
Italy, 3'31, 2014 (NL)

Matt Reynolds
USA, 2'30, 2014 (NL)

Aaron Guadamuz
USA, 4'45, 2013 (NL)

Lettin’ it all hang out – and swing about –
and bounce around – and setting it on fire.

There’s always somebody or something
at the very, very bottom – you just have to
keep going down far enough til you can
find them.

The weirdest world you every got
dragged through. And they all need to
eat and mate.

No Man’s Bush

With Joy And Merriness

Beautiful

Jelle Van Meerendonk
Belgium, 2'30, 2014 (NL)

Jeanne Boukraa
Belgium, 5'51, 2014 (NL)

Woo Jin
South Korea, 7'31, 2014 (NL)

Bringing the Victa to places the Victa
should never be brought. You’ll want to
turn away but you won’t be able to.

Why is the place full of all these decaying
big-headed people? And why do they
keep ripping each other apart? And can
they actually live forever?

Imagine taking the strangest surrealist
artist’s imagination, plugging it into an
animating machine, mainlining concentrated caffeine directly into its cortex,
electrocuting it and making it draw stuff!

Wawd Ahp

Psycho City

The Dirdy Birdy Redux

Steve Girard, Josh Chertoff
USA, 2'49, 2013 (SL)

Vince Collins
USA, 2'15, 2014 (NL)

John R. Dilworth
USA, 8'04, 2014 (NL)

OK, so... so there’s a guy in a bath with a
severed head but the head’s in good
shape, its happy to experiment, it just
wants to be respected in the morning.

A rollicking cascade of the most bizarre
psychedelic thought bubble moments
all strung together like a runaway
freight train.

Ahhhh, the return and update of a true
classic of the genre. Dillie brings his
violent cat and idiot/unkillable bird story
up to date for us.

Alt-Tab

Mulatu

Splintertime

Dave Carter
Australia, 1'40, 2015 (SL)

Jaromir Plachy
Czech Republic, 3'43, 2014 (NL)

Rosto
Holland, 11’00, 2015 (Sub)

A visual menagerie of ways to seriously
ruin your day – the kind of compendium
that only Late Night Bizarre can attract.

When the critters start sucking down
the same stuff they were feeding the
Manson family, good times can only be
just around the corner. Good night,
that’s all she wrote.

The latest monstrous masterpiece from
the Baron of Bizarro, the maestro of mayhem
– Rosto. Thee Wreckers, at their ghoulish
best, smoke snake and wind up in a
nightmarish ambulance ride to freedom
or oblivion.
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KIDS PROGRAM

M

Y GUESS IS THAT THE TARGET MARKET FOR THIS
program won’t be reading this little essay so let’s take a
risk and cut to the chase with an adult conversation about
kids animation.

Animation isn’t really a kids artform. In fact, if you treat the
entire animation environment out there as a production
numbers game, virtually none of the animation made last
year would come within a bull’s roar of being suitable for kids. The
exact same thing could be said for literature, painting,
theatre, short films, feature films, dance, comedy – you name it.

And yet, these cheerlessly banal, relentlessly identical, ridiculously
simplistic, cheese-riven, often excruciatingly under-animated livingdead variants of animation are about the only type of animation that
makes it into the cinemas these days. Not only that, but this stuff is
all but universally seen as what animation actually is. Everybody
knows The Wiggles are Australia’s most internationally successful
musicians but everybody has heard of ACDC as well. Kids theatre is
not a dumbed-down version of adult theatre. Kids literature is
generally really sophisticated stuff. How did kids animation wind up
getting left behind, choking in the sugary dust?
What to do?
Showing good films seems like an obvious starting point. And
supporting filmmakers that set out to make strong, focused and
interesting kids films is a good canal into which to paddle the
programming canoe. I once saw a documentary called Wayne’s
World, which, among so many other pearls of wisdom, imparted “If
you book them, they will come”.

MIAF received over 3,500 entries this year. I have a kind of triage
system for handling them as they arrive. Without properly watching
them, any film that looks like an abstract or a kids or a doco or a
‘long-shorts’ contender immediately gets put into that folder for a
later viewing and more detailed consideration. To offer up some
context, of the 3,500 entries, I triaged 740 into abstract, 510 into long
shorts, even the doco folder wound up with almost 350 in it. But at
the close of entries, in the Kids folder nestled away were less than
180 hopefuls waiting for their moment under the microscope.

I wanted smart, challenging, thought-provoking films. A squadron of
films with a few surprises on the wing, a couple of challenging moments
swooping in for a surprise attack while the sun was in our eyes, some
upside-down moments and just enough barrel rolls to disorientate
the defences for a moment or two. A few squeals as we zoom up to
the heavens, some more contemplative material for the cruise and –
hey – a bumpy landing is always more fun for the truly adventurous.

Generally speaking, animation is an artform that attracts people who
tend to work in either surrealist/absurdist or abstract/experimental
or grim/black/bleak narrative forms. That is actually what animation
does best and it is also how animation was first employed when it
emerged as a filmmaking technology little more than 100 years ago.

And I wanted some help. The MIAF Kids cavalry turned up in the shape
of Nick Pagee, who programs for the vast TIFF Kids event in Canada,
and Nic Marshall, a colleague at the New Zealand International Film
Festival who is also aligned with the New York International Children’s
Film Festival. Noooooow it’s a party!

That animation should be regarded so generally then, as little or
nothing more than a kids entertainment format, is an interesting
development that has a lot more to do with the art of marketing than
the art of filmmaking. The relatively infinitesimally tiny number of
animated features that make it into the hardtop cinemas are to
animation what house painters are to portraiture. While both put
‘painter’ on their tax returns, one is an artist with all the history,
nuance and challenges that that term implies. The other is a tradie
who arrives, turns the radio up really loudly, paints four walls in big
single blocks of colour with a bit of trim here and there as an add-on,
invoices you for the job and shoots through.

Nic Marshall has a confidence in, and an uncanny eye for, what kids
will take on board which is a kind of curatorial gold and the added
steel in the backbone of this year’s program. ‘Square Eyes’, her kids
film foundation, pursues this with a kind of gleeful vigour that spills
into every corner of this program as well. Nic flew to Melbourne for a
long weekend specifically to assist with putting this program together.

The best of the cinematic blockbusters are skilfully machined but are
still – without relent – utterly formulaic beginning, middle and
(happy) end industrial concoctions. They lack the burning purpose
that any artwork possesses in its DNA and not a single one of them
would make it to any cinema near you if every single person in the
loop were not utterly convinced there was a buck in it for them.
Housepainters. All fair enough, but let’s call it what it is. These films
do, at least, tend to be somewhat enjoyable ways to kill a couple of
hours when there isn’t a decent scotch on hand, a good book laying
around or, especially, if one is stuck on an aeroplane.
The worst of them, though, are just wretched bilge that, surely, any
sophisticated society would self-censor out of existence purely on
the basis that they are simply not worth watching – thus not worth
making. Isn’t that how the market is supposed to work?

Nick Pagee and I have built a bond based on the disc-by-disc slog of
sitting in a cramped, noisy festival office going through thousands of
submissions one at a time. Days and days of often utterly dispiriting,
forehead-caving work where victory (blessed victory) is measured by
being able to walk away after a week with half a dozen gems you
would not have found any other way out of the 1500 titles one has
perused. He and I have been swapping ideas, purloining each other’s
programming concepts, sharing valuable contacts and comparing
occasionally harrowing personal and family stories for years in bars
and hotel foyers. I’ve never seen him have a bad idea – he probably
has, I’ve just never seen it.
I am enormously grateful to these two for their incredible contributions.
I have learned a lot from the process and this program reflects the
various qualities that these two have poured into it in their own way.
To some degree it is something of a turning point in the way the MIAF
Kids program is put together and I think the difference shows.
These films, the good films – they have been booked.

All of this is NOT to say that there is not some
GREAT kids animation being made, just as there
is great kids literature, theatre, film and so on.
But the Kids segments in all of those forms are
more widely recognised as being specifically
crafted, intelligent but appropriately created
variants of those forms.
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The Story Of Percival Pilts

Hop Frog

Janette Goodey, John Lewis
Australia, 8'00, 2015 (SL)

Leonid Schmelkov
Russia, 5'00, 2013 (SL)

One day, atop of two cans, Percival P. Pilts
declares he will never again let his feet
touch the ground. A whimsical story about
living an impractical life based on a
childhood promise.

Frogs are fun. Lots of fun. A hypnotically
delightful look at the antics of some of
the happiest frogs you will ever meet.
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I Want My Hat Back

Rosso Pappavero

My Big Brother

Galen Fott
USA, 7'31, 2013 (SL)

Martin Smatana
Slovakia, 5'19, 2014 (NL)

Jason Rayner
USA, 2'30, 2014 (SL)

My hat is gone. I want it back. Have you
seen my hat? I love my hat. I think a rabbit
has something to do with this.

One starry night, a boy becomes dazzled
by the glittering charms of a fantastic
circus and finds himself swept into
the new reality on the other side of the
tent-flap.

Lots of kids have a big brother. But how
big is TOO big?

Giraphant

Bzz

Wayne The Stegosaurus

Yerang An
USA, 4'00, 2014 (NL)

Luca Fattore
Denmark, 1'26, 2014 (NL)

Aran Quinn, Jeff Dates
USA, 1'44, 2014 (SL)

A curious creature made out of two of our
favourite animals starts arguing with itself
about who gets the goodies at meal time.

Flies fly fast and high. But spider webs
can change everything. That’s when your
average fly needs a little bit of back-up – a
best friend that’s prepared to risk it all.

For a Stegosaurus Wayne is a great guy.
But he’s not the smartest dinosaur on the
block. Though he’s big and spiney, his
brain… well, it’s kind of tiny.

Vol Au Vent

Balloona Laguna

Zebra

Isabel Bouttens
Belgium, 7'01, 2013 (NL)

Matisse Gonzalez
Germany, 7'00, 2014 (NL)

Julia Ocker
Germany, 2'45, 2013 (NL)

A beautifully colourful flight through all
four seasons of the year following the
path of a special paper plane made
especially for the job.

What starts out as a really weird
encounter with a mean-spirited balloon
animal seller turns into a wild and crazy
jazz-music jam session for one young boy.

Everybody knows zebras are black and
white and everybody knows no two zebras
are exactly the same. But this little zebra
is really having some problems getting its
stripes together.

A Fright To Remember

The Tie

Frabbits

Harry Gold
Australia, 4'35, 2014 (NL)

An Vrombaut
Belgium, 8'39, 2014 (NL)

Charlie Kothe
USA, 6'15, 2014 (NL)

Monsters to the left of me, monsters to
the right – but fields of dancing flowers in
front of me everytime I close my eyes.

If a giraffe wore a neck-tie it would have
to be super-super long! And if it was
super-super long there would be all kinds
of fun things you could do with it.

A swamp of truly weird little mixed-up
critters all rushing around dodging
explosions and trying to avoid all the bits
that fall off their friends.
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INSTALLATION
ANIMATION

I

LOVE THE WAY THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAMMING STREAM OF
MIAF is coming together. Looking back, I wonder if the name
‘Installation Animation’ was necessarily the right moniker to
badge it up as but that die is cast now.

It is all about context though. There is a lot of great cinematically
flavoured animation that rolls in each year that just doesn’t
quite feel right up on a cinema screen in a closed, formal cinema
room with everybody quietly sitting in nice, neat, straight rows.
Some of these films are not even made for the cinema, per se. For
example, Strange Neighbours (Tracy M. Robbins) originally screened
as a giant outdoor projection as part of a much larger program of
works at the Zagreb Animation Festival last year. 30 Themes For Sixty
Windows (Jackson Abacatu) is also firmly based on a huge scale,
outdoor projection concept.
Other films come across as examples of such pure animation that
they might be misinterpreted in a cinema as ‘animation tests’ or
loops with their finer points missed because of the environments
they are running in. Kane Grose’s brand new film, A Quiet Light, is a
supreme example of this. In a cinema, this short piece depicting a
series of not much more than rippling, moving circles is probably not
what many cinema goers would consistently form long queues to
watch but release it from that formal fixture and give it a little extra
space to become something more of a ‘gallery’ piece and suddenly
(hopefully) we are all focusing a bit more on the deceptive simplicity
and the interaction between these very basic forms that fill the
frame. Exactly the same argument could be made as part of the
appreciation of Matt Abbiss’ Determinism, one of a series of similarly
themed works that provoke the same challenges for audiences and
curators alike.
The process of programming every single MIAF always throws up a
number of films that defy easy categorisation. The fine line between
experimental, moving-image art and animation can be stretched and
pulled from both ends until, sometimes in the middle, there are a
few breaks. Those fractures – if fractures of definition they be – are
easier to overlook and more readily embraced in the Installation
Animation programs.
Fine examples include Steven Woloshen’s film The Lost World. Best
known as a ‘scratch’ or ‘direct-to-film’ animator in the style of Len Lye
or Norman McLaren, Woloshen is nothing if not a relentless and
restless experimenter. Woloshen is pushing his fascination with
handling physical film stock into strange new realms. In The Lost
World the result of his experiments with purposely damaging found
film footage (in this case old porn movies), burying it in the ground
under varying circumstances and editing together remnants of the
resulting ‘mess’ becomes something that LOOKS like it MIGHT be an
abstract moving image but in a purely definitive sense, probably isn’t.
The process saw him being dubbed a “cinematic archaeologist” by
writer, filmmaker and animation provocateur Martin Rumsby. This
phrase, exquisitely perfect for what Woloshen is doing here, speaks
to his belief that much of film’s true character as an essentially
organic, non-permanent material will only be revealed in its decay.
Same but different is Scarred Skies, Vera Neubauer’s most recent
release. In truth, for me this does not really reach any of the marks

Strange Neighbours
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required to be defined as ‘animation’. And yet it so roundly and
skilfully uses so many of the components of what any animation
would be judged by. AND it is a new film by an extremely important
filmmaker. Installation Animation gives me the flexibility and the
leeway to make sure it gets what will probably be its only screening
in Australia.
Likewise 1900 Storyboards (Shu Cao) is probably not really animation,
strictly speaking but it is a beautiful and fascinating visual spectacle
that draws heavily from the fundamental visuality of cinematic and
animation language. So much so that it deserves to be considered
and seen in a festival such as MIAF, which strives to celebrate all
such things. Flicking through its dizzying array of heavily adapted,
though static, images it runs the risk of alienating a standard cinema
audience whereas in a setting such as that provided by these two
programs, it has the chance to stretch its wings and be appreciated
for what it is. That is the idea, at least.
There are also a good number of animators out there who produce
more than one film I really want to show. Jean Detheux (Canada),
Dextro (Austria), Kynd, aka Kenichi Yoneda (Japan) and Caleb Wood
(USA) each have a film in these Installation programs as well as
another scattered in some other part of the festival.
Detheux is a prolific filmmaker who backs his work and his practice
with a LOT of information and often extremely detailed email
exchanges. It can take a great deal of energy to keep track of his
output and to understand the often fairly finely nuanced differences
between a lot of his works but it is worth the effort. His life as a
dedicated artist is one this festival is happy to celebrate but putting
two of his films in the Abstract Showcase is a bridge too far even for
MIAF. The Installation Animation programs allow that extra oxygen for
his work as well as a different environment to consider his work in.
Much the same could be said for Austrian digital artist, Dextro. His
distributor, Six Pack Film, originally submitted half a dozen of his
films and the film in this program, 64CDE_audd, originally sat in the
Abstract Showcase line-up. But at the eleventh hour his newest
film, 65_Audarr (version H, 2015_01_17) arrived and, as a more
cinematically inclined piece of work, just felt like a better inclusion
in that program. It is a more ‘complete’ film in a sense in that it has
opening and closing titles and a more cinematic sense of ebb and
flow, both elements that 64CDE_audd does not really possess. So in
the end, each film has found its best possible screening slot.
Kynd, or Kenichi Yoneda, who made Nemumel, is a recent find for me.
Utterly fascinating, beautifully compiled, delicately abstract, charming
and stylish, this is just ‘sit and stare’ gorgeous work. I put two of
these films in MIAF just because I could! Expect more chatter about
guest spots and showcase programs in future MIAFs. It is great work.
And Caleb Wood’s films are simply fascinating examples of how
drawn animation can be really made to dance for its supper. All the
essential qualities that make animation a unique artform are here –
the constant morphing, the incredibly imaginative design, the often
bizarre cast of characters and the changes wrought upon them and
their environments. His film in this program, Teeter See Totter Saw,
is the least narrative-driven of all his recent films and that is how it
got the nod for Installation Animation.
Finally, the closing film, China Violet, is said to be David Ehrlich’s last.
One of the most accomplished abstract animators of recent decades,
Ehrlich’s films will have had more screenings than can be counted
and his work as a teacher has been felt around the world, including in
China where he has spent so much of his time during the latter part
of his career. Instantly recognisable, there is a beauty and subtle
grace to his work that is instantly recognisable. MIAF has screened its
share of his films and I will miss receiving these elegantly animated
wonders each year.

A Tongue Silent With Your Words

The Lost World

Strange Neighbours

Matrix

Determinism

IMG_00:01.JPG

Tracy M. Robbins
USA, 4'47, 2014 (NL)

Tomasz Bochniak,
Slawomir Shuty
Poland, 7'03, 2015 (NL)

Matt Abbiss
UK, 0'56, 2013 (NL)

Zane Oborenko
Latvia, 3'05, 2014 (SL)

NB: Silent
Key Framing denies the possibility
of free will. Discuss (quietly)
among yourselves.

Sometimes a shadowy imprint is all
there is to hang on to.

NB: Silent
A silent, site specific work created
especially to be screened outdoors
in Zagreb.

Sparkling bright against a
jet-black environment, a figure
emerges from the gloom, ready.

Hansel + Gretel

Hunger

Soyeon Kim
USA, 3'30, 2014 (Sub)

Petra Zlonoga
Croatia, 6'09, 2014 (NL)

A very cool abstracted visualisation
of one of the best known
stories ever told.

Hunger, fear and hope share a
common stage awaiting flight.

1900 Story Boards

In Between Here And
There

Shu Cao
China, 2'16, 2013 (SL)

Edward Ramsay-Morin
USA, 1'54, 2014 (NL)

1900 frames pulled from a variety
of classic movies and re-animated
into a new whole.

Pathways illuminated, invisible
journeys made visible. These are
the things that surround us.

Metropolitan Triangle
Garden

Sailor’s Grave

Rui Hu
USA, 3'33, 2014
An intricately imagined
respacealisation of an electric
gallery, capturing perfectly the
latent energy that resides within it.

Vuk Jevremovic, Carlos Santa, Cecilia
Traslavita, Juan Camilo Gonzalez,
Jose Belmonte, Isabel Herguera,
Wang Liming, Cheng Kemei, Richard
Reeves, Koldo Almandoz

Spain, 5'26, 2014 (NL)

Nude Descending (After
Duchamp)

An “exquisite corps”. A three year
anijam put together across the
width and breadth of Europe.

Dan Browne
Canada, 2'00, 2014 (NL))

Eho

Taking a digital essence of the
famous nude and floating it
before us to reconsider.

Dungle Pukeface 2154AD
Brian Smee
USA, 0'47, 2013 (NL)
Running from or to something.
Hard to tell. And where is the
water coming from?

Horse
Shen Jie
China, 4'17, 2013 (NL)
A carefully compartmentalised
exercise in classic animation
drawing from one of the original
sources.

Migraine
Andreas Martini
Germany, 3'29, 2013 (NL)
An explosive, exploding visual
representation of what a migraine
must feel like.

Teeter See Totter Saw
Caleb Wood, Derick Wycherly
USA, 2'13, 2014 (NL)
Dualling, sometimes twinned,
imagery fighting it out on the
screen, vying for its own form
and space.

It Occurred To Me While
Walking Down The Street
Jonathan Hance
USA, 1'18, 2014 (NL)
NB: Silent
… as it often does! Sometimes
a pin-prick, sometimes a
blinding flash.

Feral
Shannon Lee
USA, 3'34, 2013 (NL)
NB: Silent
A moving image scrapbook crafted
from a hundred pieces of filmstock.

Malgorzata Raznek
Poland, 5'06, 2013 (NL)
If the night has a thousand eyes,
an animator has a thousand
ideas. Danse Macabre turned
inside out, upside down and run
through the animation machine.

Suub-Gaussian Swagger
Brian May
Australia, 5'23, 2014 (NL)
A twisting, bending,
re-perspectivising tour-de-force
through the innards of the
machine.

Michal Socha
Poland, 3'00, 2014 (NL)
Exercise. Eating. Counting calories.
Look. Never ending loops of people
seeking to be ideal.

Yes/No

The ‘temptation of temptation’ the
modern western individual.

Take 60 windows, give them each a
different projected dressing up.
Good place to start.

The Lost World

Geometricube
Yoshihisa Nakanishi
Japan, 5'00, 2014 (NL)

Nemumel

Danse Macabre

Loop

Jackson Abacatu
Brazil, 5'15, 2014 (NL)

Stark choices emerge from a
shimmering darkness. Either you
wake up now or never go to sleep
in the first place.

Meaning, unless clearly stated at
the moment of uttering, can break
free and rapidly gallop off in
directions never intended.

A collaboration with Wilfried Jentzsch
based on an old Chinese song
(‘Yangguan’) realising ‘transitions
from harmonique to inharmonique,
or inverse, with spectral granulation.

Ofer Winter
Israel, 5'24, 2013 (NL)

An animating machine of intricate
ingenuity.

Vita Weichen Hsu
Taiwan, 5'47, 2013

Jean Detheux
Canada, 6'37, 2014 (NL)

3 Themes For 60 Windows

Antonija Begusic
Croatia, 5'46, 2014 (NL)

A Tongue Silent With
Your Words

Evolution Of Song Y

Kynd, Sawako
Japan, 2'38, 2013 (NL)

Steven Woloshen
Canada, 2'53, 2013 (NL)
Described as an act of cinematic
archaeology, this work results from
a process of semi-controlled
organic damaging of the filmstock.

Frequency
Renata Davis
USA, 1'03, 2014 (NL)

A unique style of digital painting;
complex, wonderfully paced and
demanding attention.

An exploration of visual and
auditory repetition, textural
traditional media, and complex
looping animation.

Open-Eyed And Laughing

Autogenic

Daniel Rowe
USA, 3'20, 2014 (NL)

Prakash
Singapore, 3'45, 2014 (NL)

An amazing spectacle. An almost
scene from an almost world
created entirely from squares.

An intensely paced free-fall
through a highly digitised imagined
inner space.

Scarred Skies

64CDE_audd

Vera Neubauer
UK, 3'30, 2014 (NL)

Dextro
Austria, 2'06, 2014 (NL)

The sky is the canvas, the invading
self imposed lines drawn in that
sky begin to tell the story.

An accumulation of highly stylised,
filigree-fine digital moving imagery
from one of the contemporary
masters of the form.

Ode To Lumpy, Pout
Melody

A Quiet Light

Lilli Carre
USA, 4'11, 2014 (NL)

Kane Grose
Australia, 1'51, 2014 (NL)

An always changing, non-stop,
living, breathing morpharama.

The simple, subtle, concentricical
joy of circles coming out to play.

Digital Baroque
Ivan Mrsic
New Zealand, 7'27, 2014 (NL)
A beautiful and exhilarating
barrage of that flicker, jitter and
repeat as if due to a dynamic life of
their own rather by any particular
control of human hand.

China Violet
David Ehrlich
USA, 3'16, 2014 (NL)

Teeter See Totter Saw

China Violet

IMG_00:01.JPG

As he leaves China after five years,
Ehrlich created a gentle ode to the
Chinese land and its people.
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Film Festival of Australia
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International Animation
Festival in 2015.
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HE AUSTRALIAN ANIMATED SHORT FILM, OR CORRECTLY
speaking the screening of the Australian animated short
film, has reached her centenary year. A World War I baby
fathered by Harry Julius, she came of age in the early
sixties after the introduction of television and then finally
found herself three suitors to whom she each bore a
‘little golden dude’. Over the years she has had many
transformations. Starting out as a vilifying series of cartoon lightning
sketches, she later ventured into propaganda of a different kind.
This time in advertising. This allowed her to experiment with various
ideas and techniques – even music video in recent decades in
which she is believed to be in a current relationship with Darcy
Prendergast of Oh Yeah Wow fame.
Tonight she is the guest of honour. With her pension cheque
gratefully received from Screen Australia cashed in for yet another
year she punches the air with her stop-motion arm as the lights in
the cinema dim. Did I say pension? It is almost like this genre of
Australian animated short film is going through a renaissance
propelled by the talent ofAdam Elliot, Michael Cusack and Isabel
Peppard. Add to this list John Lewis and Janette Goodey whose stop
motion film, The Story of Percival Pilts, opens the Australian
Showcase line up.
The Story Of Percival Pilts is like being immersed in an animated
picture book. Each scene coloured with a palette of bright pastel
hues as it tells the story about a boy who vows to live out his life on
stilts. The narration is delivered with such aplomb you would be
forgiven for thinking it’s the voice of Geoffrey Rush but it is, in fact,
narrated by Kiwi actor Mark Hadlow, who we have seen as Dori, the
dwarf from The Hobbit series. For the film’s two creators, Janette
Goodey and John Lewis, in regards to their respective careers, this
is their foray into narrative animation. John Lewis had worked as an
animator on Adam Elliot’s feature Mary and Max, and we see some
of the tell-tale signs of Adam’s influence in style through the stillness
of some scenes disturbed by only a few eye blinks from the character
or arm waving which adds to the charm of the film.
Like most stop motion animators in Australia, John Lewis and
Janette Goodey, take great care to make their films hand-made and
in camera. It is somewhat satisfying to learn of the ingenuity that
lurks behind the illusion, to learn that plastic sheets were used for
oceans, the pepper’s ghost effect was used to create the illusion
of rain and my favourite part of the film where we see some wine
sloshing around in a glass, well that was KY jelly. Sometimes the
puritan inside of us feels cheated if we learn CGI was used in a stop
motion animated film. Perhaps this is a normal reaction since stop
motion is one of the last animation techniques to hold its ground to
the surge of computer animation. However sometimes it is a
necessary ‘evil’ to compromise particularly when the animator has
a gun to his head to meet a deadline.
Maintaining the integrity of traditional stop-motion animation free
of computer intervention is the mantra of Paul Howell. Although
Howell’s film Husk is his first film to be sent to festivals, he is by no
means a new-comer to the medium. Since 1982 he has been making
stop motion animation and in 1999 co-founded and developed the
Australian made animation software Stop Motion Pro which
revolutionized the whole stop motion capture process. Paul Howell
throws open the doors to the elements quite literally and shot his
stop motion animation plein-air in the streets of Melbourne.The film
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was shot at night, often into the small hours of the morning, which
meant Howell’s small crew of animators had to contend with
incidences created by Melbourne’s fair share of characters that rival
those featured in the film.
Anthony Lawrence, best known for his PLASMO series, was one of
the animators that worked with Paul Howell on his film. Together
they animated on Lawrence’s own film Grace Under Water written
and based on a short story by Chrissie McMahon. Despite having
twenty six years of experience in stop motion, Anthony had to
tackle a new set of challenges represented by the project. For a
start it is set at the local pool so water and water effects feature
prominently in most scenes. Because of the humanity of the story,
the design of the film is kept at a heightened realism in that the
stop motion puppets were made with life-like proportions. For this
reason the water is not stylised but appears as realistically as
possible. To create the water in the pool, Lawrence ingeniously
devised a solution by using a thin layer of clear hair gel sandwiched
between a clear acrylic plastic base and a thin sheet of clear acetate.
The movement of the water was achieved by dimpling the acetate
sheet every couple of frames. The splashes of water were actually
random cuttings of thin acetate plastic film that had been shrunk
and distorted by the blast of a hot air gun. Yet it is the realistic
underwater bubble trails in the film that we haven’t seen before
that captures our imagination. However the material used to create
this effect remains a guarded secret as this, as the filmmaker says,
would deprive present and future animators of the satisfaction of
discovering it for themselves.
The artistry of Anthony Lawrence and animators like him is like that
of a magician, in that he knows how to direct your attention away
from the mechanics of the illusion to make the trick believable.
Under his spell, the puppets, one sixth the scale of a normal size
human, made out of silicon rubber and unconcealed seam lines, are
living breathing emotive beings. Take, for instance, in a flashback
scene from Grace Under Water where a younger version of the main
character Lou, who has just been dragged from the backyard pool
by her stepfather and given a rough rub down. You can clearly
sense her inner turmoil.
It is refreshing to see Australian animators taking on Australian
subjects in their films which in recent times have been far and few
between as there is a trend to opt for more universal themes. It
seems that our Indigenous animators are the only ones that are
culture conscious in their work. Deborah Szapiro is an advocate
for keeping alive our unique Australian voice in both Indigenous
and white Australian animation. The award winning Australian
producer, Szapiro, along with her team of animation students from
the University of Technology Sydney have made a new music video
which features the iconic imagery of one of Australia’s most treasured
graphic artists, Reg Mombassa, in collaboration with the artist
himself. Called With Good Reason, the music video, made for
Mombassa and his band Dog Trumpet, brings to the fore Australian
fauna with the Mombassa makeover. More subversive in this music
video is reference to early missionaries in Indigenous Australia.
Paul Howell is another who holds the mirror up to Australian society.
For his film Husk, Paul plucks out the Australian flag wearing feral
from the ugly scenes from the Cornulla riots and cross breeds him
with Snugglepot And Cuddlepie. To the audiences’ amusement the
Australian flag worn as a cape by the lout is translated into a set of
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Australian flag fairy wings. Andrew Lawrence also targets the
grotesque in his film where we are grossed out by the comic sight
of the shirtless stepfather’s hairy back and beer gut hanging out
over the barbeque.

Robert Stephenson, Paul Fletcher, Steve Baker, Joe Brumm, Alex
Grigg and Mikey Hill, Australian animated short film has not only
reached a milestone, she has reached a golden era. Happy 100th.

But there are other more pleasant identifiers of Australiana – the
picture perfect postcard shots of Melbourne trams and Flinders
Street Railway Station, backyard family barbeques and one of the
iconic symbols of our Australian summers, the pool. The local pool
served as a backdrop for reconciliation between a woman and her
young stepdaughter in Grace Under Water. Again it appears in Aqua
Profonda, a personal film by motion graphics designer Nathan
Campbell, as a place of dreaming, triggering childhood memories.
In some ways it draws comparisons to the late Sarah Watt’s short
Local Dive (2001) in particular the transient lapse into the imaginary
magical sea life that lies beneath the surface of the municipal pool.

Trent Ellis
ANIMATION ALLIANCE AUSTRALIA INC. | ASIFA AUSTRALIA

A frontier that still remains in our Australian animation catalogue,
and I hope that MIAF’s commemoration of the 100th anniversary
of Australian animated short film may sow the seeds for Australian
animators to address this, is the animated films that pay homage to
or document the work of our country’s most influential animators.
As alluded to in this introduction, since Australian animated short
film’s first appearance on screen in the cinemas, however popular,
she has had to continually re-invent herself to ensure her survival in
a volatile screen world. She has done this through exploration of
techniques as well as breaking boundaries in the many and varied
screening platforms available today.
Helping her through her chameleon phases is John Power, a multitalented artist who has worked across a wide variety of mediums
in TV, film, museum exhibitions, opera, ballet and theatre. His film
with the curious title Bugbug Temple is the most unconventionally
made out of all the films listed in the Australian Showcase.
Bugbug is the small town on the east coast of Bali where John and
his partner participated in the lunar festival which involved hiking
up to a hilltop temple overlooking the Bali sea under a moonlit
night sky.
Amid the multi layered images, his animated collage looks
deceptively simple, however in reality it is intrinsically complex.
He produces the piece with special software called ‘Scintillascope’
that he co-created with Stewart Haines. The software is a real-time
collage engine. The images are not produced randomly but are
instead driven by oscillators in a way that is analogous to working
with a rule-driven sequencer. Power explains that there is a large
amount of ‘tweaking’ to get the right kind of patterning, tempo,
distribution and orientation of elements. Fascinatingly, the software
is capable of running versions of these images without repeating
for thousands of years, limited only by the repertoire of drawings
which, in the case of this film, was 180 drawings. The final process
involves many hours, if not days, of watching and capturing the
sequences produced by the software which Power then edited
and compiled the images accordingly to the spaces suggested by
the music.
It isn’t until you have watched Power’s work and then turn to look
back on Harry Julius’ Cartoons of the Moment to realize just how
far we have come in terms of the way we make our animated
shorts. In the capable hands of the names mentioned within this
introduction and those whose films I haven’t covered including
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The Story Of Percival Pilts

Anywhere But Here

Nightlife

Janette Goodey, John Lewis
Australia, 8'00, 2015

Aaron Murdoch, Cameron Pappas
Australia, 2'17, 2014

Robert Stephenson
Australia, 4’00, 2014

One day, atop of two cans, Percival Pilts
declares he will never again let his feet touch
the ground. A whimsical story about living an
impractical life based on a childhood promise.

Sometimes there is just nowhere to run to no
matter how hard you try.

When you can’t sleep, the over-active mind
intersects with amplified elements of the
night. The next day, wakefulness is reached
by diverting from routine.

Janette Goodey directed several shorts animated
films in New Zealand before shifting to Australia
on the mid 2000s. She teaches animation,
co-wrote the script for Pilts and designed and
made many of the costumes for the film.

Aaron Murdoch grew up in country New South
Wales. Initially accepted into Photography and
Graphic Design in CSU, Aaron deferred for a year
to travel. On returning, and after some second
thoughts about whether or not he actually wanted
to study these subjects, he opted for Animation
and Visual Effects, purely because he knew
nothing about these subjects and wanted to learn
something new and different.

Robert Stephenson teaches animation at VCA
School of Film and Television and continues
making animated works in the form of short films,
collaborations and contributions to other peoples’
projects, music videos, television commercials.
Way back he did storyboarding and animated
segments for children’s television programmes.
Films include Redback (1996), Lucky For Some
(2004) and Paris Lakes (2011).

What made you make this film?
I had wanted to make a stylised 2D animation
since starting the AVFX degree at CSU and did
so at my first opportunity. Beyond that the
influence of Cameron Pappas, my co creator,
had a lot to do with both the final look and
the story.

What made you make this film?
As I have had lack of sleep problems for quite
some time I was interested in making a film
about insomnia, but not really sure about the
structure. Secondly, I’ve been looking into the
merits and problems of creating a film directly
without a screenplay, just going straight to
the animating and seeing what evolves from
scene to scene.

John Lewis studied animation at Charles Sturt
University and made several animated short films
before working as an animator on Adam Elliot’s
Mary And Max.

What made you make this film?
We both have broad tastes when it comes to
animation genres. Individually our work has
been non-narrative and experimental.
However we both simultaneously arrived at a
moment when we felt hungry for satisfying
narrative, charm and craft. One day I wrote a
little poem for Janette, and it was Janette that
saw the potential to turn it into an animation.
She then systematically re-wrote it until only
the first line remained.
Pilts took a fair while to make.
The real reason that Pilts took as long as it
did is because we had a baby not long after
getting started. Pilts was a challenging film
not because of the actual animating, but
because there are a lot of cuts, and every time
the camera cuts we change the entire set
and puppet.
You nailed the voice-over.
Janette and I had never made a film with
narration before. We ended up recording
actor Mark Hadlow (Dori from The Hobbit) in
Park Road Post (owned by Peter Jackson).
Mark was so enthusiastic about the film that
it put us at ease, and in the end we spent
5 hours getting the 8 minute narration right.
Andrew McGrath at Soundwaves managed to
take the rushed mess I created and polish it up.
How much CG is in it?
The film is largely handmade and in-camera.
2 of the 3 cut-out animated shots were cg.
These were done in the computer due to an
‘or else’ deadline being handed down to us,
and so had to be done very quickly.
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Could you give a brief overview of how you
made it?
To produce this animation we shot video of
the actions and then rotoscoped the outline
and then characterised the motion from there.
The film seems infused with something of a
dance aesthetic. Is that where the stylish
movement comes from?
I wouldn’t say that the movement is derived
from dance, however fluidity was included
by design. The aim was to create something
that was very basic, instinctive, verging on
animalistic and that created a fluidity that is
seen in the final product.
It’s an unusual and especially mature film
for a student film. What sort of influences
prompt that style of filmmaking?
I have always had an interest in the psyche
and psychological. The way in which the
mind can take control and create havoc or
alternatively the way an individual can take
control of their own mind and achieve
amazing feats or better still overcome things
that would have otherwise stumped them.
The subtext of this film is an attempt to
capture this.
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Is this your first time using sand animation?
And what drew you to using sand this time?
This is the first completed film I’ve made with
sand and frankly I have been a bit timid in
showing the final result. Although I had a clear
idea of the subject matter and the kind of
feeling I wanted to share, it was created scene
to scene without much planning and I think
sand animation suits this approach.
How long did it take to make?
I made this in a fragmented way over the
year, an hour or two here and there to fit in
with work. At the start of each shot I would
grab a fistful of sand and trickle this onto the
backlit glass to create a faint outline of the
composition, then add more sand to build up
variances in the opacity across the frame.
Would you use sand again? Why or why not?
I will definitely make another sand film.
I love the tones and how forms seem to reveal
themselves with quite simple playing. I like
the darkness in the imagery, which is odd as
I have made a lot of brightly coloured
animation in the past.
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Eye You

Grace Under Water

Bugbug Temple

Nick Simpson
Australia, 4'40, 2014

Anthony Lawrence
Australia, 7'43, 2014

John Power
Australia, 4'07, 2014

A voyeuristic satellite hovers and roams
above the mundane inhabitants of a block
of flats one day something truly
extraordinary happens.

Sometimes to find the connection you have to
dive deep. To dive deep, sometimes you have
to climb high. And you seldom get permission
for that.

A Nocturnal Ascent. Under a full moon, in the
lush undergrowth, creatures of the forest
mingle with memories and signs of passing as
we dreamily climb the path to Bugbug Temple.

Nick Simpson now lives in Melbourne, Australia
via Brisbane via UK. He is a recent graduate of
RMIT with a bachelor of animation (2014) having
previously studied painting and illustration.

Anthony Lawrence produced his first,
commercial stop motion animation in 1986, an
ambitious half hour science fiction, shot on
16mm with all effects done in-camera. This was
purchased by the national broadcaster who
subsequently purchased a 13 by 5 minute
PLASMO series which was sold into 25 countries.
He directed the award winning short Looking For
Horses and worked on the feature Mary and Max.

John Power John Power combines painting,
drawing, photography and CGI to make still and
moving pictures. A designer, painter, builder and
prop maker, he has worked in: TV, film, museum
exhibition, opera, ballet and theatre. He has
created digital FX and animation for TV, worked
as an art director and director and toured nationally
and internationally as a VJ. John freelances on
visualisation, design and spectacle in a range of
screen media. John lectures part time at RMIT in
the School of Media and Communication.

What made you make this film?
Going from static, pen on paper illustrations
to studying mainly 2d computer animation,
I ended up spending hours and hours staring
at a screen. I felt attached to the computer
and the technology within it. But then you
look around and it is painfully obvious that
almost everyone else is developing a similar
connection with technology and it is changing
the way we look at one another. I wanted to
explore this development.
This has an absurdist element to its
narrative. How did that come about?
The concept of the surveillance was there
from the beginning, but the characters and
the direction morphed quite a bit. I was shown
Priit Parn’s Karl Ja Marilyn and enjoyed it so
much. Also, I wanted to make a film that
changed pace dramatically. It drags you
steadily, slowly and methodically, before
wrenching you violently sideways.
Is it different animating a lead character that
is basically just a floating head?
It was definitely a challenge to give the
satellite a personality. It made timing more
important I think, in terms of entering frames
and reacting to action. And sound design
comes in to play more as well.
Why do you think there are so few Australian
films of this type being made?
I'm honestly not too sure. People seem much
more interested in fantasies these days, rather
than the peculiarities of the modern world and
the people living within it.

What made you make this film?
In each animation I make, I really like to try
and solve problems by using in camera
techniques as far as possible. This story being
based outdoors, in full sunlight, with water
in most shots, meant that I had the chance to
explore these methods, some of which I had
to invent myself.
What can you say about the challenges of
animating water effects?
Getting the characters to look like they are
floating in water, or half in and half out of the
water, were the main problems. Sometimes
I had to cut a puppet in half so that the top
half could be above the water line and then
the legs could be shown underneath, under
the water surface, which was clear acrylic
topped with hair gel and acetate sheeting.
I contemplated having a puppet animated
underwater to get the floating hair effect but
that would have been a disaster. The armature
would rust, the hair would probably float off
the puppet’s head, a light may have fallen into
the water and shocked the animator, so in the
end all the underwater scenes where just
shot dry.
How did you create the melancholy mood
of the film?
I think the realistic, non-cartoony style of
the puppets with their contemplative
expressions which rarely change, linked to
the rather straight delivery of the narration is
what may create this undertone. The music
is instrumental in helping to generate an
emotion in the audience, and the music kind
of holds back till the very end.

What made you make this film?
Andrew Garton, a long-time collaborator,
was curating a show for the Lights in Winter
around the theme of ‘Shrine’, to be screened
on the large outdoor screen in Federation
square, Melbourne, and asked if I could
respond. I was in the middle of some real-time
collage experiments at the time and thought
this material might work as a linear piece.
I ultimately wanted to see this artwork in a
cinematic context and I thought other people
might like to as well.
What’s behind the unusual name?
Bugbug is a small town on the east coast of
Bali. I was there with my partner on the day of
a lunar festival. After visiting the main Hindu
temple in the town, to witness the offerings
being blessed, we were encouraged to attend
the second stage of the festival, which involved
a pilgrimage, on foot, to another temple high
up in the hills, set atop a cliff that overlooked
the Bali Sea. Heading up the small track
under the full moon to the shrines, with the
immaculately dressed people of the village
became entrancing.
What do you see is the “natural habitat” for
this film?
I’d like this film to be an enjoyable,
contemplative piece of cinema. I’m a huge fan
of MIAF and have enjoyed and been inspired
by so much brilliant short work over the years
in the ACMI cinemas. The sound is very
important to this piece, so a good cinematic
sound system is key.
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Aqua Profunda
Nathan Campbell
Australia, 1'35, 2014

The Video Dating Tape Of
Desmondo Ray, Aged 33 & 3/4

Husk

Steve Baker Australia, 3'20, 2014

Paul Howell
Australia, 3'56, 2014

After encountering a frog in a swimming pool,
a young boy ponders his life spent on both
coasts of Australia and his fears of what lies
beneath the water’s surface.

His name is Desmondo Ray. He enjoys peeing
in the rain, altering offensive graffiti and
listening to sad music while having happy
thoughts. This is his dating video.

A beautiful, yet mysterious, tree spirit has
her night-time adventure on the streets of
Melbourne take a haunting twist after an
encounter with some feral fairies.

Nathan Campbell is an Australian-American
animator and filmmaker originally from Melbourne
where he studied Multimedia Design at Swinburne.
In 2010 he relocated to San Francisco where he
works as a freelance motion designer.
He makes short films to further his love of design,
animation and visual storytelling; most recently
True Love (2014). Earlier films include Strangers
in the Dark' (2007), Castoffs (2010) & Stereo /
Chrono (2011).

Steve Baker works in live action and animation.
His 2007 film An Imaginary Life was the first
animated film to ever win Tropfest. Dog With An
Electric Collar (2009) won an AFI Award.
Handpicked by Peter Farrelly (of the Farrelly
Bros), he worked on the infamous Hollywood
feature Movie 43, wrote and directed The
Apprentice (starring US star Anton Yelchin (Star
Trek, Terminator Salvation) and is Resident
Curator of Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s online
production company hitRECord.

Paul Howell has been making stop motion
animation since 1982. Concerned about the
lack of innovation in stop motion technology he
co-founded and developed Stop Motion Pro
(www.stopmotionpro.com) in 1999. Stop Motion
Pro was the first animation software to interface
directly with DSLR cameras, changing the stop
motion capture process forever. Husk is his first
film to be sent to festivals for consideration.

What made you make this film?
It is loosely based on my childhood experiences
growing up in Perth, then moving to Melbourne
at a young age. Drawing lines between the
real and imaginary parts of those memories is
interesting. While there really was a frog living
in our backyard pool, the carpet of sea creatures
in the deep end were just an extension of my
early fears and fascinations.
How and why did you pick such a bold and
bright colour palette?
Like a lot of other 'growing up' films, the notion
of change is central to Aqua Profonda. I drew
from the real-life differences between Perth’s
sunny, laid-back isolation, Melbourne’s cold
severity and the 3,000 kilometres of desert
in-between to represent the changes in the
main character's life, and the strong,
contrasting colour palette was important in
communicating this theme.
What influenced or drove the deceptively
simple design style of the film?
I work as a motion designer so I try to think
about efficient visual communication a lot. I
tried to get rid of all the extra details which
weren't needed to tell the story I wanted to
tell. The fact that it's a film about childhood
also has a lot of bearing on the naive art style
Animating water is always challenging.
Definitely. Running fluid simulation inside your
head and then translating that to 24 frames a
second is tough, One of the advantages of
such a simplified art style is that you can get
away with more abstracted depictions of water.
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What made you make this film?
For some reason I’m compelled to tell stories
about these sorts of loner characters that
exist on the outskirts of society. So when
Taxi, the production company I work with,
challenged me to create something that
showed off my style, Desmondo was born.
There has to be some tragic dating videos out
there. Did you do any research or did you just
dive straight in?
There was one video I saw called 80s Video
Dating Montage that you have to see to
believe. It’s hilariously tragic, and at times
very disturbing, mostly because of the 80s
era, but also because it’s real and these guys
are genuinely pouring their hearts out. It’s the
same for Desmondo, I’m not trying to make a
parody – it’s just an honest dating tape about
a very peculiar man.
Unusual name for a character. Where did that
name come from?
It came from the part of my brain that has
been designated the role of coming up with
weird sounding names.
How did you wind up feeling about
Desmondo? Pity? Respect for his honesty and
giving it a go? Think he needs some help?
Desmondo is a man-child who views the world
with childlike fascination and awe. I can’t feel
pity for someone like that, but I do think he
needs a little help.
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What made you make this film?
I believe traditional stop-motion animation
is under threat from imitation computer
generated (CG) imagery. Increasingly films
claiming to be stop-motion are made with
computer assistance, printed replacement
heads and complete CG character sequences
rendered with “stop-motion style” filters.
Attempts to mimic and control the live
performance intrinsic to stop-motion are
disrespectful to the art. I wanted to make a
film that embraced unpredictability – changes
in lighting, weather and events contribute
to the films atmosphere. I also want to tell
stories about Australia from an Australian
perspective.
What can you say about the logistics of
shooting on the streets in the dark?
While filming at night reduced interrupting
traffic, it did mean we were often approached
by drunken revellers, with the Husk puppet
being abducted at one point. Several shots
were animated during rain showers and windy
conditions. Full insurance and permissions are
a must. We used battery power for everything.
Each evening we would film a single shot,
animating until 2 or 3 am.
Where do you imagine these characters
retreat to in the daytime?
The mythical feral fairy folk are just like feral
animals! They skulk away, lurking just out of
view under a grate or in a bin, waiting for an
opportunity to dart out and cause mischief.
I hear they love going through bags, hungry
for stale mint lollies while people are in
the cinema.

AUSTRALIAN SHOWCASE

City Symphony Noise Poem

Spooky Circuits

Phantom Limb

Paul Fletcher
Australia, 5'00, 2013 (NL)

Curtis Bucciol
Australia, 4'54, 2014

Alex Grigg
Australia, 4'17, 2014

The subtlest sounds of the city brought to
visual life as if under a microscope built
especially for the task.

One man encounters a catalogue of some of
computerville’s most epic fails in a quest to
find his father amongst the circuitry.

The consequences that flow like emotional
treacle in the aftermath of an avoidable
accident offer a life of real and imagined pain.

Paul Fletcher has made more than 30 short
animated films. He has contributed the sound
design and music to a number of other locally
made animations. His 2006 work Midi Vacuum
Cleaner was first premiered at the Commonwealth
Games Cultural Festival and each Easter since
2008 he has staged the large outdoor
sculpture/audio/animated video installation
Hidden Creatures in Bendigo. Paul is currently
a Lecturer at VCA and MCM, and performs for
Central Victorian art collective Punctum, and
experimental music and film collective,
Undue Noise.

Curtis Bucciol has always been interested in
animation, as he has long had a passion for Pixar
films. He is currently studying and finishing his
Bachelor at Swinburne University. Other than
animation, Curtis also works on websites, short
films, apps, games, photography and is most
recently interested in working on interactive
projections.

Alex Grigg (b. 1987) is an Australian animation
director working between London and Sydney.
He graduated from Queensland College of Art in
2008 and went on to work with a string of studios
in Australia and Europe as an animator and
designer. In 2013 he was invited to join the
international animation collective – Late Night
Work Club – which was where he released
Phantom Limb in special screenings in London
and LA simultaneously.

What made you make this film?
Various visits to places and languages that
were new for me, and my first ever experience
of actual snow! An ongoing interest in the
City Symphony and my experiments with live
electroacoustic noise performances with
animated visuals.
Is it hard to transition between the work you
see as a teacher what you create personally?
Not hard at all- in my warped little mind it is
all the same in some ways—the sculpting of
time-based movement of shapes, light, colour
drama and emotion of one sort or another
literal and poetic.
Your work (in my opinion) is changing over
time. What do you think this film has in
common with your previous works and what
is different about it?
I would certainly hope that my work changes
over time. In common with the previous works
are many of the same tensions and interactions
– for instance, between elements of narrative
and abstraction, stillness and movement,
sonic melody and texture, between the wish
to shake or disturb the senses and to relax or
calm the mind!
Why do you think so few students produce
abstract animation?
There are some fantastic student abstract
works including some that only appear in
exercises. However I do get the impression
that a lot of students associate abstract
animation as not something that will get them
a job and to be fair there are very few film
festivals that feature Abstract Animation.

What made you make this film?
I made this film because I love making comedy
films, and I wanted to make something that
could represent a wide range of my skills.
I also wanted to challenge myself in that I
have never made a full narrative, (eg. Startmiddle-end) in animation before. It was a
completely new experience, and quite a
fun one.
Is there any autobiographic element to
your film?
The main character is Kurt, my name is Curtis.
The main character is based on me as quite
the computer whizz who likes to help people
out with technical issues.
Why did you go for the grey tone over more
vivid colour?
When I was in the early stages of modelling
I was still playing around with the textures,
trying to keep with my simple design I tried
keeping all the colours simple. When rendering
I had set up an Ambient Occlusion pass, which
is a certain lighting render, and I really liked
the simple grey scale design of it. It gave it a
good style so I kept it and scraped my textures.
Was there even a little bit of you trying to
vent your frustration with Internet ‘fails’ such
as Ask Jeeves, etc?
Yes, I also wanted to bring back some older
Internet jokes to help bridge the gap in the
audience and give it an appeal to a wider
range of ages. (That would be people like me
he’s reaching out to folks – MIAF Director)

This film has had substantial international
festival success.
It's been really surprising to have support
from so many festivals. It’s definitely not
something I was thinking about while making
the film. One of the things people tell you is
that if youre film is online festivals won’t be
interested but that hasn't been my experience
so far. It's been a nice chance to get to meet a
lot of new filmmakers and have a beer with them.
It has one of the more evocative and effective
sound tracks of any of the films in the festival. How hard was that to get right?
Ah the sound track was tough but the
composers (Kirsty Tickle and Jonathan Boulet)
were so collaborative on it. We went back and
forwards loads trying to find a simple melody
with the right tone for the start and would also
work in a new way when it was played at the
end of the film. I think they found a really nice
solution in the end.
It does a great job exploring the relationship
between the two main characters. Was that a
complex thing to imagine and depict?
The writing was really hard for me. I could
imagine a narrative quite quickly but actually
figuring out the nuts and bolts of it was a real
challenge. The tone and the sensation were
the two things that could be damaged with a
slight misstep in how the story unfolded.
What's on screen is only about 10% of the
shots I storyboarded out in the trial and error
writing process.
Check the ‘making of’ blog at
https://medium.com/@joyybox/making-phantomlimb-1eef3f6d085f
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War Child

The Meek

The Orchestra

Abdullah Kokce
Australia, 1'30, 2014

Joe Brumm
Australia, 7’26, 2015

Mikey Hill
Australia, 15'00, 2015

An extraordinary look at the way war is
reported and the way those images
manipulate our sense of a world most of us
see only on our screens.

When a huge comet and a smouldering stranger
crash into her tiny world, our heroine discovers
the difference between knowing what’s good for
you and doing what’s good for you.

An epic animated achievement! In a world
filled with beautiful and harmonious music,
Vernon always seems to strike the wrong note.

Abdullah Kokce was born and raised in Turkey.
He is studying animation at Deakin University at
their Burwood campus. Abdullah presented an
earlier ‘work-in-progress’ version of War Child at
MIAF last year as a highlight film in the Blend
Symposium, which focused on films that blend
live action and animation.

Joe Brumm

Mikey Hill Born Fyodor 'Junebug' Malcheski
sometime in the late 20th century, Mikey Hill
emerged to triumphantly pen the cover for the
1989 Craigburn Primary School annual
publication. Despite occasionally looking
sideways, he's never looked back. Hill force-read
the turgid Macromedia Flash manual – inexorably
leading him to pass a Masters in Animation.
The Orchestra is Hill’s third hand animated short
film – each more elaborately time-consuming
than the last.

What made you make this film?
War Child was my advanced animation project
at Deakin University. War is very bold word.
It causes so many different feelings and
emotions in my mind. Most of the time I
visualise the image of an innocent child crying
right in front of my eyes. Therefore I decided
to create something which illustrates the deep
and dark senses I feel related to war and the
most innocent victims; the children.
How did you go about sourcing most of the
news-style images used in the film?
I chose to use pictures of children from
newspapers, news photographers web pages
and some footage from internet. I researched
some sketches related to wars. Finally I
grouped all of them in three different
categories: Children, Feelings and Environment.
I combined all of them into one using my
personal feelings of sadness and heartbreak.
Are you trying to say anything specific about
our relationship to news and about how our
news is visually presented to us?
The news is our main source of information,
especially newspapers. When we view an
image in the newspaper it allows us to feel
and associate with the same atmosphere as
depicted in the image. Of course our thoughts
and feelings add to the emotions we feel.
I tried to show my feelings through music,
sounds and colours. These are a reflection of
my feelings related to the images illustrated
in newspapers.
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What made you make this film?
I’m endlessly fascinated by my ability to know
that something is bad for me and yet find
myself still doing it. This film seemed like a
fun way to explore that problem.
You clearly had some important collaborators.
What could you say about them?
I can’t say enough good things about Mark,
Laura and Dan. Phil Hall is a friend of mine
from London and a writer for Peppa Pig.
We spent the day walking around Ramsgate
going through the story in its earliest forms.
Sam Jennings helped me get the narration
sounding right. Myf Warhurst ‘s narration was
spot on for how I wanted main character to
come across, there’s a quality to her voice
which just sounds so unique.Ollie from The
Cat Empire composed the score. I’m so happy
with how it turned out though, it sets just the
right tone for me, kind of grandiose, soap
opera, love story and musical all in one.
The “reveal” moment in the film comes near
the beginning. Were you tempted to have it
near the end?
Yeah I definitely considered it, tried it out in
the animatic a few times. Ultimately it didn’t
work for me though for a few reasons. I like
being in on the secret, you feel more for the
main character and it’s a bit like the Titanic,
the tension is heightened throughout knowing
the inevitable is looming. It also allows for
that feeling you get when you watch bugs do
their thing: it’s like, why are you guys going
to so much effort?
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What made you make this film?
A mix of naïve determination and blind
optimism. For years now I’ve wanted to be a
narrative filmmaker, hopefully a feature filmmaker, and with this film I wanted to attempt
to create a three act structured short film.
This is an epic achievement. What’s involved
in making a 15-minute drawn, detailed and
fluidly animated film?
My fifteen-minute film has 199 shots and
north of 21,000 frames. That’s a lot of drawing.
Each shot requires thought, thumbnailing,
storyboarding, often numerous takes at the
rough animation stage, and then clean up
and colouring. On top of this is a veritable
mountain of backgrounds and compositing.
We did have a relatively small crew and so,
from a director’s perspective, making the
film involved a lot of patience, keeping an
eye on the bigger picture, ducking projectile
deadlines, and encouraging a positive
attitude in the studio. Luckily, I had a fun
and dedicated team.
It looks and feels very French. Is this how
you see it?
Sylvain Chomet’s films were certainly a great
inspiration for me, particularly visually, and
his work was used as reference when
developing the look of the film. I also love the
style of Japanese directors Koji Yamamura and
Kunio Kato, which I’m sure has translated into
my work. Beyond this, I don’t think my work
is too quintessentially French, or Australian
for that matter; I’m trying to create a unique,
and hopefully universal, feel in my films.

BEST OF
THE NEXT
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BEST OF
THE NEXT
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

A

SSESSING THE STUDENT ANIMATION IS ALWAYS A RELIABLY
joyous, wild ride and the results vary radically school to
school, student to student. Skills, resources, cultural variants
and even motivations play such obvious and dramatically
divergent roles when one sits down and systematically
works their way through nearly 1,000 films sent in by more
than 70 different schools from more than 30 countries.

I once spent an afternoon with an American animation lecturer who
had secured a gig establishing an animation course at a school in
Turkey. The equipment turned out to be his personal handy-cam
gaffer-taped to the back of a chair. At the other end of the scale, it is
not uncommon to walk into a classroom in a French school and be
confronted with a space that has a computing capacity in excess of
what NASA sent Apollo 11 to the moon with.
Walk into a school in Poland and those kids are being steeped in the
cultural history of their land and being drilled in what are regarded as
the essential skills of storytelling, character development and the
overall visual design of their work. Listen in on a lot of classes at a
good number of American schools and the emphasis is on creating a
work that showcases the things that will most likely land them a job
or a contract.
Some schools insist on a certain consistency of style and/or a
commonality of technique across every student’s work, which can
make it harder for the films at the end of the reel to get cut-through in
a curatorial environment that is often constrained by time pressures
and a natural instinct to begin discounting the 20th film that looks
the same as the 19 that preceded it.
Some courses are one year long, whereas most of the major European
courses are now somewhere between four and a half and five years
long. Some of them are integrated into larger universities with a
breadth of arts courses that expose their animation students to
related disciplines such as music, literature, fine arts history and so
on, while other schools are specialist institutions that just teach
animation in isolation.
How to compare these films fairly against each other is the challenge.
In some ways, it is not as hard as it sounds. A great levelling question
that is rigorously applied and re-sets the judging agenda at the
beginning of every single film scrutinised in the MIAF selection process
is, “Why am I being asked to watch this?” This simple conceptual
question cuts through creative fog, eliminates the accidental advantage
of access (or lack there of) to equipment and other physical resources
and can even mitigate the difference between good and average
teaching. It lets each film be judged singularly on its own merits and
it is the success of how close it came to achieving what it set out to
that allows each film’s core aspirational goals to be pitched against
the other films vying for a spot.
There are some astonishingly polished works in these programs,
while others are rougher around the edges. The aim here is not to
present an unrelenting back-to-back avalanche of the world’s slickest
student animation but to present a window on to what students
everywhere, no matter their course type, equipment and resources
are doing right now. That’s what a window on the next generation of
animation should showcase.
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BEST OF THE NEXT INTERNATIONAL #1
Oak
Jeroen Ceulebrouck
KASK
Belgium, 6'33, 2014 (NL)
Huge, majestic, a symbol of
strength, the oak is as big a part
of nature as the storm itself.

The Divide
Brent Sievers
RISD
USA, 3'50, 2014 (NL)
It’s crazy out there on the roads,
it doesn’t matter where you are or
how far you go.

Toro
Lynn Kim
RISD
USA, 3'29, 2014 (NL))
The delicate balance between
bull and bullfighter; between art
and carnage.

Imagine
Jo Ara
KIAFA
South Korea, 6'19, 2014
What happens when the thoughts
won’t stop coming? The impulse
to act takes over.

That’s Not Supposed
To Happen
Rory Kerr
IADT
Ireland, 4'02, 2013 (NL)
Patch-Eye Cat and the Chicken
Commander start messing with
people’s lives.

What’s Going On With Annie
Yin-Jia Hu, Meng-Xiong Cai
Yuntech
Taiwan, 7'00, 2014 (NL)
Messing with the mysterious
vortex under the bed is probably
not a good idea today.

00:08
Yutaro Kubo
Tokyo Uni Of The Arts
Japan, 5'19, 2014 (NL)
Ahhhhh coffee, there’s frenzy
and mayhem in every cup.

In Vitro
Alexia Schmidt, Justine Laurent,
Olivia de Thevenard, Leslie
Murard, Idris Bodhy, Antonie
Vienne, Hadrien Brissaud
Supinfocom Valenciennes
France, 7'10, 2014 (NL)
The strange and uber-colourful,
all dancing world of partying
in-vitro micro-organisms.

BEST OF THE NEXT INTERNATIONAL #3

Off The Rails

Gashapon

Justin Tirado Ringling
USA,
2'26, 2014 (NL)
Sure graffiti writing seems
harmless but tonight the train
fights back.

Kou-Lou-Kou-Lou, Wei-Yuan Chen
TNUA
Taiwan, 5'12, 2014 (NL)
The playground has never been
level, the rewards never fairly
shared. It’s all in the eye of the
beholder.

Mr Rabbit’s Memory

The Sand

Geng Shuang, Guo Yanan
Jilin China,
5'30, 2014 (NL)
As old Mr Rabbit begins turning the
pages, the memories start coming
back – slowly at first and then
faster and faster and faster.

Soohyeon Joo
Hongik University
South Korea, 6'10, 2014 (Sub)
IIt’s a genius idea – a sale of
various emotions. But bottling
them is the tricky bit.

April 21

A Sloth in Wonderland

Jessica Poon
Calarts
USA, 4'00, 2014 (NL)
A cubist-head take-over surge
goes rapidly off the rails. Scale
may play a role?

Wonjin Jang
EMCA
France, 5'10, 2014 (NL)
The big city is no place for a sloth.
Everything moves so fast and help
is hard to find.

Eiskari

Small People With Hats

Nicolas Steiner
Filmakademie B/W
Germany, 8'45, 2014 (NL)
In a junk-world, every item on the
table is the pathway to repair or a
step into the unknown.

Sarina Nihei
RCA
UK, 6'51, 2014 (NL)
Got a problem with your
small hatted people? Who ya
gonna call?

Das Katzenjammertal

Connected

Ara Jo
Germany, 4'00, 2013 (NL)
Deep inside all of us is another
person trying to get out – or
maybe lots of other people, and
maybe all they need is the cue
and the right escape orifice.

Manuela Buske
HFF “Konrad Wolf ”
Germany, 4'44, 2014 (NL)
Many of the things that connect
us to the powerful forces that
control our lives are invisible –
which is where so much of their
power comes from.

Incident
Dimitar Velev
New Bulgarian University
Bulgaria, 2'00, 2014 (NL)
Something’s up with the birds –
they’re down. And the crowd
wants to know why.

Schacher Werni
Michael Fluckiger
HSLU
Switzerland, 5'14, 2014 (Sub)
A complex mixed narrative telling
a simple tale of a fall, an addiction
and the duty to rise again.

Last Stop
Chuang-Bo You
Yuntech
Taiwan, 4'30, 2014 (NL)
Something is a veeeeery long way
from right on this last, lonely train
down the line.

Harry
Robin Quinquis
Ecole Emile Cohl
France, 3'22, 2014 (Sub)
Harry knows he is losing her but
the picture on the coffee cup is
the last straw. The end is nigh.

Reverie
Andrew Bartholomew, Nathan
Lawrence, James Robertson,
Robert Lilley
Teesside University
UK, 1'13, 2014 (NL)
A simple walk down a lane
becomes a matter of navigating
an increasing complex ballet of
real and imagined objects.

Owlmost
Meike Muller
Filmakademie BW
Germany, 2'17, 2014 (NL)
One hungry owl just can’t seem to
find an uninterrupted moment to
swallow the mouse. And then...

How To Survive On An Island
That Hates You
Chris Frost
Bournemouth
UK, 4'13, 2014 (SL)
It’s not everyday you wake up on
a deserted island. And what
should you do with all that spare
time you now have on your hands.

Bend Don’t Break
Pia Djukic
HFF “Konrad Wolf ”
Germany, 3'26, 2014 (NL)
In this fragile world of the
wire-frame courtiers and royalty,
one wrong touch can bring instant
disintegration.
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HERE HAS SELDOM BEEN A TIME OF MORE UNCERTAINTY
and turmoil in the Australian university sector. The spectre of
deregulation, funding cuts and the realignment of political
priorities as regards what the current government believes
the tertiary sector should be ‘producing’ is unsettling
enough but when the government cannot get half the
legislation through to make these changes, the planning and
financial limbo that so many universities must be facing is
probably worse.

The threat of $100,000 degrees, vast numbers of otherwise eligible
students being denied access to an education and the entrenching
of a two tiered strata of privileged vs struggling institutions will,
hopefully, turn out to be exaggerated hyperbole to some extent.
But change, and potentially damaging change at that, is definitely in
the wind.

Eclipse
Jelena Sinik
UTS, 1'30 2014
A reflective animated piece
unifying light and paper in the
illustration of the subtleties of
deteriorating sight and its
impression on the experience
of childhood and intimacy.

Paracosm

To see what is at risk in terms of animation, one need look no further
than this program.

Ken Keiso
RMIT, 2'12, 2014
A surreal short film depicting the
decomposition of a torso in a
‘paracosm’ – a detailed, imaginary
world created entirely in the mind
of the filmmaker.

This year’s Australian Student Animation Showcase screens nearly
20 films from ten different tertiary institutions. Another dozen or so
Australian student films are scattered throughout a number of other
MIAF programs.

Trivialise Me

There are hand-drawn films in here, films animated with sand and
others made with simple chalkboard drawings. There are stories that
range from weird surrealist imaginings through to poignant, personal
depictions of what it is like to come to grips with a creeping disability.
For the most part, these works are also structured narrative films
suggesting that the schools and universities are continuing to teach
their students how to make a film; something with a beginning, a
middle and an end; something that has to communicate an idea,
story or depict an event in such a way that an audience can connect,
understand and engage with it.
This, in turn, suggests the schools are doing their best to make sure
their students continue to understand that animation can be an
artform as much as a complex technology to master on the pathway
to a paycheque.
Even if most of these graduates find themselves going out into an
animation industry that increasingly prioritises skilled technicians
over storytellers, this grounding in storytelling will always be a
valuable reservoir for them to draw from.

Lauren Edson
VCA, 2'42, 2014
A beautifully pasteled
exploration of the complex,
often contradictory, intricacies
of understanding why
relationships stop working.

Little Red Robot Hunter
Maree Railton
Qantm, 1'59, 2015
Little Red Riding Hood wasn’t
a fairytale – it was a prophecy.
Armed only with a woodsman
axe, a young woman living in the
woods must confront a giant
Terminator-Robot wolf.

Alien Abduction
And for us, the ultimate consumers of more or less non-stop
industrial animation that is jammed into increasingly tiny and more
crowded pockets of our living, working and recreational visual
environments, any smidgeon of art, any sliver of expressed and
enhanced creativity inserted for the sheer joy of making something
look better or feel more friendly to the eye and the soul can only
be a relief.
Making short, independent animated films in Australia is a
challenging way to spend one’s time. There is more support here
than many people would have you believe and there is certainly
more support available than in a good number of other countries.
But many of these budding filmmakers will not make that transition
and, in all likelihood, a good number of them do not even have that
ambition. But anything that can keep the art, the creativity and
vitality flowing into the animation that surrounds us is a good thing
and, by all accounts, the schools and universities in Australia
continue to give it their best shot.
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Alex Jennings, Sean Butler
CSU, 2'50, 2014
It doesn’t pay to sit alone
outside in the dark of night
when the aliens arrive. They’re
looking for easy targets.

Welcome To Grossvil
Cameron Jones
RMIT BAIM, 3'19, 2014
Something goes horribly wrong
when Mayor Brikton abducts a
small child in the hope of
recovering the political support
of his constituents. So begins
the cover-up.

Anima Radix

Pond Scum

Fernando Silva De La Cruz
UNSW, 3'00, 2014
A soft-hued, descent to hell
that seems endless until a light
emerges from the gloom.

Catriona Drummond
Griffith, 4'32, 2014
This roving cat-whistling idiot
has definitely picked on the
wrong woman today. If only this
could happen in real life.

Oddbots

Look Up, Stupid

Kate Muffet
QuT, 3'43, 2014
Even in a city that seems to offer
little more than monotony and
loneliness, a lonely lamplighter
stumbles across help and
companionship during the
course of his nightly rounds.

Shelley O'Meara
VCA, 1'07, 2014
The path is long and strange –
answers uncertain. At the end of
the journey stands a giant marker
into the sky.

Kaledoscopia

Shamus The Seal

Emma Hay
CSU, 2'00, 2014
The jungle is alive and bursting
with colour, energy and
opportunity for those ready
to reach for it.

Nathan Robinson
Deakin, 3'08, 2014
Shamus is a seal at a cross-roads,
a seal not sure of what his life
really means and where he
should be going.

WATDAT

Sketchy

Victoria Wu
VCA, 1'37, 2014
Left alone for a few minutes,
the chalk board rapidly roars
to life, creating its own scratchy
little universe.

John Morgan
Griffith, 4'24, 2014
Every day is an interesting one
for an inquisitive, care-free
sketch on the loose.

Cookin’ With Fire

The Wolf Within

Joel Best
UTS, 1'03, 2014
A grog swigging, swashbuckling,
moustache grooming pirate chef
attempts to cook his signature
dish in stormy seas, no matter
what it takes!

Jonathan Reyes
RMIT BAIM, 4'34, 2014
Capturing the true inner wolf
sometimes can only be done
when it’s running free, wild
and dangerous.

Winter’s Light

What Makes You (W)hole

Cameron Pappas
CSU, 1'50, 2014
Come night time, the town
becomes the playground of a
balletic troupe of light creatures
making the most of the dark.

Rachel Toh
RMIT BAIM, 2'11, 2014
In a world full of holes, Burnt
Orange is one of the few who
has trouble filling his own.

Lovebites
Jonathon Iskov
AIE, 3'00, 2014
Cecil, the preying mantis,
goes on his first date.
Ain’t nature grand!
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Monocyclic Flower

Bouyant

Takehisa Eiraku
Japan, 2'18, 2012 (NL)
A gracefully frenzied ballet is the
prelude for a most unusual cycle
race through the park.

Hajime Kimura
Japan, 4'27, 2014 (NL)
Under the right conditions, a bed
can be the perfect flying machines,
even if it has to pass through
an ocean.

Garden

N

O DOUBT ABOUT IT, JAPAN’S TAMA UNIVERSITY ANIMATION
department has definitely arrived on the world stage as a force
to be reckoned with. The 2013 Graduation reel took out the ‘Best
Animation School Showreel’ prize at the Ottawa International
Animation Festival that year, a feat all the more impressive
considering that was the first time Tama had entered. That
year, many of the Tama films were the talk of the international
animation festival circuit, with any number of impromptu hallway meetings
and cinema queue conversations whispering in wonder at just what might
be going on there.
Perhaps close enough attention was not being paid. The Tama animation
alumni had been quietly and steadily growing over the years. In 2009, the
Academy Award for Best Animated Short was taken out by La Maison en
Petits Cubes (The House of Small Cubes) by Kunio Kato who had trained
at Tama. Following this, two of the school’s more creative and energetic
graduates Shin Hashimoto and Mirai Mizue became founding members
of the CALF Collective, one of Japan’s rare successes in establishing an
independent animation collective. Their works grow more audaciously
creative with each release and have done as much as anybody to define
a new generational style for independent Japanese animation.
This momentum shows no signs of being wound back any day soon.
Yukie Nakauchi, Sawako Kabuki and Manabu Himeda are recent Tama
graduates producing works that are winning prizes and re-setting the
perimeters of what an auteur Japanese animated short film can achieve.
It is, perhaps, instructive that Tama’s full name is Tama Art University, the
inclusion of the word art surely speaks volumes for priorities and the
paths their students are sent down. The fact that the animation department
is embedded within the school of Information Design seems, at best, an
unusual juxtaposition to most people’s concept of what an education in
the arts might represent but Tama’s stated belief is that information is
‘shapeless’. Creating art and culture and forging rich social and interhuman relationships out of that shapeless ‘information’ is the almost
self-subverting journey they send their students on.
The Art and Media Course is the stream within the school of Information
Design that aspiring animators join. In addition to media art, computer
graphics, sound art, photography, video and animation, the course also
covers community art, targeting a wide range of fields from entertainment
to art utilising cutting-edge technology. The curriculum is divided into
the four stages ‘introduction’, ‘development’, ‘application’ and ‘synthesis’.
In the introductory courses, students acquire essential knowledge and
techniques for the creation of media art through exercise in the four basic
subjects ‘video/photography’, ‘interaction’, ‘sound + performance’ and
‘digital craft’.
The resulting work speaks for itself. It shows that people who have been
encouraged, equipped and taught the true fundamentals of art don’t
merely strive to push through creative and imaginative barriers but forget
that such barriers exist at all.
Underpinning the upfront discordant mayhem of so many of these films,
there is a much quieter, zen-strength, uber-confidence on display. These
works showcase the talents of people who have a quiet, unshakeable
faith that their undefinable imaginings can be translated into a finished
film that will do these imaginings justice.

Shungo Suzuki
Japan, 3'25, 2012 (NL)
The garden is never dormant.
Even in the darkest of nights it is
bursting with life and colour.

New Tokyo Ondo
Misaki Uwabo
Japan, 5'00, 2012 (NL)
Tokyo never stops moving. It
twists, turns and changes at every
passing moment as do the people
that know best how to deal with
that ever changing cityscape.
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Miryan Paku
Japan, 5'00, 2014 (NL)
In a concaved world danger lurks
at every crossing of the road for
the unwary. But there is always a
wise frog to help lead the way.

A Reflection Of One’s Mind
Kohei Nakaya
Japan, 5'45, 2014 (NL)
The answers are always in the
clouds, even ones provoked by
a petty schoolyard fight.

Celebration And Chorale
Yukie Nakauchi
Japan, 5'10, 2013 (NL)
Inside every mind is a rubics cube
of colour and creatures trying to
escape and remake the new
reality they are stepping into.

Hairy Heaven
Minori Yamada
Japan, 5'52, 2015 (NL)
Eventually, no matter how
Herculean the effort, all that hair
will eventually break loose and
take over.

Ketsujiru Juke
Sawako Kabuki
Japan, 2'57, 2013 (Sub)
Absolutely no question about it,
this is the ultimate break-up film.
And what a break-up it must have
been to inspire this scatological
masterpiece.

Airy Me
Yoko Kuno
Japan, 5'38, 2013 (Sub)
A beautifully drawn tour through
the ‘airy’ dimension of a hospital
and the life of a nurse who is
trying to raise above the daily grind.

Play Like A Driver
Manabu Himeda
Japan, 2'20, 2013 (NL)
The latest wondrously confounding
mini-masterpiece from a Tama
University rising star. A surreal,
psychedelic take on driving naked
– and other stuff.

Chu-Chu
Ryoko Tanaka
Japan, 3'17, 2015 (NL)
A butterfly in space is the Buddha
Step never taken before.

I Can’t Breathe
Sayaka Kihata
Japan, 5'59, 2015 (NL)
Sublimely crafted sand animation
looking at the consequences of
what can happen when a simple
game goes one step too far.

The Birth Of Psycho
Woohyun Kim
Japan, 9'35, 2015 (Sub)
There is no time to sit and solve
the riddle. We had to hurry and
find the criminal. So says the
message written in blood.

Waiter
Ryoji Yamada
Japan, 8'51, 2013 (NL)
Down in the cafe pit amongst
the armchairs, the mocking hardboiled eggs and the flower-head
car drivers, things are beginning
to get a bit strange.
Play Like A Driver

It must be an interesting place to study!

A Reflection Of One’s Mind

The Story That Might Be
A Dream

I Can’t Breathe

Chu-Chu

Panorama
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Chanterelle Rain
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Robert Verdino
USA, 2'59, 2014 (NL)
Whether it is fences or lanes,
there is just something endlessly,
hypnotically fascinating about
what is on the other side.

Gail Noonan
Canada, 3'42, 2014 (SL)
A musical invocation to bring a
chanterelle rain – the brief and
unexpected downpour that breaks
the heat and dry of summer.

Afghan Doll

Driving

Mohammad Abedian
Afghanistan, 4'25, 2014 (NL)
Our first ever film from
Afghanistan. Not surprisingly, i
t reflects on an attempt to find
beauty amongst the chaos and
carnage that is the everyday norm.

Nate Theis
USA, 3'51, 2014 (NL)
Whoever called it the “rush hour”
has never been out in it. The only
thing that takes off is the blood
pressure – and other stuff!.

Big Horror

The Guillable Kiss
Of Mr. Patokos

Cruising
Crowded (2014)
Andrew Khosravani,
Cristina Florit Gomila
UK, 3'25, 2014 (NL)
We live on a wonderful planet
but it as finite as it is beautiful.
Our best ideas and our best
intentions will only help us so far.

Zachary Zezima
USA, 3'21, 2014 (NL)
An extrovert’s dream, an
introvert’s nightmare. The chaotic,
cacophonous world of forced-fun
aboard the closed bubble of a
cruise liner.

Monkey Love Experiments
Cafe
Atena Ferdosi, Saeed Hasani
Iran, 4'22, 2014 (NL)
The best cafes are all about
atmosphere and nobody creates
atmosphere like a really good
animator!

Ainslie Henderson, Will Anderson
UK, 8'40, 2014 (NL)
Inspired unrequited love, a
misguided monkey comes to
believe that he is destined for a
journey to the moon.

Cats
The Uncustomary
Occurrence
Ian Zell
USA, 8'15, 2014 (Sub))
Tiring of being of being picked on,
a lonely kid summons up a demon
for company and protection.

Pidge
Renee Zhan
USA, 4'34, 2014 (SL)
A pigeon’s life is not an easy one.
The dodgey rep about being flying
rats can be depressing. But having
your kids nibble off your toes is
the worst.

Jeff Chiba Stearns
Canada, 1'05, 2014 (NL)
A short, simple visual essay on
the equally simple joys of being
a cat.

Brutus
Svetlana Filippova
Russia, 12'36, 2014 (Sub
A poignant, perfectly crafted tale
following the forced separation of
pets from their Jewish owners
during WWII as seen from one
dog’s perspective.

Maurice Huvelin
France, 2'50, 2013 (NL)
A shark, a palm tree, a dinosaur
and an unintended phone. And
that’s just the first few seconds.

Alexandros Apostolakis
USA, 5'00, 2014 (NL)
The chair, the tear, the wait,
the kiss – the downfall.

ICU

Tibiaq

Loup Thevenin
France, 1'38, 2012 (SL)
Order your special head now –
your life will never be the same.
Get them while they last.

Henrike Rothe
Germany, 7'25, 2014 (SL)
A bold and colourful adaptation
of an Alaskan Inuit legend which
traces one young man’s mystic
encounters as he searches for
his lost brother.

Eye In Tuna Care
John Walter Lustig
USA, 4'06, 2013 (SL)
An unusual dentists’ skills are put
to the test when he is confronted
by an unscheduled patient with
very special needs.

Bowob
Tim Romanowsky
Germany, 5'05, 2013 (NL)
In this crazy, mixed-up, evermorphing world, reaching for the
spiralling colours and the
changing shapes is probably
a good strategy.

Everything’s OK
Matthias Cuciniello
Switzerland, 5'10, 2014 (SL)
Euphoria and joy mix with
misunderstandings, indifference
and disputes as a young couple
try to navigate a path to salvaging
their relationship

This Skin We’re In
Martha Orbach
UK, 4'10, 2014 (NL)
In a small house in the clouds,
two small characters are making
tea amongst the rubble and
trying to put the pieces together.

Proem (To Brooklyn Bridge)
Suzie Hanna
UK, 3'18, 2013 (SL)
Read by Tennessee Williams,
Proem harvests the sights and
sounds that emanate from the
Brooklyn Bridge as a stepping off
point for a stream of consciousness flight of thoughtful fancy.

Do Us Part
Bradley McNaughton
UK, 5'31, 2014
Traps come in all shapes and
forms. So do murder plots. And so
do consequences.

Bokus Mang
Sasha Svirsky
Holland, 9'55, 2014 (NL)
A weird and warping little tale
about the hunt for Bokus Mang,
the perfect creature who can do
everything and knows everything.

Fantoons – Chasing Mr Big
David Calcano, Nacho Rodriguez
UK, 4'30, 2014 (NL)
Classic, old school, crazy
toon-towne animation at its best.
Super-charged animated mayhem
following one poor guy’s very
bad day.

Fantoons-Chasing Mr Big

Dragons Are Assholes
Hae-Joon Lee
USA, 2'00, 2014 (SL)
As well as burning down kingdoms,
they tailgate you in Hummers and
pay off their bar tabs with child
support. Dragons are assholes.

Do Us Part
Dragons Are Assholes

Afghan Doll
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Everthing’s Okay
Eye In Tuna care

PANORAMA

I

CANNOT RECALL A MORE DIVERSE AUSTRALIAN PANORAMA IN
any previous MIAF. Nor one that contains more films that are clearly
and quintessentially Australian. And that is worth a closer look.

This Is Footscray (Christie Widiarto) manages to effortlessly, almost
subconsciously, capture the essence of the multi-cultural Australian
society before it even really gets started. It flavours the film with an
aura many Australians would immediately recognise as it unveils the
history of the Footscray community and its evolution from the time of
creation to the present day high-rise reality.

Equally recognisable to Australians is the voice in the next film. Paul
Keating in his heyday was a formidable intellect to take on in a debate.
Anonymous racists taking him on during a talk-back radio appearance in
the immediate wake of the Mabo decision being handed down stood little
chance really. But still, they phoned in and gave it a try. Keating was merciless, calling these people out for what they were. Deakin University’s
Dirk de Bryun and Steven Marshall corralled a bevy of nearly a dozen
young animators to give these electrifying verbal stoushes a visual
representation in History Lesson. By definition, or more accurately, by
necessity, much artistic licence has been taken in the portrayal of each of
the figures in these recorded conversations. We all have a pretty good
idea what Keating looked like, we can even hazard a guess, with a degree
of certainty, the kind of clothes he could have been wearing and the look
on his face as he met these tirades head-on, but the other combatants
are mere ciphers and have to be imagined and created from scratch.
Animation is an ideal vehicle for this kind of ‘constructed reality’ and
the visuals in History Lesson hit the mark over and over. One perhaps
unintended by-product of the film is a salient reminder that progress on
this issue has not been especially profound.
A more hopeful and positive portrayal of Australian indigenous culture
is to be found in Savanna Burning animated by David Pennay. It is a
commissioned film, made to help explain how carbon credits for the
controlled burning of the country can be accrued by the local indigenous
people as a source of income. That is a fair weight for a short animated
film to carry and still be entertaining but Pennay manages to pull off this
tricky double act. Apart from delivering its primary message, Savanna
Burning is still a wonderful window into an indigenous cultural and social
environment as well as having a superb narrative track that could not
come from anywhere else in the world.
In the lead up to the close of entries for Australian films, I had a brief
exchange with Pennay about whether the film needed sub-titles to assist
the audience with the Kriol dialect narrated by Kamahi King. Nope, I
wasn’t going to do that. Just concentrate a little harder than normal and
all the meaning is there – plus the rewards of the wonderfully lyrical
narration and King’s beautifully toned voice will be all the more.

This Is Footscray

Money

Christie Widiarto
Australia, 4'28, 2014
Over 12 months the Footscray
community came together to tell
their stories through a stopmotion
animation on a 67 metre wall
capturing the history, evolution
and present day feel of their place.

Mimi Leung
Australia, 1'31, 2014
I’m calling coz I love you. I need
some money.

Florescence
Milo Lu
Australia, 5'14, 2015
In a slave factory on an alien
planet, a being is inspired to an
unpredictable path of action by
the freedom of a passing bird.

History Lesson
Dirk de Bruyn, Stephen McIntyre
Australia, 3'52, 2014
Nobody ever died wondering what
was on Paul Keating’s mind. And
he saved a special portion of his
venom for racists.

Savanna Burning
David Pennay
Australia, 7'34, 2014
A look at how traditional burning
of savanna country in northern
Australia can help with carbon
mitigation and generate work on
country for the traditional
custodians of the land.

Cinema Dehors
Tatiana Poliektova, Filippo Rivetti
Australia, 2'40, 2014
Living in the modern world we are
too busy with our daily routines
and so addicted to technologies
that sometimes we forget that the
real beauty of this world is right in
front of our eyes.

The Witch’s Butler
Vann Law
Australia, 5'06, 2014
Subservient, Rupert is destined
never to leave the walls of the
witch’s house. When he
accidentally winds up outside,
he thinks he is desperate to get
back in. But is he?

The Flaming Thongs –
Cockroach Boy
Kelly Lynagh
Australia, 12'00, 2014
After he eats a radioactive
cockroach, 12-year-old Holden
develops cockroach super powers
and best mate, Rerp, a canetoad
in school uniform, tries to eat him.

Paper Cranes

This Is Not An Ape

Raci Wilkinson
Australia, 3'10, 2014
In a paper-based world scribbles,
crumples and origami are the
main things to look out for as
you go about your day.

Thomas Bell
Australia, 2'51, 2014
A Philosophy of Gorilla. A surreal,
tongue-in-cheek film about
‘Gorilla’ with a tip of the hat to
Dali, David Lynch, Freud and others.

Rotten
James Neilson
Australia, 2'00, 2014
A cautionary tale of what can
happen when good fruit goes bad!

The Flaming Thongs (Kelly Lynagh) is about as Australian as it gets. It is
hilarious and unashamedly pounces on a grab-bag of over-the-top Aussie
stereotypes and runs hard with them – even the son is called Holden.
Visually it incorporates a real beach, trees and even real corrugated iron
into the animated environment. Included in a TV series supported by the
Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Screen Australia and Film Victoria, it
was produced in part by Melbourne’s own Media World Pictures and Red
Dog Bites.

Savannah Burning

And although I’m not 100% positive, Cinema Dehors (Tatiana Poliektova,
Filippo Rivetti), looks a lot like the time-lapse footage that backgrounds
the animated action was shot in the Blue Mountains.
Fantastic! For some reason a lot of Australian animated films do not
necessarily situate themselves in Australia. Not that that should be a
prerequisite for an Australian film but this year we have wonderful collection
of works that just couldn’t be imagined or made anywhere else but here.

This Is Footscray

History lesson

The Flaming Thongs

Cinema Dehors

Paper Cranes

Florescence
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Signe Baumane
Super SUPERwoman:
An Alien With Extraordinary Ability

Signe Baumane FILMOGRAPHY
Tarzan: Joe Cartoon

Five Fucking Fables

USA, 3’40, 2014
Design, Director: Signe Baumane
Music: “Tarzan” by Joe Cartoon
(Album: Rocks & Toads)

USA, 2002, 7’00
Writer, Designer, Director:
Signe Baumane
Producer: John M. Donnelly,
Lamplighter Productions
Camera: Josh Rechnitz
Sound: Josh Heineman
Editor: John M.Donnelly
Song: Natalie Standiford,
Gregory Wilson

Birth

S

IGNE BAUMANE FOUND HERSELF SITTING AROUND A GRADUALLY
dimming fire-circle in the backyard of a Brooklyn (New York)
house one evening. All women, each member had been asked
to give their name, speak about their latest project and say
something positive. She was suddenly gripped by the sense that
on this day she could not summons up anything positive to say,
her confidence having been shattered by her own mother
condemning her decision to self-narrate her new feature film Rocks In My
Pocket in an earlier phone call.
One woman in the circle reported her most positive recent experience as
finishing reading a book. Baumane was amazed. She had not been able
to read a book in years and knew the woman had been juggling a new
baby, a big job and making an unfunded film. This small act of finishing a
book off struck Baumane as the act of a Super SUPERwoman and it
deepened her melancholy brought on earlier by the conversation with
her mother.
If the best art is honest, then Signe Baumane’s films are as good as art
gets. She is one of the world’s more challenging and confronting animators
and her potent honesty infiltrates and energises every fissure of her work.
She treats her life, her wants, desires, doubts and demons as essential
ingredients in everything she produces.
Born in 1964 in Auce, Latvia, Baumane grew up mostly in Tukums, Latvia,
and Sakhalin Island in the Soviet Union's Far East. She studied at the
University of Moscow and graduated from there in 1989 with a B.A. in
Philosophy. During this time, she also gave birth to her son, Haralds,
in 1987.
Her professional career began when she joined Latvia’s Dauka Animation
Studio in 1989 as a cel painter and animator. Within two years she had
written, animated and directed her first personal film, The Witch And
The Cow.
For the next four years, she released several other auteur films, developed
a separate career as a children’s book illustrator and even did a stint in a
puppet theatre company.
In 1995, she took the plunge and climbed on board a plane to America.
Arriving in New York, she hit the ground running and within months was
working closely with one of the masters of indie animation, Bill Plympton.
She would go on to work on two of Plympton’s features and six of
his shorts.
In 1998, she completed her first personal film in the USA, Love Story,
and would release a short film a year for the next few years; some in the
USA, some in Latvia and even one while she was working on a third
Plympton feature.
In 1999, she was able to secure a US Permanent Residency Card due to
her being officially deemed a person of ‘Extraordinary Alien Ability’.
Since then she has continued travelling and working between the US
and Latvia, accepting some commercial commissions, releasing more
outstanding short films and – most incredibly of all – completing a handmade, independent animated feature film, a feat few have been able to
pull off.
No wonder she hasn’t had time to read a book!!
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USA/Italy, 2009, 12’00
Design, Script, Director: Signe
BaumaneProducer: Pierre Poire
Music: Douglas Mullins
Sound Design: Rob Daly

Veterinarian
Latvia, 2007, 17’00
Design, Script, Director:
Signe Baumane
Producer: Vilnis Kalnaellis
Music: Raimonds Tiguls Sound
Design: Andris Barons
Cinematographer: Renars Zalitis

Teat Beat Of Sex (various
episodes)
USA, Italy, Latvia, Switzerland,
2007, various run times
Design, Script, Director:
Signe Baumane
Producer: Pierre Poire

Five Infomercials For
Dentists
USA, 2005, 4’00
Design, Script, Producer:
Signe Baumane
Cinematography: John Donnelly
Music: Kamala Sankaram
Sound: Grex Sextro/East West
Audio Voices: Pete Zarustica

Dentist
USA, 2005, 10’00
Design, Script, Producer,
Director: Signe Baumane
Cinematography: John Donnelly
Music: Kamala Sankaram Sound:
Grex Sextro/East West Audio
Voices: Pete Zarustica

Natasha
USA, 2001, 10’00
2001, 10 min New York City
Script, Design, Director:
Signe Baumane

The Threatened One
USA, 1999, 4’00
1999, 4 min, New York City
Design, Storyboard, Director:
Signe Baumane
Script: J.L. Borges
Music, Sound: David Rovin
Camera: Gary Becker

Love Story
USA, 1998, 3’00
Script, Design, Director:
Signe Baumane
Camera: Gary Becker
Music: Davis Rovin

The Gold Of The Tigers
Latvia, 1995, 21’00
Script, Design, Director:
Signe Baumane
Dauka Animation Studio,
Riga, Latvia

Tiny Shoes
Latvia, 1993, 10’00
Script, Design, Director:
Signe Baumane
Dauka Animation Studio,
Riga, Latvia

The Witch And The Cow
Woman
Latvia, 2002, 10’00
Script, Design, Director:
Signe Baumane
Producer: Vilnis Kalnaellis
Camera: Janis Milbrets
Music: Olafs Stals
Sound: Anrijs Krenbergs
Principal Animators: Ieva Smite,
Taiga Zile, Dita Masena

Latvia, 1991, 2’00
Script, design , and direction:
Signe Baumane
Dauka Animation Studio,
Riga, Latvia

SIGNE BAUMANE

Signe Baumane
‘SOS’ Shorts

M

IAF HAS BEEN SHOWING SIGNE BAUMANE’S SHORT
films since the festival was established. Through her
films, her blog and her words, Baumane lives her life as
an open book. Nothing is sacred, especially her attitudes
to sexual honesty and inquisitiveness, nor her battles to
understand the tussles she has with her own mind.

I can’t remember the first time I met her but we’ve
crossed paths intermittently at various festivals over the years and
she is always provocatively entertaining company. However, it was a
visit to New York in 2011 that gave me my first real chance to sit down
with her and learn more about the way she sees the world and makes
her films. I was in
New York researching the ‘New York Who’s Who’ program we would
screen later that year and Baumane’s studio was but one of the
places on the schedule. She had curated a similar program for the
Leipzig DOK festival the previous year so I was especially keen to
compare notes.
Her studio in Manhattan caught me by surprise. It was big enough to
assemble a helicopter in, which I assumed was fairly rare for real estate of that nature. She would soon be forced out though, another
victim of the one-sided, perpetual tug-of-war that governs who gets
what in expensive, restless cities.
What was supposed to be a simple hour-long visit morphed into an
intense duo-dissertation on films that were NOT getting into festivals
and whywhywhy?, followed by a foot tour of odd New York landmarks
and an early dinner with her and Bill Plympton. Some days are just
like that. Her processes for dissecting and evaluating a film are ones I
instantly related to and ever since then I have been able to virtually
‘hear’ her voice in so many of her blog posts about her work and her
reflections on the world
of indie animation – and the myriad motivations that fuel its stories.
In many cases, she is the best person to talk about her work. Much of
what she says is less about laying a pathway to follow through her
work and more about throwing some illumination on the undulating
terrain so you can more easily find your own way through. Here, then,
with a little editing and just a dash or two of improvised gap-filling is
‘Signe On Signe’.

The Witch And The Cow (1991)
My son, who was three or
four at the time, and I were
taking a lot of long walks in
order to avoid my controlling loving mother.
That was in the fall of 1990
and collective farms were
still in effect. One of the
things they did was to
gather all the straw left by
the combine harvesters
into huge, stacks. We
would climb up the stack
and slide down like from a snow hill.
The next day one of the stacks was gone. “Where did it go?”– I asked
my son. He shrugged his shoulders.
Then my mother's genes hit in. "Excite imagination in your child",
her lesson flashed through my brain. “Some witch took it”, I said,
excited. “She put it at the end of her broom and flew the stack over
to her barn.

“She needs so much straw because in the barn there is a cow to feed.
A cow so large that the witch doesn't reach even to its knees.”
The next day another stack was gone. “Look, the witch”, my son
pointed to the empty place. “How big is the cow?”
“The cow is so big that when she moves her tail, the wind it creates
blows the witch kilometres off-course. It takes her days to get home”,
I explained. Another exciting thought hit my mind.
“You see how much straw the cow eats? Can you imagine what
happens when the cow shits?”
“Then you need an excavator to clean up after her, and a bulldozer”,
he said.
“Every time when the cow shits, the witch drowns in the shit”, I told
him. “A crane has to pull her out from it. Imagine what happens when
the witch is trying to milk the cow?”
I had a very good time conceiving this story, it united me and my son
but I didn't think it was worth anything till Ansis Berzins picked it
from the three storyboards I proposed in the spring of 1991.
Signe Baumane’s first film was about to be made.

Love Story
(1998)
It was 1998, I had
been in New York
for three long
years and had
made not a film of
my own during
this time. I was
very frustrated.
Creative juices
were overflowing,
spilling off in the
most unexpected places. I was going crazy. Like an unmilked cow.
One reason I was stopped in my tracks was that I believed I couldn’t
make a film on my own. I didn't believe in myself as an animator nor
as a producer. I thought someone else had to give me money and a
studio and hordes of animators and cell painters in order for me to
make it happen.
All of sudden in 1998 some strange illustration project paid very well.
I had a couple of thousand dollars that I could buy nice clothes, or go
to the Carribean, or give it to charity for starving children.
I decided to make a film. Just a test to see if I can do it on my own.
The story came from a dream a friend of mine had. He said an alligator
was pulling him into the water and he was struggling to get out of the
alligator's grip.
It reminded me of a series of photos from National Geographic I had
seen a few years ago. An alligator grabs an antelope by its muzzle
and pulls her into the water. And the water fills with blood. I identified
with that antelope very much. Every day seemed like a struggle to get
out of the alligator's mouth.
But I did not have the skill to draw that fight. Also because of the
budget and time limitations I had to make as few drawings as
possible. So I sat down and flashed out the story almost like a picture
book. Then with my limited skills I animated what I had to animate. It
came down to 200 drawings - for a three and a half minute film. I am
not sure if I should be proud of this or ashamed ...
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To make those still drawings look more animated than they were,
I chose to render them in colour pencil. Colour pencil strokes give a
nice shimmer. Normal audiences do not notice the limited animation
of the film. Experts do, and they accuse the film of being under Bill
Plympton's influence. I don't really know what to say to that.

Woman (2002)
Woman is intended to
be like a dream, full of
symbolic archetypical
images. With the help of
Carl Jung I'll try to interpret
the symbols.
The woman is poured out
of the Moon. There is no
coincidence in this, the
parallel relationship
between the Moon and
the Woman has been
established in many
cultures throughout time. After finishing the pouring, the Moon
changes from Full (round) to New Moon (with horns). The Moon
is never constant, its form is always changing, like the mood of
a woman.
The woman has the shape of a cocoon – a transitory form, not an
ultimate shape. This suggests a journey towards completion. The
cocoon is a symbol of her potential. She is then surrounded by four
red, wingless birds. Four is the number of unity of Self. A bird usually
is a symbol for spirituality because it connects Earth and Sky by
flying high but nesting on the ground. The birds surrounding the
woman have no wings, they represent female spirituality which is
rather practical, earthy, grounded. Red is the colour of passion and
of Love.
A wind blows a butterfly (which itself has come from a cocoon) into
the woman’s face and sets her in motion, it's a signal to her to move
and fulfil her potential.
The Moon follows her. The birds carry and leave the woman on a
red bull's back. The bull is a symbol of male power. It possesses
earthiness, the red of passion, horns just like the New Moon. The
bull runs into a Tower, which is the Goblet of Life.
The water is woman's element. It symbolizes fluidity of emotions,
bottomless depths of woman's subconscious. No man should ever
walk in there. The first encounter: a man with a bear inside throws
stones into the water. Woman, whose shape has totally changed,
has acquired the red of the birds and the bull, and the horns of the
bull and the New Moon. She appears from the water and lures the
man to come to her.
The bear, the animal side of man, the LUST, loses control of himself
and walks straight into the water where he drowns both himself and
the man. The dangers of pure physical lust.
The second encounter: a bear with a man inside. The man is able to
establish eye contact with the woman. A spark of Love flies between
them. He is able to get the woman out of the water and touch her. It
is the beginning of Love. The Potential of the Woman (cocoon in the
beginning) has been realized. She has done harm (unwillingly) and
she has brought good. Other bulls keep running into the Tower.
Potential collides with Life.
The story of Life is a story of Love and Death, and it endlessly repeats
itself with each new generation and with each individual.

Dentist (2005)
I grew up in the Soviet
Union where drilling teeth
or fixing root canals was
usually practiced without
anaesthesia (abortions
were done that way too).
Needless to say, because
of bad nutrition we, the
prisoners of the Soviet
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System, all suffered from bad teeth and had to go to the dentist with
swollen cheeks and in agonizing pain.
The quality of dental work rendered on us was dubious – the first
Western dentist who looked in my mouth asked, “Did you do it
yourself?”
Living in New York for the past nine years I have discovered that
dentistry can be gentler and kinder. That was until I saw the pictures
in my New York dentist’s bathroom. There, in privacy, tidying myself
after two hours of dental surgery (with anaesthesia) I had time to
investigate those small copies of Seventeenth Century prints. The
images were horrifying. Half fainted (or very drunk) patients with
suffering in their faces under the forceful figures of their dentists on
top of them pulling a tooth with crude pliers.
“What are these pictures doing in a dentist's office bathroom where
patients go after their teeth are done?”, I asked myself. Does it mean
my dentist has an excellent sense of humour, or he is just very
insensitive, or perhaps he wants to show me that Twenty-first
Century dental surgery pain is nothing compared to this? Slowly an
idea for a film started to emerge. A fearful patient enters a dentist's
office and gets even more scared by the pictures on the wall.
In the process of animating, the idea of the scary pictures gave way
to exploring the relationship between Unco-operating Patient and
Enthusiastic Dentist. Maybe with this film I just lashed out at all the
dentists who caused so much pain. And yet, weirdly, I identify with
the enthusiasm of Dentist as much as I identify with Patient’s fear.
That reminded me that I modelled Patient after my son who is now
seventeen. When he was younger he always threw a scene at the
dentist's: closed his mouth, screamed and bit the dentist's fingers,
or surrendered in a theatrical suffering.

Veterinarian (2007)
I conceived this
story while crossing
Broadway near
Astor place. It just
flashed in front of
my eyes in a few
seconds, brightly
and clearly, and
left me with a
painful urge to
make a film out
of this brief vision.
My sister is a
veterinarian, and she practiced from the house where we all lived.
Without much choice to say no, I had to assist her at surgeries and
other operations. I also had to witness her agony when she failed to
bring an animal to health or life.
I saw her losing the romance she had felt for her job. I saw her tired,
depressed, on the edge of a major nervous breakdown. Still, she had
to get up in the middle of the night and rush to help yet another
patient. How did she do it? Where did she draw strength to continue?
I wanted to make a film with that emotion. When you think you can't
keep going anymore, when you are down and depressed, a touch, a
presence of Spirit gives you a hope and you are able to pull through.
Technically, the biggest challenge was getting the animation right.
I was working with eight animators, and each of them had a different
style. I had to bring it all together. In the end, the animators did an
amazing job. Each animal has its own life and very specific movement.
I was lucky to get Laima Puntule as a background artist. Her skill as a
painter cannot be overestimated. Thanks to her work the film has a
mysterious, almost surreal mood. These backgrounds were hand
painted with acrylic and then scanned in. The music was written by
the very talented Raimonds Tiguls. It is perfect, simple and drives the
emotional core of the film.
The production took about 4 years and a lot of anxiety. Just as I was
going to be checked in to a mental hospital on the brink of a major
nervous breakdown and depression, Veterinarian was done.

In Conversation With Signe Baumane
on Rocks In My Pockets

M

AKING A HANDMADE INDIE ANIMATED FEATURE IS NOT
for the faint-hearted. It is a colossal task and one that
only a relatively small number of animators have ever
pulled off. Signe Baumane’s new feature, Rocks In My
Pockets has been a long time coming but the results are
as animatedly sublime as they are personally poignant.
We had lots of questions for her and from her New York
base, she didn’t hold back with the answers.

When did the film first come together as an idea?
After I finished Teat Beat Of Sex and Birth in late 2008 I thought I’d
like to make something different than just animated shorts (I had
made 15 shorts by then). So I took a year off from making shorts and
did a lot of papier mache sculptures and also digital photography. I
wrote about 4 – 5 feature film scripts during 2009, but they all
seemed impossible to do on a low budget. So I thought I’d write a
script specifically for a low budget production and in January 2010 I
finished the first draft of Rocks In My Pockets (the ‘working title’
was Guide to Survival back then).
How hard was it to turn that idea into a script and then into a film?
Well, I started out writing my most secret thoughts of how I would
not kill myself. There are about 284,894,467 ways of killing oneself,
but because you can only do it once you must be very selective how
you do it. It must match your personality, too. For example, I would
never jump under a subway car because it would delay all the people
behind me. And I find that would be rude.
I was writing a kind of dark comedy but after five pages felt that it
was not making a feature film script. In a feature film you need
compelling characters and a story arch. So I thought I’d write a little
bit on my family’s history. It’s rich with characters and dramatic
events. But once I started to write about my family I couldn’t stop
until I wrote it all. The early first five pages had to be cut out.
It was made in a number of different studio spaces as I recall –
including one that was damaged by Hurricane Sandy?? Can you say a
little about your studio and workspaces used for making ROCKS?
I started to work on Rocks in my Manhattan studio where I used to
live for 17 years. But it was a rent-stabilized loft and the landlord
found a way to get me out. I moved to Brooklyn in 2011, to a beautiful
space overlooking New York Bay and Verrazano Bridge. The next day
after the move Hurricane Irene struck and I discovered that the studio’s
ceiling and the 80 feet wall with windows have very heavy leaks.
Those were a stressful two days, trying to save all my life’s work
made on paper (boxes and boxes of it!) from water. The next year
Sandy struck but somehow the direction of the wind was different
and it only blew out windows on the building’s North side (my studio
is on South side). It was still nerve wracking, and also heartbreaking
to see the damage done to New York afterwards. I know artists in
Red Hook and DUMBO who lost all their lifetime’s work. Despite all
of this the Rocks team continued to work next day after the storm.
There is nothing more empowering than getting back to work after
a disaster.
Brave decision to use your own voice. Works incredibly well in my
opinion. What has the feedback on that been like (other than from
your Mom)? Have you ever had second thoughts about that decision.
Did you ever consider using anybody else? Can you imagine your
film with a different voice on it?
I have been receiving critical comments about my voiceover from the
moment we recorded it. There were 2 lines of critique, both completely
true and well meaning:

I agree with both statements and was burning in a Hell of Doubt for
four years while making the film. The problem was that I don’t have
any access to famous actresses (only Meryl Streep or Uma Thurman
would do for marketing). We considered an option of an unknown
actress doing pretend Latvian accent, but an actor would turn the film
into something else. Rocks is a personal story and the rawness,
unprofessional quality of the voice with a genuine Latvian accent
adds to the power of the story. It feels real. A professional actor
would probably be better at acting but it would be acting.
But YES I can imagine the film with a different voice. We may have the
film dubbed in Spanish and Italian. Can’t wait!
It’s not quite mixed media but it has drawn and physical artwork
combined in frame. What made you decided on that style / look and
what did it bring to the film?
I do love making papier mache sculptures and thought how I could
incorporate the three-dimensionality of the sculptures into my
animation work. I also love photography and pondered how to bring
that into my animation work, too. Making backgrounds from photographed three-dimensional sets seemed like a great solution to
this quest.
Because it’s such a compressed, intense form of storytelling,
animation is notorious for being hard on the human brain. Also, to
believe that the moving two-dimenional drawings are real (a cat! a
dog! etc) the brain must work harder and it gets exhausted about
60 minutes of watching moving drawings. So, having something
three-dimensional in a film is actually easier on an audience, it helps
to draw them into the artificial world of the story and it doesn’t quite
tire them out as much.
It has been really well received by festivals and organisations that
deal with mental health and suicide. That has to be satisfying.
What can you say about that side of its reception?
It has been really incredible to receive emails and messages from
people who were impacted by the film in a positive way.
A man whose wife had committed suicide wrote that he was reluctant
to see Rocks In My Pockets but his friends took him to the theatre
and the film helped him to reach a closure. Rocks message made him
understand what his wife was feeling and that her suicide was not his
fault or his failure.
Another man took his whole family to see Rocks. His daughter had
stopped talking to him for eight years because she said he couldn’t
understand her depression. He was desperately looking to connect
with her. After the film they talked non-stop for two hours. She said
that because he had seen the film she finally had a hope that he
understood her.
A woman after watching Rocks realized that it was OK to talk about
her past and her feelings. Her therapist at that time discouraged
discussing traumatic events from her past and her family’s history,
instead suggesting that she move on. After the film she felt
empowered and encouraged, so she changed therapists and wrote
to me about how it changed her life.
To me Rocks In My Pockets is about hope. And a human ability to
survive the darkness and even thrive despite it. I am happy to see
that audiences around the world recognise the message of hope in
the film.

- you are not an actress and your voice is unprofessional
- you have to hire a famous actress for your film for it to do well in
marketing
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SIGNE BAUMANE SHORTS RETROSPECTIVE
Tarzan – Joe Cartoon
Signe Baumane
USA, 3'00, 2014 (Sung)
A man on a sure-fire hot date wakes
up to a whooooole new reality.

The Witch And The Cow
Signe Baumane
Latvia, 2'40, 1991 (NL)
A witch struggles her way through
the various chores of looking after a
giant cow, only to reap giant rewards.

Love Story
Signe Baumane
Latvia, 3'30, 1998 (NL)
Love is a many faceted, multidistractionary, mind-altering state
to find yourself caught up in.
But where is there to run to?

The Threatened One
Signe Baumane
Latvia, 4'00, 1999 (SL)
Love and the act of connection
can be confusing afflictions. What
use are touchstones and talismans?
Being with you or without you is
how I measure my time.

Natasha
Signe Baumane, Josh Rechnitz
USA, 9'00, 2001 (NL)
The unspoken, ill-defined
battleground of the ordinary
domestic life sets the scene for
an unusual relationship with a
vacuum cleaner.

Woman
Signe Baumane, Latvia, 10'00,
2002 (NL) The essence of a
woman; her origins from the
Lightness Of The Air, her mobility
on the back of a bull or the
momentum of passion and Love
and Death, the two ways she will
encounter a man.

Dentist
Signe Baumane, USA, 10'00,
2005 (NL) An enthusiastic dentist,
a very reluctant patient, a strange
oral affliction and a very peculiar
picture on the wall.

Veterinarian
Signe Baumane
Latvia, 19'15, 2007 (NL)
A kindly vet becomes emotionally
injured when he fails to save one
of his patients that has a history
he is not aware of. A film bristling
with parables of the human condition.

Teat Beat Of Sex – Episodes 1-3
Signe Baumane
USA, 4'05, 2007 (SL)
A no-holds-barred, say-it-like-itreally-is series of very personal
sexual vignettes drawn from Baumane’s
own experiences in the fray.

Birth
Signe Baumane
USA, 11'42, 2009 (SL)
Amina is 17 and pregnant. Afraid
to give birth, she goes to older
women for consolation and advise
and in the process a much bigger
story unfolds.
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Signe Baumane
Rocks In My Pockets
Signe Baumane
USA, 89’00, 2014
Six years in the making, Baumane’s “crazy quest for sanity” has finally
arrived. The brand new hand-made, independent feature film from one of
the world’s most gifted animators – and a woman who pulls no punches.
Rocks In My Pockets is a story of mystery and redemption. The film is
based on true events involving five women of Signe Baumane’s family,
including herself, and their battles with depression and suicide. It raises
questions of how much family genetics determine who we are and if it
is possible to outsmart one’s own DNA. The film is packed with visual
metaphors, surreal images and a twisted sense of humor. It is an animated
tale full of art, women, strange daring stories, Latvian accents, history,
nature, adventure and more.

L
Seth’s Dominion
Luc Chamberland
CANADA
Canadian cartoonist Seth, best known for comic books such as
Palookaville, is one of the world’s great storytellers in the form. In his
personal projects he transforms his poignant inner life into observant
and witty graphic stories.
He is also incredibly prolific, producing semi-autobiographical comics
and award-winning commercial work, as well as what he calls his “little
hobbies.” Director Luc Chamberland sheds light on his articulate
subject, mixing insightful biography with vivid animation in an artful
fusion of filmmaking techniques that perfectly captures Seth’s manifold
creative universe. In this deft portrait of one of our most unique artists,
Seth proves to be a wry and engaging narrator of his life story and
artistic process. (source – www.nfb.ca)

UC CHAMBERLAND IS A VERY INTERESTING FELLOW. ONE OF
ANIMATION’S true gentleman, he is also something of a citizen
of the world. A duel Canadian/British national, he studied cinema
in Montreal’s University of Concordia before living and working in
London for 15 years. During his studies he felt his drawing was
good enough to recognisably depict whatever subject he had chosen and so he opted for a minor in animation.

In many ways, however, his passion was comic books and graphic novels.
From the earliest days he was a committed devotee of Spirou, a Belgian
magazine that published all of the great French and Belgian comic artists
(except for Herge the creator of the iconic Tintin, which had its own
dedicated magazine).
Chamberland’s career path has seen him work on a bewildering range of
successful commercial films and for a roster of seriously large companies,
including Steven Spielberg’s Amblimation. His 2004 personal film, Mr
Rivet, was a definite success on the festival circuit at the time and some
of his commercial credits from this period include working as an animator
or assistant animator on Space Jam, Asterix And The Big Fight and An
American Tail: Fievel Goes West. His IMDB profile carries more than two
dozen credits as an animator, director or art director. He counts himself as
being incredibly lucky to have worked continuously in London in the
1990s in what was something of a golden era for animation and animators in that city.
“There were a lot of different studios doing a lot of animation so I had the
opportunity to do all kinds of different styles of animation”, he relates
during an on-line interview with British animation journalist, Ben Mitchell.
“It was very varied, I really enjoyed it because I was paid to experiment
with all kinds of different techniques. Also the turnaround for commercials
was so fast, I had a lot to learn. London itself was a big school for
animation so I learned a great deal, everything I could.” (1)
It was in London where he first came across the work of Canadian comic
artist and graphic novel author Seth. Chamberland had been scouring the
bookshops and comic stores of London looking for comics that carried
the European aesthetic that he preferred and best related to – the kind of
work he had relished during his childhood reading Spirou.
He had found Seth. He was hooked – instantly.
“I thought Seth was American, but it turns out he’s a Canadian cartoonist,
and I discovered him in London, strangely enough”, Chamberland
continues. “He’s kind of a bit how Canada itself is: he’s in-between the
American comic – a bit more brash and loud – and the European comic – a
lot more subdued and graphic. I think Seth is really in-between and this
really appealed to me.” (2)
Returning to Montreal after nearly two decades away, Chamberland one
day found himself talking to his comic artist hero. As the conversation
developed so too did a rapport of sorts. The idea to make a documentary
may have been born that day although it was but one step on a journey
that would eventually take more than eight years to complete.
As trust between the two developed, the first major hurdle to clear was
to find a shape or form for the documentary that both men felt had
credibility and value. They had both seen documentaries about comic
artists that they didn’t like and readily found common ground in wanting
to avoid the clichés they felt these films propagated.
The creative breakthrough came when Seth disclosed – and gave
Chamberland open access to – his private comic diaries. For years, Seth
had been recording a diary all in cartoon form. As a diary, he had never
published any of this work and apart from being the private thoughts and
experiences of the artist, they also provided a unique blueprint for
creating the backbone of the film.
Unfunded, Chamberland had to progress the project as best he could
around his professional teaching and commercial filmmaking
commitments. He picks up the story in an interview with The Ottawa Citizen’s Peter Robb.
“It took quite a while for the film to come together”, he says. “I filmed
Seth an average of once a year — usually over a three-day long weekend
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— for seven years. Meanwhile, I was teaching storyboarding and
animation part-time at Concordia University and the Cégep du Vieux
Montréal. I was doing three or four commercials a year and I directed
about six pilots for TV shows, including one that became a very
successful series, Wild Kratts. In my spare time I would work with
various teams on animation for the film about Seth, so all of a sudden
eight years had gone by. I suppose I could have done the film in 12 to
14 months working full-time on it — with the help of a team,
of course.” (3)
As Seth’s confidence in the project grew, Chamberland was offered
carte blanche to use these personal cartoon diaries as he wished for
making the film. Seth liked to have free reign in his work and knew
that for Chamberland to make the best film he could make, he too
would need that unfettered freedom.
In an interview with Animation World Network’s Dan Sato,
Chamberland relates how that material and his free access to it was
instrumental in forming the film he wound up creating.
“He was very generous and had great confidence in me. As I read
through the material, I saw that much of his diary was about
memories. And that’s the path we took with the film. The things that
happen in our lives, we drag them forward with us forever. Sometimes
we don’t listen to our memories. But sometimes, incredible memories
show up when you don’t expect it. But we all carry around the huge
baggage of our memories.
“By discussing Seth’s diary and his memories of certain events, we
would bring up even more recollections, which would all form the
basis of the film. I figured animating those memories would be much
more interesting to an audience than just having him talk about
them. So, in the film, I jump from face-to-face interviews to animating
his comic diary recollections. There are comics about his youth,
about his life, about his ordinary daily routines.” (4)
And so, eventually, on a rainy night in Ottawa in September 2014,
Chamberland’s brand new film Seth’s Dominion received its world
premiere to a near full house at the charmingly old-school Bytowne
Cinema as part of the Ottawa International Animation Festival.
At 42 minutes, it only just made the cut as a feature film and apart
from receiving a rapturous reception at that screening, it went on to
take out the gong for ‘Best Feature’ of the festival.
In the end, Chamberland has made a fascinating film, which hybridises
a mix of live action and animation to draw back the curtain on an
equally fascinating artist – a man whose core identity has been
created by his attitude to art and his own pathways to creation.
Born Gregory Gallant, he decided to adopt the singular name ‘Seth’
during his years as a young punk rocker. What followed was a
decade’s-long, energy-sapping battle to get everybody in his life
(including and especially his family) to only refer to him with this
name. In later life, he has reflected that that battle may not have
been quite worth the energy expended on it but after all these years,
“what are you gonna do?”
Seth is best known for his extremely popular Palookaville compendiu
– now running to more than two dozen editions – and all the graphic
novels that have come from it, particularly It’s A Good Life, If You
Don’t Weaken, The G.N.B. Double C, Wimbledon Green and the
ongoing Clyde Fans.
However, the documentary presents Seth as an artist with incredible
focus and possessed of an efficiency and work ethic that leaves mere
mortals in his wake. Every facet of his life is determined by the
understanding that he is an artist and must use his time to create
and to build the environment around him that is most conducive to
that. He is a man with a fascination for the 1930s and 40s. This era
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not only infuses his work but it is one that he models his appearance,
his home, his studio workspace and his personal beliefs upon.
As Seth sees it, all of these things are utterly interconnected and in
many ways the most precious resource is time. He seems to despair
when anything (including his participation in making the documentary)
might take him away from his work.
Much of his work has no public face. He devotes a great deal of his
time, for example, to designing and making a truly astounding and
growing collection of model buildings that are expanding as the years
go by into a beautifully realised vast miniature vintage township. The
attention to detail is amazing; the sense of design and decoration
that he lavishes on these creations is simply exquisite.
His imagination seems to recognise few boundaries and his desire to
create what his mind’s eye plants into his mind is a driving force of
his life as an artist. As his concern about the time he was being asked
to spend on the documentary began to increase, Chamberland
discovered Seth had long wanted to become a puppeteer and
Chamberland’s eager willingness to chronicle Seth’s creation of the
puppets, the set, the props, the story and the resulting show was a
turning point in Seth’s re-commitment to the project.
Making a documentary – particularly one focusing on one person – is
never easy and that particular roadway is littered with the wrecks of
crashed relationships. Thankfully, this visage of metaphorically
twisted metal has clearly been avoided and yet Seth remained nervous
until the end.
“I’m not a shy person and yet I found the process of making the
documentary painful. I don’t have much trouble talking about myself
… and yet when the cameras were on I found myself to be utterly
boring”, he told the Ottawa Citizen’s Peter Robb. (5)
“I was pretty nervous about how it would turn out — mostly I was
worried I would come off looking foolish and narcissistic. I told Luc I
would only watch the film once because I so dreaded to see myself
on the screen. However, when I saw a cut of the finished film I
breathed a sigh of relief because Luc had made the film less about
me than about my ‘sensibility’. I still winced a couple of times but I
was pleasantly surprised to find myself enjoying it.” (6)
In the end, the overwhelming sense as an audience member is that
you have actually met and gotten to know this man and the artistwith-no-off-button that inhabits and drives him. You have seen where
he works and have seen him work. You ‘get’ it. It is a window on one
of the more interesting lives you are ever likely to come across. It is
an immersive film in the most cinematic of senses. Chamberland has
done a superb job and it is a wonderful thing to have had the
opportunity to ‘drop in’ on Seth and the last word on these pages,
therefore, should be his.
“I am always looking ahead. My best work is definitely in the future. I
never think much of career — not in the sensible manner. Occasionally
I try to remember to promote myself and that sort of thing but mostly
I am concerned with the art itself. I have stories to write and pictures
to draw, objects to make, things to design.
“Life is an interesting experience and I am literally never bored. There
is not enough time to get the work done.” (7)
(1) www.skwigly.co.uk/luc-chamberland
(2) ibid.
(3) http://ottawacitizen.com/entertainment/local-arts/q-and-a-with-luc-chamberland-theeight-year-journey-to-make-seths-dominion
(4) www.awn.com/animationworld/luc-chamberland-talks-seths-dominion
(5) http://ottawacitizen.com/entertainment/local-arts/ottawa-animation-festival-q-and-aseth-the-cameras-eye-and-what-it-captured
(6) ibid.
(7) ibid.
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PROGRAMS
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NIAF
The Netherlands Institute for
Animation Film (NIAf)
IN CONVERSATION WITH TON CRONE

T

HE NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE FOR
Animation Film (NIAf ) is – or was – an
utterly unique organisation.

Officially opened in September 1993,
NIAf was a curious hybrid, intensely
focused on supporting animation as
an artform through a number of different
activities.

top-rate productions
were left in limbo,
struggling to find another
pathway to completion.
All of NIAf’s other
functions were, likewise,
doing well. The number
of Dutch animated short
films being distributed
by NIAf were increasingly
finding their way into an
ever expanding plethora
of festivals; the research
library continued to
grow; and the NIAf
Workshops program
must have been the envy
of almost any
educational institute
anywhere in the world.

It was the brainchild of legendary animator,
Gerrit van Dijk, and was but one of a number
of initiatives that this passionate advocate of
Dutch animation more or less forced into
being through the sheer strength of his will
and the stamina of his labours. He and wife
Cilia had already established a distribution
office for Dutch animation but he recognised a
need to provide a place where people could
learn more about the craft of animation, the
Workshop with Phil Molloy
art of storytelling and have the space and resources to make their own films and experiSo, what went wrong?
ment with their ideas. After gathering sufficient political support,
NIAf was the eventual result.
In a word, politics. The Netherlands, long famed as one of the most
tolerant, politically laid-back societies in the world began to change
At its core, however, was its focus on facilitating the production of
in the aftermath of two high-profile and shocking assassinations.
short, auteur, animated films. This was its unshakable central mission.
From the beginning, it set out to achieve this by becoming something
Netherlands politician Pim Fortuyn had been assassinated during the
that could perhaps be best described as a kind of school without
2002 election campaign. While his political platform of limiting
a curriculum.
Muslim immigration and curtailing most aspects of a multi-cultural
society was one that few Dutch seemed to embrace at the time, the
Animators, or those with a dedicated interest in animation and who
spectre of political assassination was utterly foreign and deeply
had studied in a relevant discipline, applied for a position at NIAf. If
shocking to the Dutch.
successful, they received a grant and their own atelier (or study/
studio space) and went on to spend the next two years learning their
Less than two years later, filmmaker Theo van Gogh had, along with
craft in the supportive, creatively charged atmosphere that NIAf
a Somalia-born collaborator, made a film criticising the treatment of
provided. A ‘study program’ of sorts was constructed specifically for
women in Muslim societies. His reward was to be shot eight times,
each of their needs and according to the demands of the animated
stabbed with two knives and partially decapitated in an Amsterdam
project they were trying to complete. This meant the people studying
street one morning on his way to work by an Islamic extremist (some
and working at NIAf were essentially ‘Artists In Residence’ although
say terrorist) who was eventually sentenced to life in prison.
‘Participants’ is the preferred and official title.
Many believe that this was the beginning of, and provided the
Above and beyond this, NIAf created one of the largest research
impetus for, a creeping nationalism to wend its way into Dutch politics.
libraries on animation in the world; developed an extremely successful
Parties of the far political right still gained little traction in the Dutch
and efficient distribution arm to ensure that not just NIAf but many
way of life but a more right-of-centre, simplistic, neo-conservatism
other Dutch films got out on to the international screening and festival
became the order of the day. And with it came the election of
circuits; and organised a simply astonishing roster of workshops by
governments that saw neither value in, nor the need to provide any
some of the most revered names in international animation.
support for, cultural institutions of almost all stripes. By 2010, a great
many institutions had the writing on the wall writ large in front of
In all, a staggering 110 workshops, over a period of 20 years, were
them – funding will end soon, sink or swim.
staged at NIAf with names such as Priit Parn, Yuri Norstein, Phil Mulloy,
Paul Driessen, Alexander Petrov, Chris Hinton and Suzie Templeton
Making qualitative arguments about the standard of the work
giving a hint as to the standard and diversity of these events.
produced, the invaluable need to conserve and create Dutch culture
with all the value measurements that arts and cultural institutions
So ... every year, several experienced or aspiring animators each with
stand on as gauges of their contribution and right to resources did
a bold, personal project on their drawing board would be accepted
not simply fall on deaf ears, they fell upon minds that could not
into NIAf. They would each be given a grant substantial enough to
grasp the meaning of the conversation.
help them achieve their goal and an atelier to work and study in.
They had access to an incredibly rich research library and were the
NIAf was but one of many organisations that, ultimately, was never
recipients of teaching and assistance programs tailored specifically
going to survive this form of socio-political purging. But it tried.
for their needs. Several times a year they had the opportunity to take
Regional councils were lobbied and in some cases were initially
a master class lead by some of the best animators and animation
supportive, wishing to retain the skills and cultural output that an
technicians in the world. And their films, when completed, would be
organisation such as NIAf nurtures. In the end it was all to no avail,
distributed on their behalf all around the world.
and on November 1st, 2013, after 20 years in existence, NIAf officially
called it a day.
And yet, in November 2013 NIAf officially turned off the lights for the
very last time and was no more. The work being produced there had
NIAf had always been a very good friend to this festival. Annually, a
never been better and, at the time of closing, no less than four
package of wonderful Dutch animated short films would turn up like
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clockwork. They were, in so many
ways, something of a one-stop
shop that made keeping in touch
with the latest Dutch animation a
simple process. NIAf’s closure –
particularly for the reasons that
transpired – demands marking.
A retrospective is the best way to
look back on what has been lost
and wonder, without knowing, what
future gems we might have been
able to enjoy. But beyond the films
that have been made and the films
that will now not be made, are the
people who created, ran and
studied in NIAf over the years.
What of their perspectives,
reflections and experiences?

For many, the assumption was that
NIAf was based in Amsterdam. In
fact, it was in Tilburg in the south
of Holland.
“I was pleased to be in the south
near Belgium and Germany and close
to so many important institutions.
It was an advantage”, he says with
something approaching a wry
smile. “I had the world before me
but Amsterdam people think Tilburg
is the end of the earth.”

Shipwrecked

Time to get on a plane!
The obvious person to start with is
Ton Crone, who took up the baton
that was passed on by van Dijk.
Crone had been there from the
beginning and for twenty years had
been the ‘hands-on’ person who
had made it work, kept it afloat and
overseen its growth and expansion.
Sitting comfortably in Amsterdam’s
new and expansive home-to-allthings-cinematic, The EYE Institute,
he has a soft yet certain gaze that
gives the impression of a man
staring all the way back through
those twenty years. We both know
that – somewhere – deep in the
vaults of this vast and impressive
building sit most of the films that
NIAf produced. Perhaps not his
entire life’s work but a fairly decent
chunk of it and we sit and ponder
the future of Dutch animation
without NIAf.
“In the Netherlands I hope The
EYE Institute will be inspired and
recognise the importance of
animation from the past and, even
more importantly, of that being
made today”, he says optimistically.
“Our collection will help that.”
The EYE is, practically speaking, the
only place in the Netherlands that
could nowadays take NIAf’s films,
ensure their safe keeping and make
them available to anybody who
Working drawing for Shipwrecked
wanted to screen them. That ticks
some important boxes but it,
perhaps critically, lacks the
passionate advocacy for animation that was such an elemental part
of NIAf’s kinetic energy.
Crone is better placed than anybody to try and explain how NIAf
worked: what made it tick and how so many great films were
produced there.

Keeping the NIAf HQ ticking over for
a good portion of its existence was
Ursulla Van Den Heuvel. She
worked there for 14 years and her
passion for NIAf is undimmed by
its demise. In fact, she has been
instrumental in forging many of the
links that made this retrospective
possible.
She had never heard of NIAf until
her job at the film archive in The
Hague came to an abrupt end as a
result of budget cutbacks. A friend
mentioned NIAf needed help and
she found herself re-employed.
Such is life’s rich tapestry.
“On my first day, Ton just gave me a
big pile of stuff to watch and read”,
she says, looking back. “I really had
no idea what this kind of animation
was all about.”
A trial by fire was just around the
corner. Michael Dudok de Wit’s film
Father And Daughter took out the
Academy Award not long after she
started. NIAf was distributing it and
the demand was almost overwhelming.
In those days, everything was
screened from either 35mm film
prints or betacam tapes. Each of
them had to be sent by courier and
kept tracked of to ensure they were
returned. A massive job. Inquiries
and invitations exploded.
She looks back with particularly
fond memories of being part of a
team (including Mette Peters,
Paul Moggré, Erik van Drunen and,
of course Ton) that oversaw in the
development of NIAf’s incredible
library. This library, one of the most
extensive animation related libraries
in the world, grew to encompass
some 8,000 films and 2,200 books,
magazines, clippings and articles. For the most part, this collection
was dispersed around a number of Dutch film and culture organisations
when NIAf closed, even the bulk of the substantial VHS tape collection
which was taken up by the University of Groningen.

“We had no set curriculum”, he begins. “We made a program based
entirely on the person coming in as a participant. We looked for tutors
based on what each participant needed.

“It was great to have built that specialised library over the years”,
she says. “It's a pity that it couldn't be saved as a whole, especially
because that library collection was the only one about animation in
The Netherlands. I always enjoyed it when visitors came to do
research in our library and it was a pleasure to help them.”

“I was the producer”, he continues. “I dealt with them all as a producer for the time it took to make the film. And I dealt with the
budget. But we gave them the responsibility of making their film.
They had two years to learn all of these things. They needed to learn
how to work with time – to make the most efficient use of time – and
to learn the efficiency of being a storyteller. That was the greatest
challenge to get across to them.”

Special tribute needs to be made to NIAf’s technical supervisor, Peter
van de Zanden. His name is on virtually every film and his fingerprints
will be on virtually every machine that came through NIAf’s doors in
its 20 year history. Peter’s contribution to NIAf as a filmmaking
organisation simply cannot be overstated and to this day when a
digital copy of an old film is required or betacam deck to play an old
tape has to be conjured up and coaxed into life it is him they turn to.
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woman each racing a car toward
the other and slamming on the
brakes just before the collision)
but he promises the story “starts
getting really crazy” when they
embark on a stand-off in the
middle-of-nowhere location of the
film. Wonder what the storyboard
for this one looks like?

He was a vital part of making NIAf
work when it was doing what it did
best and he remains an equally
vital part of preserving its legacy.
At the end of the day though, NIAf
is ultimately about the films and the
filmmakers. They and their work are
central to this story and there have
been a good number of them pass
through the doors of NIAf over the
years. Let’s cast our eyes back …
Frodo Kuipers came to NIAf after
studying at the KASK school in
Belgium. He spent almost three
years at NIAf and produced two
films: Street (2005) and
Shipwrecked (2005). He looks back
on his time at NIAf with extremely
fond memories and sees much of
the experience as something of
a luxury.

Anton Setola’s film Jazzed (2008)
was actually completed after he left
NIAf in May, 2005. But it capped a
large amount of experimentation
and two other shorter films Mirror,
Mirror (2005) and Out Of Sight
(2005) whilst there.
Sjaak Rood

“I stumbled upon some fellow
animators in a bar”, he recalls.
“One of them was attending the
NIAf and he told me about it. Time
was so short to apply that I took a
train to Tilburg and delivered it in
person just in time.

“The great thing about NIAf was
that there was time and freedom
to research and explore”, he says.
“That was the whole idea. It was a
place where everybody had an
affinity with animation. It was a
doorway to the rest of the animation
world where you would meet great
filmmakers that often you stayed in
touch with. Where else could you
do that?”
Kuipers’ Shipwrecked is a manically
delightful study of the rotary logic
of humans caught in rapidly changing
circumstances and working to
different priorities. Kuipers claims
to have worked on the concept and
story board for 18 months, although
the film itself was made reasonably
quickly. It is a classic!

“It was a place where I did all the
things I should have done when I
was studying animation in Ghent”,
he continues. “I really feel lucky to
have had a chance to really
experiment at a more mature age
and follow my interests without
having to worry about the financial
aspect.”

‘Coffee’ – working drawing

Manic is also a good word to
describe the work of Sjaak Rood.
Originally a theatre lighting designer,
Rood started experimenting with
animation to enhance some of his
theatre lighting designs. This
morphed into further experimentation
with interactive animation and,
finally, a short film. He turned to
NIAf as an opportunity to learn
more about what to do with the
animation skills he had been
teaching himself as he went.
In person, he is a bundle of barely
Coffee – Sjaak Rood
constrained energy. His films know
no such restraint. Coffee (2012) and
Fast Forward Little Red Riding Hood (2010) emerged from his time at
NIAf. Coffee bears the unmistakeable stylistic influences of a master
class given at NIAf by Canadian animator, Chris Hinton.
“I wanted to see just how sloppy I could do the artwork”, he offers.
“You draw it in a certain way, at a certain speed and sometimes all
those lines just begin to arrange themselves into a kind of accidental
animation.”
Perhaps, but Coffee exudes an energy sufficient to power a small
town! Its relentlessly changing visualuality is a sandstorm on the
screen and one wonders how this could have been storyboarded at
all. But Rood possesses a creative imagination that can keep track of
this blizzard of twitching imagery and marshal it all into a rowdy,
somewhat coherent whole on the big screen. It’s exhausting in a
good way!
His NIAf legacy is a film he began developing while there and is still
working on. At First Sight is a simple enough idea (a man and a
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His was a last minute, accidental
application – to say the least.
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Looking back, Setola has some
thoughts about the demise of NIAf,
in particular the critique that
centres on its unwillingness or
inability to find a connection
between auteur animators and the
realities of preparing creative people
for the commercial imperatives of
making a living from their craft.
“I believe it was becoming a real
hub for animation professionals in
The Netherlands”, he suggests. “It
needed more time to really become
the 'go to’ place, but it was well on
its way. The connection between
the professional world of animation
and students of animation was
invaluable. We got to meet and
pick the brains of Paul Driessen,
Wendy Tilby and Amanda Forbes,
Michael Dudock De Wit, and a lot
of others. We had assistance and
advice from all kinds of professionals
in their field. Animators, screen writers, sound engineers, directors,
weird people, basically everything we could ask for.”
NIAf, perhaps to its political and, ultimately, existential detriment,
at a time of rising nationalism, determinedly threw open its doors to
international participants. They often brought with them different
priorities, cultures and ways of doing things. Among the last of these
was the American/Japanese filmmaking duo Max Porter and Ru
Kuwahata and their film Between Times which was also one of the last
NIAf films made.
Kuwahata loved everything about her NIAf experience and seems to
have had little problem adapting to life in Tilburg after having lived in
New York City.
“We had moved from NYC, where it's fast, busy, overcrowded and
chaotic, to Tilburg, where it's cozy, quiet, and charming”, she says.
“I quickly fell in love with Tilburg and The Netherlands but it took a
while to adjust to the sense of time. In Tilburg, time felt slower. There

enough to finish a crazy, non-commercial, low budget, overly timeconsuming film.

“Tilburg was located conveniently. With all the bike paths across the
country, I had access to everything from Asian grocery stores and
Tilburg University where we learned the language, to art supply
stores. Travelling by trains, Amsterdam is 1.5 hours, Brussels is 2 hours
and Paris is 3 hours away. It was a perfect combination of having a
quiet location to make art and having access to all the major cities.”

“We had a one week master class about four times a year. Additionally,
every few weeks we were visited by directors, dramaturges, script
doctors etc. Each visitor also gave one-to-one advice on every
participant’s project.

In NIAf she found a validation for her life as an animating artist in a
way that eluded her in the United States.
“In the US, I am often asked by people (both artist and non-artist)
why are you making short films that make no money?” she starts.
“I struggled to answer this question and kept wondering if there is
any sustainability to this life. NIAf was a place that appreciated
animation as art and felt that it was an important part of the culture.
It allowed artists to expand their
concepts, craft and technique.
There was an emphasis on
education and support for young
artists. If this type of structure
didn't exist, how can you expect to
have great artists in the future?
“Now that NIAF is gone, there aren't
many artist-in-residencies that
focus on animation. Most of them
are short in duration or do not offer
stipends. When you're financially
constrained, it becomes difficult to
take risks creatively. I hope in the
future, there will be more places
where artists are given the time,
space and financial support to
create innovative new work.”

NIAf The Netherlands Institute for Animation Film

was more calmness and softness in the air. Once I got used to the
pace of life, I started to experience my art-making differently.

“The library was pretty extensive, but as more than half of the books
were in Dutch, it was more useful for Dutch participants. (I’m a Finn.)
The film library was great though. Many rare animations that are not
available on Youtube.”
Oerd Van Cuijlenborg has realised some of the most accomplished
abstract, direct-to-film animations created in recent times. A filmmaker with an astounding natural sense of timing, his films are
almost visual depictions of sound in three dimensions. He approached
NIAf for guidance when he graduated from art school and was
happy to embrace a diversion into
animation as a way of escaping the
commercial art world he was
otherwise heading for; a world in
which he felt he would be forever
having to defend his work.
Like virtually all the NIAf alumni,
he credits the unique luxuries
provided by the NIAf experience as
being something he felt incredibly
privileged to have experienced.
“NIAf was really my second chance
after art school to properly appreciate
having the time to do art”, he says.
“The non-curriculum was not
for everyone but it was great for
me. I took everything I possibly
could from it.”

Another participant, Jaspar Kuipers,
Coffee – Sjaak Rood
perhaps comes closest to summing
up what made NIAf such a special
place to live, work and study in.
He completed a piece of installation animation at NIAf called Tracing
and began development of a film entitled Finity Calling, which is still
in production.
“The main value I think lies in combining multiple values in one
institution”, he begins. “There was great value individually in the
library, ateliers, and master classes for example, but it was in
coordinating and combining these functions together that was the
real strength of NIAf.
“It was a central place that sort of looked out for the Dutch animation
sector as a whole and all its facets. It did education, flew in
professionals from all over the world to share their knowledge and
so on. Because there was direct contact between the people running
these departments and the participants, students from art schools
and animation professionals, a big network of knowledge was in
place that could be tapped into. Now all that is splintered.
“The NIAf played a role in promoting Dutch animation worldwide
and was a voice that was (sometimes) heard by the government. The
sector now lacks a common voice.
That could become problematic
I think, but it is a bit too early to say.”
Leevi Lehtinen is a Finnish animator
who resided in Slovakia at the time
he applied for his NIAf residency.
His film (Ego) (2011) is one of the
more unusual and darker films to
have been completed there, taking
almost two and a half years full
time to finish. He makes another
salient point about what made NIAf
special and unique.

Pushed on whether he feels NIAf
could have been saved, he is a little
more blunt than most of the others
interviewed for this article. He wonders out loud if NIAf was evolving;
evolving quickly enough or evolving in the right directions to suit a
changing culture, shifting political demands and a need to integrate
more with the commercial animation ‘industry’.
“I believe there could have been better communication between the
participants and the leadership”, he says. “But Ton was overloaded
and focused on fund-raising.
“However, the government was determined to make these cuts and
I don’t think anything could have saved it. Culture is always the first
thing to go, which is counter-productive because culture makes
people happy and the economy gets better when people are happy.”
Generally, the view that NIAf could not have been saved no matter
what they had done is one that seems to be universally shared.
Some take it with a resigned shrug, such as Ru Kuwahata.
“I often wonder if it would have helped save NIAf if the participants
had been pressured to work to pre-determined deadlines, but I think
that would have gone against the
goals of the community. Besides,
the government wouldn't have
cared less if more films were
produced or more awards were won.”
Others such as Anton Setola accept
the inevitable whilst still trying to
hold on to some sort of optimism.
“The NIAf went down because of a
lack of financial resources. The arts
are vulnerable in that way, so I
don't think it could have been
saved. But I do believe it will be
back somewhere in the future in
some new incarnation, when
resources are again plentiful. It
won’t be called the NIAf, but
perhaps it will be inspired by it.”

“The NIAf residencies were so long
lasting”, says Lehtinen. “I don’t
know any other residencies that are
as long. Two years, that was
extendable in my case, was long
Jazzed – Anton Setola
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Freaky
And other participants such as Jasper Kuipers see it as part of a more
destructive agenda.
“I’m afraid that it was inevitable. There were big cut backs in the arts
that were part of a politics of symbolism. This might seem extreme
but if you ask me the arts were demonised to create a common
enemy for the sitting politicians to generate votes with. The arguments
they used in the debate had nothing to do with reality so it was very
hard to have a debate at all. How can you counter fantasy arguments
that sound so much clearer than actual reality to a layman? The body
put into place by the government for advising on the cultural cut
backs gave very positive advice on the NIAf. This advice was ignored
completely by the same government, which to me signifies a different
agenda and total arrogance.”
These sorts of cuts and the changes they often force upon established
cultural institutions are nothing new, of course, and are not by any
means confined to The Netherlands. But they do seem to have been
unleashed with a particularly jovial ferocity by the current Dutch
government. This wrecking ball has been as swift as it has been
broad and it has not played favourites.
The race is on to ensure that these works, the institutions that made
them possible, the people that created them and the reasons they
were created are not entirely lost. This retrospective is one tiny
contribution to the effort to showcase what an astonishing, precious
and unique contribution NIAf made to the world of auteur animation
– the concept that animation could be practiced and considered as
an artform.
Perhaps a Twenty-first Century iteration of a rejuvenated NIAf will
emerge, fully formed and relevant to the impulses, technologies and
challenges of the current times. We shall see.
In the mean time, a good man named Ton Crone continues to work on
a number of projects that relate to the winding up of the NIAf we used
to have. He is actively involved in trying to complete the film Parade
for example. He is also doing all he can to ensure that the NIAf archive
is catalogued properly and stored in such a way as to be as obvious
and as available as possible for those who follow. Negotiations with
The EYE Institute to try and ensure the individual filmmakers retain
some rights to their films have been protracted and are on-going.
The lingering impression, as he heads for the door, is that the
wind-up of NIAf – at least for Ton Crone – is more a slow, fading
sunset than a sudden switching off of the lights.

Mirjam Broekema
0'48, 2004 (NL)
“Kill The Boy”! Ah, the hilariously
hypnotic power of television.

Hetrozychoot
Jeroen Hoekstra
1'00, 2004 (NL)
The amoebas are bustin’ out
some moves – but there’s some
massive micro jealously in the air
tonight.

Shipwrecked
Frodo Kuipers, 5'14, 2005 (NL)
A manic and manicly paced
mini-epic that pits two crazed
and starved individuals against
each other as they desperately
seek out what is most valuable
to them.

Family Affairs
Paulien Bekker, 4’40, 2007 (SL)
The product of a workshop lead
by the legendary Phil Mulloy and
complete with an experimental
narration charting (apparently)
one man’s quiet passion for his
mother-in-law.

Jazzed
Anton Setola
4'46, 2008 (NL)
Deep in the seedy heart of the
jazz district, things are jumpin’
and they are only going to get
wilder as the night progresses.

(Ego)
Leevi Lehtinen, 9'48, 2011 (NL)
Pull the camera back and a
house of horrors is revealed;
room upon room of quiet
desperation looking for a
voice. And yet, there are
options aplenty.

Coffee

NIAF TRIBUTE FILMS
Sientje
Christa Moesker
4'30, 1997 (NL
Ear splitting, wall punching, bed
wrecking, teddy stomping, volcanic
anger – and then the mood changes.

Jazzimation
Oerd Van Cuijlenborg
4'40, 1999 (NL)
A dreamlike jazz piano experience
in which the spectator is forced to
look with the ears and listen with
the eyes.

Stiltwalkers
Sjaak Meilink
12'50, 2002 (NL)
Amongst the shallows, a strange
tribe silently arrives and proves
themselves perfectly adapted for
the shared environment.
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Sjaak Rood
4'02, 2012 (NL)
An over-caffeinated ballet of
hyper-activity, brown in the
centre with a good strong crema
around the outside.

History Of Pets
Kris Genijn
3'56, 2013
A prolonged dissection of one
family’s speckled history of
looking after a menagerie of fluffy
and feathered domestic fauna.

Between Times
Ru Kuwahata, Max Porter
14’20, 2014 (SL)
From the wall of a small town
bakery, a cuckoo clock recounts a
day where bread was sliced one
second thick, lovers fell in sync
and time rarely flowed at an
even rate.

NIAf Films

1. Christa Moesker (The Netherlands, 1993)
2. Jim Boekbinder (USA, 1993)
3. Janetta A3AnA (The Netherlands, 1993)
4. Liesbeth Worm (The Netherlands, 1994)
5. Sjaak Meilink (The Netherlands, 1994)
6. Violet Belzer (The Netherlands, 1995)
7. Chris de Deugd (The Netherlands, 1996)
8. Alies Westerveld (The Netherlands, 1996)
9. Marret Jansen (The Netherlands, 1997)
10. Mark van der Maarel (The Netherlands, 1997)
11. Oerd van Cuijlenborg (The Netherlands, 1998)
12. Demian Geerlings (The Netherlands, 1998)
13. Jeroen Hoekstra (The Netherlands, 1999)
14. Geertjan Tillmans (The Netherlands, 1999)
15. Efi m Perlis (Belgium, 2000)
16. Pieter Engels (Belgium, 2000)
17. Pascal Vermeersch (Belgium, 2000)
18. Vincent Leloux (The Netherlands, 2000)
19. Danny de Vent (Belgium, 2001)
20. Mic Bijl (The Netherlands, 2001)
21. Frodo Kuipers (The Netherlands, 2003)
22. Mirjam Broekema (The Netherlands, 2003)
23. Terry Chocolaad (The Netherlands, 2003)
24. Anton Setola (Belgium, 2003)
25. Valentijn Visch (The Netherlands, 2003)
26. Uri Kranot (Israel, 2003)
27. Michal Pfeffer (Israel, 2004)
28. Anneke de Graaf (The Netherlands, 2004)
29. Raymond van Es (The Netherlands, 2004)
30. Maik Hagens (The Netherlands, 2005)
31. Paulien Bekker (The Netherlands, 2005)
32. Marta Abad Blay (Spain, 2005)
33. Dirk Verschure (The Netherlands, 2007)
34. Coen Huisman (The Netherlands, 2007)
35. Maarten de With (The Netherlands, 2007)
36. Niek Castricum (The Netherlands, 2007)
37. Joost Bakker (The Netherlands, 2007)
38. Leevi Lehtinen (Finland, 2007)
39. Annika Uppendahl (Germany, 2008)
40. Kris Genijn (Belgium, 2008)
41. Anne Breymann (Germany, 2009)
42. Maarten Isaäk de Heer (The Netherlands, 2009)
43. Sjaak Rood (The Netherlands, 2009)
44. Arjan Boeve (The Netherlands, 2009)
45. Evelien Lohbeck (The Netherlands, 2010)
46. Jasper Kuipers (The Netherlands, 2010)
47. Frauke Striegnitz (Germany, 2010)
48. Digna van der Put (The Netherlands, 2011)
49. Max Porter (USA, 2011)
50. Ru Kuwahata (Japan, 2011)

1. DECEPTION IN FOUR
PARTS
Violette Belzer,
4’20, 1997
2. SIENTJE
Christa Moesker,
4’30, 1997
3. TEMPERA
Liesbeth Worm,
9’40, 1997
4. JAZZIMATION
Oerd van Cuijlenborg,
4’40, 1999
5. GRACIAS A LA VIDA
Marret Jansen,
4’20, 2000
6. THE PINBOARD
Mark van der Maarel,
8’23, 2000
7. SCRATCH
Oerd van Cuijlenborg,
2’40, 2000
8. HERO
Geertjan Tillmans,
4’30, 2002
9. THIS SIDE UP
Demian Geerlings,
10’36, 2002
10. TWO OF A KIND
Pascal Vermeersch,
6’00, 2003
11. HETROZYCHOOT
Jeroen Hoekstra,
1’00, 2004
12. STREET
Frodo Kuipers,
1’00, 2005
13. GOD ON OUR SIDE
Uri Kranot, Michal Pfeffer,
7’09, 2005
14. SHIPWRECKED
Frodo Kuipers,
5’14, 2005
15. MIRROR, MIRROR
Anton Setola,
4’56, 2005
16. OUT OF SIGHT
Anton Setola,
1’00, 2005

18. GENETIC DANCE
Janetta Adriana,
5’52, 2007
19. DE ZWEMLES
Danny de Vent,
9’10, 2008
20. MY DEAR
GRANDMOTHER
Marta Abad Blay,
4’45, 2008
21. THE HEART OF
AMOS KLEIN
Uri Kranot, Michal Kranot,
14’40, 2008
22. JAZZED
Anton Setola,
7’00, 2008
23. (EGO)
Leevi Lehtinen,
10’00, 2010
24. FAST FORWARD LIT
Sjaak Rood,
1’30, 2010
25. THE LINE
Sjaak Rood,
1’10, 2011
26. INSEMINATION
Evelien Lohbeck, 2011
(installation)
27. KOFFIE
Sjaak Rood,
5’40, 2012
28. BIG SIGNAL
Evelien Lohbeck,
2012 (installation)
29. HISTORY OF PETS
Kris Genijn,
5’32, 2013
30. PARADE
Digna van der
Put verwacht,
4’00, Work in Progress
31. THE FAMILY
Frauke Striegnitz
(work in progress)
32. Between Times
Ru Kuwahata, Max Porte,
14’45, 2014

17. PLOCK, THE GENRE
BLOCK
Valentijn Visch,
4’15, 2007
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NIAf The Netherlands Institute for Animation Film

NIAf ‘Artists In Residence’

WINDOW ON
SLOVAKIA

A

NIMATION HAS A RICH AND VARIED HERITAGE IN SLOVAKIA,
a land often caught between multiple cultures and
conflicting influences. These TWO programs shine a light
on the small but intensely creative Slovakian animation
spectrum.

Originally the plan was that this year we would screen a
joint Slovakian/Slovenian showcase. Looking back, I have
absolutely no idea why these two countries were joined in this way.
As much as they have in common, they are also quite different cultures possessed of different histories and there is surprisingly little
contemporary cross-cultural fertilisation that occurs between them.
It is not even that easy to travel from one to the other.
Slovakia is a pretty wonderful place to visit. On a sunny day, the flight
in to Bratislava’s M. R. Štefánik International Airport takes you over
(and in some moments, THROUGH) a simply jaw-dropping spine of
jagged mountains that seem utterly impenetrable. I was not the only
one on the early morning flight who, having thrown a casual, traveljaded glance out the window to see if we were approaching, then
sat transfixed, not wanting this spectacle to end.
Slovakia has always occupied some of the most interesting real
estate in its region. Modern day Slovakia, a peaceful and fully
democratic member of NATO and the EU, is a product of the break-up
of what was Czechoslovakia in 1991, a result of the so-called ‘Velvet
Revolution’. Czechoslovakia was originally formed in 1918 out of a
grand coalition of countries whose names and identities (Silesia,
Moravia, Bohemia and Carpathian Ruthenia) have vanished rapidly
into the quicksand of Europe’s warring history.
In the immediate lead-up to the Second World War, Hitler forced a
portion of Slovakia to declare independence and then immediately
annexed it. Czechoslovakia was reconstituted soon after the end of
the war. The Allies forced the ‘repatriation’ of many German and
Hungarian people who had flowed in during the time of German
control but cruel fate had not yet finished having its way with
Czechoslovakia. In 1948, the country was put under the control of
Russia and the Warsaw Pact as part of the heartless carve-up of
Europe that year. The Russians moved to full control in 1968 with an
unprovoked and brutal invasion followed by an equally brutal
occupation that would drive many from their homes in search of
refuge internationally (including my best friend at primary school).
This situation would last – in effect – until 1992 when Communist rule
finally came to an end.
The theoretical creation of two separate states, the Czech Republic
and Slovakia, was later formalised on 1 January, 1993 and modern
day Slovakia has never looked back.
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Slovakia holds – to say the very least – a highly interesting geopolitical position. Since mankind started getting serious about
moving around in groups, eyeing apparently greener territory on the
other side of any given fence and locking down pathways for
commerce and soldiers, Slovakia has been in the thick of things.
These days it is bordered by no less than five countries: Austria and
the Czech Republic to the east, Poland to the north, Ukraine to the
west and Hungary to the south.
However, the area swarms with examples of human habitation dating
back to the earliest part of the Palaeolithic era. By the Bronze and
Iron Ages, commerce and nation-building was in full swing in the
region and Slovakia abounds with an astonishing collection of
artefacts from this era.
The Slovakian film scene is artistically strong and powerful but
resource poor, struggling to some degree from having a population of
only 5.5 million to draw from and to speak to as a ‘home-ground’
audience. There is a passion within the community though and,
increasingly, they are looking outwards.
The Slovak Film Institute (SFI) is the organisation charged with
nurturing cinema in all its forms. Celebrating its 50th birthday in
2013, the SFI goes about this task with a kind of Herculean vigour. It
maintains the national film archive to which it is constantly adding
digitised and restored items of Slovakia’s cinematic history. It runs its
own multi-lingual, monthly magazine, a shop and it recently opened
the Cinema Lumiere Centre, its own custom-built, screen-culture
facility in Bratislava. It is consistently releasing DVDs and compilations
of Slovakian cinema, new and old, and is extremely active in
encouraging Slovakian television stations to screen Slovakian material.
However, from the outside looking in, the SFI seems most active on
distribution – getting Slovakian cinema culture out into the big wide
world through every possible channel. This involves dealing with
everything from sub-titling and screening format issues all the way
across the scale to festival submission strategies, on-line distribution
opportunities and working with purely commercial organisations that
have an eye only for the bottom line.
It makes sense. It is immediately evident that there is no shortage
of passion and willingness to make cinema of all kinds, including
animation. And there is definitely no shortage of talent across all the
disciplines that it takes to complete a film. Whether animation as a
unique cinematic genre will find those challenges easier or more
difficult to face down remains to be seen. But these programs give a
glimpse of what is being created in Slovakia right now and some of
the historical ancestors those films draw from. It is definitely worth
watching closely.

WINDOW ON SLOVAKIA

Best Of The New

The current generation of Slovakian animators are a vibrant lot who
do a wonderful job of knitting together threads of their rich Eastern
European art history with the tools and aesthetics of Twenty-First
Century animating.
The contemporary Slovakian animation scene is largely dominated
by VSMU, Bratislava, aka The Academy of Music and Performing Arts,
Bratislava. As an institution, VSMU has been running for more than
60 years. In 1989, with the grip of communism lifting, it added a
Film and Television Faculty, which, in turn, created an animation
department in 1993.
Slovakian animation producer Ivana Laucikova credits the animation
department at VSMU as being the only reason that animation has
survived in Slovakia. Writing in her introduction to Virvar –
Contemporary Slovak Animation she charts Slovakian animation’s
struggle to stay alive during the transition from Communist rule.
“Animated film very nearly didn’t survive this period”, she records.
“In the early 1990s, the state studio at Koliba was shut down and the
public TV steadily reduced its production of children’s series to zero.
Filmmakers established small private studios, albeit without
subsidies and TV assignments, almost all of them quickly disappeared.
In the late 1990s, Slovak animation was de facto dead.”
She credits people such as Professors Martin Slivka, Rudolf Urc and
Frantisek Jurisic (among others) as the early drivers of animation at
VSMU and being responsible for saving Slovakian animation from
extinction.
Results came quickly. One of the earlier graduate films If Not, Then
Not (Ked nie, tok nie) by Vladimir Kral, released in 1997, was selected
for the Cannes Film Festival the following year. That was soon
followed by Michal Struss’ 1999 Masters film In The BoxI (V kocke),
which received a nomination for the Student Academy Award.
The main building and campus area of VSMU is grand indeed and
issues forth an aura of history, grand stature and imposing permanence. Once inside, the actual facilities on display in the animation
department are not actually that vast. But there is magic in the air.
And expectation. The raw facilities on offer here are not enough to
ensure the standard of films that VSMU has been producing – there
are clearly other ingredients in the mix.
A long corridor divides a string of relatively small classrooms and
lecture spaces on one side from a series of rotating, flexible animation
production spaces, editing suites and studios on the other. The sides
of the hallway are a fascinating mini-museum of the ‘off-cuts’ of
scores of student films past. Sets, props and puppets too precious
and beautifully crafted to discard. Curated in miscellany, this narrow
pathway is a showstopper for a new arrival. Some of the pieces are a
couple of metres long, a couple of puppets nearly a metre tall. There
are visual excerpts from the happiest of kids films and dark pieces of
broken nightmares caught in single freeze-frame.
This is not a school for specialists or those seeking a life of riches
singularly animating tornado effects on a Hollywood blockbuster.
The initial part of the course focuses on the art of directing stopmotion and computer animation, artistic and scenic display, computer
graphics, classic technology of shooting, a range of digital technologies,
editing, music, production, postproduction, screenwriting, the history
of cinema and – just for the sake of it – the basics of philosophy.
There are two degrees: a bachelor’s degree takes three years and, for
those who wish to continue for an additional two years, a master’s
degree is offered.

Speaking after a panel discussion at Slovenia’s annual animation
festival, Animateka, Ivana Laucikova made the point that in 2009, a
change in the attitude about funding animation in Slovakia was a
crucial turning point in the development, if not stabilisation, of an
animation production culture in Slovakia. The animation production
scene in Slovakia does seem to have increased AND diversified as a
result of that support yet it is still fragile – no professionally animated
films were completed in the country in all of 2012 for example.
This program plays the short game and, as a collection of films released in the last 24 months or so, gives a snapshot of contemporary
Slovakian animation today. For the most part it leans fairly heavily on
the last two VSMU graduation reels but it also brings to the screen
some films that speak to the future of a rapidly rising – if brittle –
commercial and independent Slovakian production environment.
Leading them out of the gate is a perfect example of this rising
generation of independents. The creative and production prowess
behind Nina (Veronika Obertova, Michaela Copikova) is covered in
more detail on page 12 but suffice to say, watch these two, they are
going places.
Pandas (Pandy), by Matus Vizar, is another example of the rising
talent to keep an eye on. Funded, in part, by the Slovak Audiovisual
Fund, supported by a bevy of production houses and broadcasters
and finished at FAMU in Prague, it would have to be Slovakia’s most
screened and awarded animated short of recent years. Its reception
at animation festivals, on TV and through a variety of European
semi-commercial distribution channels has been nothing short of
miraculous. And rightly so.
Another fledgling indie studio with a film in this program is ‘feel me
film s.r.o.’ Small, young, creatively ambitious, their latest film,
Fongopolis, boasts an impressive cast and crew even though the
director, Joanna Kozuch, is currently working on a live-action short
and developing a documentary.
One of the great things about the Slovakian animation scene is
that it is possible to really get a good, solid impression of what is
happening. It is made up of a collection of superbly talented people
drawing on a wonderful history and blessed with a first-class
educational wellspring. But it is small enough that one can be across
all that is happening. And, importantly, it is small enough for all, or
at least most, of these prodigiously talented people to support and
cross-nurture each other.
A definitive view of its future as an animation producer is impossible
to divine, of course. A hoped for (though reticent) emerging
television-commissioning market might (if it establishes itself
properly) help create career paths but it might also dilute the
creativity that so evidently exists. Current financial travails within
the EU economy do not point towards a path of increased funding for
short animated films and any reduction in that byzantine platform of
support could disproportionately hit Slovakian animation producers
just as they are getting up to the critical momentum that would allow
them to tap in to that.
But if pure drive and unreconstituted talent count for anything,
Slovakian animation will rumble on. Take in the names of everybody
with a film in this program – it seems VERY likely you will be hearing
from them again some time, somehow.

VSMU has now been training Slovakian animators for long enough
that a ‘foundational’ generation of animators has emerged, gathered
additional experience and is beginning to contribute back into the
current emerging community of young Slovakian animators. And
with this added momentum comes added confidence, a willingness
to diversify stylistically and a realisation from the government that
some support for animation might be starting to look like a good
investment.
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WINDOW ON
SLOVAKIA
– A Historical Overview

N

OT UNLIKE THEIR LIVE-ACTION COUNTERPARTS, SLOVAK
animators have long been hampered by a major PR
challenge. Few people outside of Central Europe, if they
even know Slovak animation exists, grasp it as something
distinct from Czech animation. For many, Czechoslovakia is
synonymous with the Czech Republic, to the consternation
of Slovaks everywhere.

Live-action films from the golden age that was the
Czechoslovak New Wave of the ‘60s are still often misleadingly referred
to as belonging to the “Czech New Wave”, or part of the “Czech Film
Miracle”. Even Ján Kadár (a Slovak) and Elmar Klos’ Oscar-winning
The Shop on Main Street, a blackly comedic, principally Slovak
language WWII drama set in a small Slovak town, was long celebrated
outside of its country of origin as a great Czech film.
This national identity issue is not a new problem. Why, the revered
first President of Czechoslovakia, Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk, whose
reign spanned the time of its very founding as a nation in 1918 all the
way until 1935, is often presumed Czech (that is, Bohemian, per the
region of the Czech Republic containing its storied capital, Prague)
when in fact his parents were Slovakian and Moravian. This is probably
as often as not due to a simple but vexatious and persistent error in
the adoption of shorthand nomenclature: “Czech” for “Czechoslovak”.
The Slovak side of the equation is so often elided altogether.
And so to animation.
Of course, it is easy to run off a litany of legendary Czech animators:
the Dodals, Trnka, Týrlová, Zeman, Švankmajer, Pojar, Barta,
Pavlátová, Pospíšilová and so on.
While some of these are household names the world over, the same
cannot be said of any of the Slovak names following. Nevertheless,
there is at least one amongst them – Viktor Kubal – who ought be as
celebrated as Trnka, Zeman and co., by dint both of his colossal, high
quality hand-drawn output and of its influence, as well as several
others whose work is up there with the very best of their more famed
erstwhile compatriots.
Viktor Kubal remains the only Slovak animator to have issued feature
length films. (Jakub Kroner, with his imminent LokalFilmis, will finally
share this mantle.) Invariably in charge of direction, scriptwriting,
visual design, editing and animation – the works, basically – Kubal's
150+ title-strong filmography includes two distinctly Slovakianflavoured features: Jurko the Brigand (1976), relating certain
adventures of the Slovak folk hero, Juraj Jánošík, and The Bloody
Lady (1980), an off-kilter take on the legend of the notorious “Bloody
Lady of Čachtice”, Erzsébet Báthory, a serial killer and aristocrat
famous for bathing in the blood of virgins in her castle in Slovakia.
Joyously, both of these features are now available on DVD from the
industrious Slovak Film Institute.
As the most significant of all Slovak animators, Kubal is represented
in this year's “Window on Slovakia – Historical” program by two
superb shorts, both full of gags exhibiting his uniquely playful and
visually-oriented, punny sense of humour. One, Earth (1966) is
amongst his very first shorts after taking on the role of Art Director of
the newly founded Animated Film Group at the Short Film Studios in
Bratislava in 1965. The other, 1969’s pointedly peacenik Dita at the
Front, is notable for demonstrating that it wasn’t only live-action
filmmakers who engaged in their work with the ghastly events of
August 1968 – namely, the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia
which heralded a dreadful 21 year long totalitarian riposte to the
democratic advances made during ‘68's “Prague Spring”.
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It bears mentioning that, while this program spans the period
between the advent of the Animated Film Group and 1989’s “Velvet
Revolution”, Kubal was already in his early 40s by 1965 and had in
fact been making animated films since just prior to his teenage years!
He is also credited with the first ever Slovak animated film, 1943’s
The Well of Love.
While the 1970s are not represented in this program, that's not to
suggest it was a decade of inactivity; quite the contrary, especially
as Bratislava's studios served as the engine room for the constant
production of večerníčky, or “bedtime stories”. These are a longtime
animated staple of Czech and Slovak television, broadcast whenever
good children ought be going to bed and keeping many major figures
in animation in steady work until the early '90s, when the state
studio in Bratislava was shut down and Slovak animation production
ground to a sorry halt.
The 1980s presented several high water marks across multiple
approaches to animation. Notably, just as many of the cream of the
current crop of animating talent in Slovakia are women (in “Window
on Slovakia – Best of the New”, the majority of artists profiled are
female), this program also spotlights work by some brilliant women
animators. Jaroslava Havettová's Contacts (1980) is a pathos-filled,
deftly hand-drawn window onto the sexually treacherous lives of
domestic objects, while Dagmar Bučanová's exquisite A Ballad in
Lace is a gorgeous cut-out animation inspired by the folk art of
“National Artist” Elena Holéczyová.
Ondrej Slivka's manically inventive, monochromatic, hi-tech yet lo-fi
Umbrella (1984) has more than a touch of the pessimistic humour
the region's cultural produce is renowned for, whilst Vladimír Malík
employs a highly colourful approach to drawn animation in his
gleeful heist short, 1988’s Baby in the Bank. More colourful still,
and representing the sole puppet film in this selection – a genre
surprisingly without representation in Slovakia until Ivan Popovič’s
Dream the Guard (1979), which was unlucky to miss out in this
program – is František Jurišič's wonderful comedy of human-rooster
antagonism, Cock-A-Doodle-Doo (1985).
Happily, Slivka, Malík and Jurišič are amongst the formidable array of
talent on faculty at VŠMU Bratislava, aka the Academy of Performing
Arts in Bratislava, which has boasted an animation department since
1993, the year of the “Velvet Divorce”, when the Slovak and Czech
Republics peaceably split. Animation department founder Rudolf Urc,
often credited as dramaturge on this program's films, remains there
too. Notably, he's author of an extensive illustrated monograph on
Viktor Kubal, amongst other estimable Slovakophone titles on animation.
Also on faculty are significant present day figures like Ivana
Laučíková, founder of the excellent biannual animation journal Homo
Felix and production house “feel me film”, for whom she has directed
and, more often, produced brilliant recent animated works, including
those directed by her VŠMU colleagues Ivana Šebestová (2013’s
gorgeous Snow) and Joanna Kožuch, whose Fongopolis screens at
MIAF this year.
VŠMU then constitutes a vital generations-spanning hub of Slovak
animation, doubtless a great boon in keeping the resurgent Slovak
animation in rude health well into the future. Crucially too, Slovakia
nowadays has two robust festivals of animation, the Bienále
animácie Bratislava: International Festival of Animated Films for
Children, held since 1985, and the annual Fest Anča, held since 2008
in Žilina in the country's north.

With the split with the Czech Republic becoming a distant memory,
there is now reasonable hope that future generations of Slovak
animators, informed directly by their accomplished local forebears
profiled here, but no longer burdened by subsumption of their
output into that of a more celebrated nation's, will be spared the
struggle for recognition long due to the six artists profiled in this
historical program.

Cerise Howard is the Artistic Director of the Czech and Slovak
Film Festival of Australia, having its 3rd edition this September 16-25
at ACMI Cinemas and the Melbourne Town Hall. This year's program
will include a retrospective of the works of Karel Zeman, presented in
collaboration with the Melbourne Cinémathèque.

WINDOW ON SLOVAKIA – NEW FILMS

HISTORICAL FILMS
Guest curated by Cerise Howard,

Veronika Obertova, Michaela
Copikova, Slovakia, 17'00, 2014 (Sub)
Animation does not get more
“hand-made” than this. An epic
achievement following the crossed
paths of a timid boy and a woodlands girl whose experience could
so easily be a mirror of our own.

DIRECTOR OF THE CZECH & SLOVAK FILM FESTIVAL OF AUSTRALIA

In Line
Kamila Kucikova
Slovakia, 4'00, 2014 (NL)
A beguiling combination of
wondrous eye-candy and a
reminder that waiting in line in an
orderly fashion does not always
render positive results.

Pandas
Matus Vizar
Slovakia, 9'23, 2013 (NL)
If this film is any guide, the
Panda’s evolutionary path from
swamp dwelling amoeba to
commercial zoo oddity is a
strange, colourful and often
brutal one.

The Story Of A Tornado
Veronika Kocourkova
Slovakia, 6'02, 2013 (Sub)
The hot molecule family
experiences a bad night at home
in front of the TV. From such
small beginnings do great
tornadoes grow.

Fongopolis
Joanna Kozuch
Slovakia, 13'00, 2014 (NL)
Amidst a welter of signs and neon
diversions, a young violinist
heading for his first major career
break risks missing the train that
could take him there.

Rosso Pappavero
Martin Smatana
Slovakia, 5'19, 2014 (NL)
One starry night, a boy becomes
dazzled by the glittering charms
of a fantastic circus and finds
himself swept into the new reality
on the other side of the tent-flap.

Aion
Petra Heleninova
Slovakia, 6'53, 2014 (NL)
Hit the pause, avoid the claws,
stop your world, wander the void,
flood the chamber.

Earth
Zem
Viktor Kubal Slovakia,
8'00, 1966 (NL)
When does “more” become too
much? When is the day the line is
crossed and where does it all
lead to?

Dita At The Front
Dita na fronte
Viktor Kubal
Slovakia, 8'00, 1969 (NL)
A series of reflections on the events
of 1968 and some naively jocular,
mind-bending re-imagings of how
the tools of oppression might be
(better) used.

Contacts
Kontakty
Jaroslava Havettová
Slovakia, 12'00, 1980 (NL)
Who says inanimate objects
don’t have a soul or lives of their
own to live?

A Ballad In Lace
Balada v čipke

Dagmar Bučanová
Slovakia, 9'00, 1981 (NL)
The intricate delicacy of life and
the dances we dance around
each other.

Umbrella
Dáždnik
Ondrej Slivka
Slovakia, 5'00, 1984 (NL)
In a world gone – or going –
mad, what is the best response
to the simplest of life’s little
problems when you have a vast
and complex machine at your
disposal.

Cock-A-Doodle-Doo
Ki-ki-ri-kí
František Jurišič
Slovakia, 8'00, 1985 (NL)
Nothing is so certain as day
follows night. But why does it
have to be so noisey!

Baby In The Bank
Bábätko v banke
Circle Pit
Martin Machalik
Slovakia, 5'00, 2013 (NL)
It takes a lot of protein to keep
the furnaces burning and the big
guy on the big chair in the sky
with the eternal hunger satisfied.

Vladimír Malík
Slovakia, 6'00, 1988 (NL)
The secret life of babies.
Rollicking chaos is unleashed
when two mothers turn their
back on baby for a little chat
on the street.

Half Babka
Jasmine Elsen
Slovakia, 5'00, 2014 (NL)
Longing comes in all favours but
in this crazy, mixed up world not
everybody wants an ice cream no
matter how fancy it is.
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WINDOW ON SLOVAKIA

Nina

Punto y raya SHOWCASE

M

IAF PRIDES ITSELF ON THE AMOUNT AND DIVERSITY OF ABSTRACT AND
experimental animation that finds its way into each successive program. There
is, for example, one entire International Competition program devoted entirely to
the genre. Much of the motivation for launching our “Installation Animation”
section a few years ago to find another platform in which to also screen abstract
and experimental works that do not always work best in formal cinema settings.
And every year we explore it in one way or another in the curated, non-competition
special programs.
But the Punto Y Raya festival is the abstract/experimental animation world’s ‘ground-zero’.
Well beyond being an event simply devoted to the screening of this sort of work, it nurtures
an entire international community of artists, encouraging them to create unique works and
acting as a kind of ‘hitching-post’ to bring them together under one roof.
Founded in Madrid in 2007 by MAD (Movimentd’Alliberament Digital), a Barcelona-based
association comprised of Ana Santos and Nöel Palazzo, it now has seven festivals behind it
with the next due in Germany in 2016. Palazzo took us through the history, the plans and the
motivations behind this utterly unique event.

Punto Y Raya is an unusual festival. How would you describe it?
It is the only festival in the world devoted entirely to abstract art in motion. We seek to reflect
upon what constitutes the essence of form and movement, and explore these building blocks
as ends in themselves. Over 80% of the material in our competition was made specifically for
the event, so we hold a high ratio of world premieres. Our “Back To Basics” approach has
challenged filmmakers and abstract artists to find freedom and expression within strict
limitations, and the results are fantastic. We bring together very different people, from all
walks of life, who are genuinely interested in pushing the envelope and exploring their
creativity. And of course, they also want to know what the other artists have come up with
under the same restrictions.

Punto Y Raya Trailer
Guillermo Daldovo
Spain, 1'44, 2014 (NL)
A creatively outstanding festival and one
which also perfectly matches the style
and ethos of the event.

Grid Life

1194d

Paul Fletcher
Australia, 1'23, 2013 (NL)

Raven Kwok USA,
4'24, 2013 (NL)

An energetic and optimistic playful
extension of the grids we find ourselves
walking, travelling, using for communication
and underpinning our media.

One of Kwok’s ‘Algorithmic Creatures’,
“1194D” is a triangular morphing organism
based on polygon subdivision programmed
using Processing.

A series of three studies that were motivated
by Kandinsky's treatise of the same
(similar) name. Each of the three uses a
single process for generating the imagery.

Crux Film

Scintilla 21

Triveni

Alexander Stewart, Lilli Carre
USA, 5'07, 2013 (NL)

Wiktor Podgorski
Poland, 4'08, 2011 (NL)

Kathryn Marshall
USA, 2'56, 2011 (NL)

Precarious and fluid arrangements
constantly interrupt one another in a
montage of waiting, anticipating, and
transitioning forms.

This is the first in a series that looks at
cyclicality as a reminder of the creation
of the world.

Composed of over 4,200 hand-drawn and
coloured frames on 16mm film, the
animation is an abstract interpretation
of Rodrigo y Gabriela's song, “Triveni”,
released in 2009.
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Point. Line. Plane: Three Studies
After Kandinsky
Dennis H. Miller, USA, 6'22, 2013 (NL)

So basically, PyR seeks to boost creativity and consolidate an active
community of people from the four corners of the world, speaking the
universal language of pure Form, Colour, Motion and Sound.
Our proposal is as simple as it is universal: “No representation, only
dots and lines. Can you take it?”.
This was the challenge launched in 2007 through our first call for
entries (distributed entirely via the Internet). To our amazement, we
received near 90 dot·line films from 20 countries. The participants
turned out to be animation students, renowned animators, filmmakers,
video-artists, special FX designers, scientists, architects, composers,
VJ’s, anthropologists and graphic designers. We soon realised that
the concept’s universality had aroused the interest of various
collectives.

How does Punto Y Raya go about selecting which films to show?
It is not an easy process. We receive an ever-increasing number of
works each year. In our latest edition, only 1 out of every 4.5 films
made it into the competition. The selection committee is comprised
of MAD and other professionals invited for the occasion. The appraisal
criteria are basically the following:
• The concept’s originality; how far and deep does the author take it,
independently of whether s/he is exploring pure conceptual form,
aesthetical expression and/or narrative.
• The intrinsic relationship between the visual and the sound tracks,
and the quality and depth of the exploration of such relationship.
• The pictorial expressivity of the visuals, in its use of colour/B&W,
form and movement.

Black And White Film
Painting Two

PUNTO Y RAYA

I also think that the audience becomes highly engaged with the
featured artists and works (perhaps because of the nature of the
works itself, which appeals so overwhelmingly to their heart/mind/gut),
and feels very motivated to try their own experiments on the field.

• The work and exploration in the soundtrack composition.
• The innovation in the applied technique, both in the sound and
visual realms.

What are the main things that Punto Y Raya are trying to achieve?
We invite artists to go back to basics and explore what universes they
can create with only pure form, sound and motion. We like to remind
not only general audiences but also the creators, that in most cases
“less is more”.
We work hard to consolidate a community devoted to international
collaboration, education, promotion and the production of abstract
art in motion, fostering multidisciplinary approaches.
We really want to motivate general audiences to become creators.
We also want to sensitise and educate general audiences about the
important role of abstract art in past and current societies, while
contextualising the featured works.
On a purely personal level, we want to have our own minds blown by
the amazing works created by the participants. To us, nothing beats
the chill of losing ourselves in these marvelous, capricious, impossible, beautiful and sometimes even terrifying worlds. We can hardly
wait for the next dose.

Has it been hard to find an audience base for the kind of work that
Punto Y Raya screens?
It was indeed more difficult to find the audience than the filmmakers.
Everything changed for us when we started developing an
international platform for the promotion of PyR works, thanks to the
kind support of various institutions, universities and venues around
the globe.
continued overleaf

Hexagrama

Interior

Benjamin Rowley UK, 3'10, 2013 (NL)

Aristides Job Garcia Hernandez
Germany, 5'24, 2011 (NL)

Sabrina Schmid
UK, 1'00, 2013 (NL)

Paint and ink on 16mm clear leader and
scratched black leader optical sound
generated from the film surface
specifically for Iceland.

An utterly fascinating yet contained
exploration displaying the relationship
between straight lines and the circles
they define and are confined by.

A continuation of the filmmaker’s
exploration of digital design for animation
using abstraction whilst working in
collaboration with the composer.

Loose Concrete

Praxis

Animacion Con Luz

Maura McDonnell
Ireland, 4'29, 2013 (NL)

Alfonso G. Pelayo
Spain, 4'01, 2013 (NL)

Salvador Herrera
Mexico, 1'08, 2013 (NL)

Each square was layered, manipulated
and constructed to build up a complexity
of rhythmic imagery that explores the
beat of the music.

Visual micro-film created from C++
programming classes taken by the filmmaker with a soundtrack created under
the alias BIFUSOR, designed and
synchronised specifically for this work.

The result of a five-day Fundación
Alumnos47 workshop in which all
participants had to visually represent a
harmonic sound generated electronically.
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This offered the opportunity to reach a wider international audience,
and explain face to face what we were trying to achieve with the
festival, showcasing a selection of “The Best” films in that particular
edition. We’re very thankful for this.
The results of this hard work became evident when, for the following
call, we started receiving films from the countries we had visited
during the tour. Indeed, we consider our audience members as
potential producers of PyR works, and this is why we always try to
find the right vehicle to connect with them on a personal level; getting
the right venue, arranging various meeting points and discussion
panels with the artists, as well as offering recreational and
educational activities.
Nowadays this kind of feedback has become very easy thanks to
social platforms such as Facebook or Twitter, so we can keep
everybody informed of what’s cooking in the world of abstract art in
motion on a daily basis, as we continue receiving proposals and films
all year round.

In October 2016 we’ll be arriving for the first time in Germany. Our
seventh edition will take place at ZKM (ZentrumfürKunst und
Medientechnologie) in Karlsruhe, one of the best places in the world
to host this kind of event. We can hardly express how happy and
thankful we are that they’ve taken us on board amongst their
wonderful programming.

What are some of the other main things that Punto Y Raya does
other than simply screening ‘films’.
Most of all, we are a Community of people who love everything to do
with the genre: the filmmakers, animators, fine artists, musicians,
curators, designers and fans. To us, people are as important as the
featured works. So aside from the competition and guest screenings,
we hold various activities seeking to promote the dialogue between
everybody involved: the creators, audiences, musicians, animators,
students, and guest curators.

Punto Y Raya moves from city to city, even country to country.
How is each different host city selected?

Our Academy program comprises educational activities such as
workshops, conferences and masterclasses. Some of them may be
exclusively for students and professionals, but they are usually open
to general audiences as well.

To be honest, it’s more like the cities have selected us. We are an
independent festival, with no private sponsors, so we are constantly
looking for possible partners and institutions to be able to produce
our bi-annual event. For various reasons, this idea of moving from
city to city, from country to country, has been working perfectly for us.
It is a great way to prove that we are indeed speaking a universal
language, beyond nationalities and frontiers.

Every night at the festival, we feature abstract live cinema sessions
(which we playfully call “PyRformances”). In our latest edition,
thanks to the support of the Reykjavík Center for Visual Music, me
managed to host a Live Cinema competition as well, inviting people
to submit their proposals for a 30’ abstract set. The selected artists
performed live at HARPA (the Reykjavík Concert Hall), together with
other major guest artists such as Ryoji Ikeda and Ryoichi Kurokawa.

Last year, for example, the director of the Reykjavík Center for Visual
Music wanted to launch the first edition of their festival and thought
it would be a great idea to collaborate with some other festival also
working in the field. He contacted us and we joined forces to put
together the major event devoted to abstract art and visual music in
the world (to this date). The participating artists also enjoy this idea
of travelling to a different city to attend the event, so we’re all winners.

Whenever possible, we also include dot·line interactive installations,
and enjoy very much having a guest speaker talking about how s/he
uses dots and lines in their everyday work. It could be linguists
discussing punctuation marks, scientists devising new representation
systems for their complex data, even fashion designers inspired by
dots and lines.
continued on page 89

Harmophon

EnterLeave

Fistful Of Silence

Aristides Job Garcia Hernandez
Germany, 5'10, 2011 (NL)

Warren Stringer
USA, 5'56, 2013 (NL)

Markus Feder
Germany, 2'55, 2012 (NL)

Extracted from a longer installation piece,
this work explores the relationship
between two harmonic waves in different
graphical/musical ways.

The do-si-do between the moment and its
memory. This piece was inspired by a
catchy pop song heard by the filmmaker
just one time but it stuck!

Exploring the tension between Surface
and Volume. One gives birth to the other
as white lines rise from black space and
give shape to invisible structures that are
driven by sound.

Forest And Trees

Spherikal

Foldedolors

Keita Onishi
Japan, 3'12, 2012 (NL)

Ion Lucin
Spain, 2'37, 2012 (NL)

Jan Goldfuss
Germany, 3'25, 2012 (NL)

An installation of moving images and
sounds employing 12 digital photo
frames.

An exercise to experiment and explore all
the graphical possibilities of representing
the idea of the SPHERE, always bearing
in mind the Gestalt principles and the
pure form.

What begins as a stylish synth ride
becomes a high energetic colour blast
with a strange twist.
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THE TV PAINT LOOK

THE TV PAINT LOOK

TV

PAINT IS A 2D ANIMATING SOFTWARE PACKAGE THAT
allows animators to create works with a particularly
painterly look and feel to them. In the hands of a
talented artist, the finished effect can be simply
emarkable.
This program pays tribute to just what TVPaint can do
and will be introduced by Léo Fernandez, a French based
TVPaint trainer and self-described TVPaint evangelist.

In this fascinating insight into the design of animated imagery, he will
explain how the software does what it does and what it uniquely brought
to each film in this line-up. And he will end by giving us a sneak-peek
preview of The Song Of The Sea, a brand new feature created in TVPaint
which really shows what this powerful animating tool can do.
But first, we had a few questions for Léo about the company, the software
and what it can do.

TV PAINT PROGRAM
The Dam Keeper
Daisuke Tsutsumi, Robert Kondo
USA, 18'00, 2014
Set in a desolate future, one small
town’s survival is solely due to a
large windmill dam that acts as a
fan to keep out poisonous clouds.
Gorgeously crafted from almost
8,000 paintings.

Trichrome Blue
Lois van Baarle
The Netherlands, 4'44, 2009
Every colour has its own special
ability, what is blue’s?

What is the brief history of TVPaint Developpement as a company?
Everything started with Hervé Adam, who was a student at the Academie
of Arts of Metz, where his outstanding skills in the computer field led him
to discover a lack of graphic tools on the market. Consequently he started
to develop the first 32-bit paint software for the Amiga in 1991, called
TVPaint! As the market for graphics software has evolved, several
upgrades as well as new versions have been released since.
Today’s TVPaint Developement structure has existed since 1997. Its
objective is to provide CG artists with original tools. Since this date Hervé
Adam reunited a pluridisciplinary staff in order to get the means to
enhance the development of his innovating solutions and to guarantee
their distribution.

Hoof It
Seth Boyden
USA, 4'26, 2014
A boy goes on a perilous quest
through the mountains to rescue
his family’s missing goat.

The Reward
What kind of company is it now? What is it like to work for?
TVPaint Developpement is like a family, we are really trying to improve the
software, so our users can have more possibilities in the 2D animation
field at their fingertips, with strong and powerful tools. We want the best
for our community, our best reward is when we see they have achieved a
great animated film.

Mikkel Mainz Elkjaer,
Kenneth Ladekjaer
Denmark, 9'00, 2013
Two boys, oddly mismatched,
embark on the unlikeliest of
adventures that lead, inevitably,
to a deliciously twisted end.

Why do so many schools seem to use it?

Junkyard

Many high quality feature films and many shorts-films have been done
with TVPaint so a lot of schools have recognised the quality of the
software. We are really close to traditional techniques, and we want to
ensure our users remain as artists and not technicians. We are in so many
schools all around the world that it’s pretty difficult to know the exact
number that use TVPaint right now.

Hisko Hulsing
The Netherlands, 14'20, 2012
Lives long separated by luck
and circumstance suddenly
collide at the end of a knife being
wielded by a desperate and lost
young man.

What do you think are the 2 or 3 main features of TVPaint?
The three main features of TVPaint Animation 11 are :
- The Bitmap Drawing Tools,
- The fast and reliable animation engine.
- The Storyboard Part.

What are the 2 or 3 main things that really stand on the new Version 11?
The three main things that really stand on TVPaint Animation 11 are the
Library system, the CTG Layer and the new guides system. But there are
so many improvement in this version, it’s pretty difficult to name only
3 things.

What is your favourite thing about TVPaint?
My favourite thing about TVPaint is its simplicity for animating with. You
can open TVPaint and start to animate directly without any complex
setup. You have the possibility to create a project from the first drawing to
the final animation with all the steps done within the same software
(pre-production, storyboard, rough, clean, colouring, post-production).
It’s pretty close to the traditional techniques of animation and I love it!
Definitely an evangelist!
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BROWN BAG
FILMS
IRISH STORIES – BROWN BAG FILMS

T

HE STORY OF IRELAND’S MOST SUCCESSFUL ANIMATION
studio is as simple as it is amazing. Launched in 1994 by two
college drop-outs using £2,000 of borrowed money, its
motto is its philosophy.
“We Love Animation”, says the logo and one of those
founders, Darragh O’Connell. “We believe in quality first and
if you do what you love then you’ll do alright.”

From those humble beginnings, Brown Bag Films nowadays employs
around 180 people in Dublin, has a new 2D facility in Manchester and
a Writers’ Room in Los Angeles. At any one time they will be working
on up to six or seven major commercial projects with always a few
more smaller projects in the wings.
Currently they are on season four of Doc McStuffins, season two of
Peter Rabbit, season four of Octonauts, season two of Henry
Hugglemonster and they are just about to start work on a new series
with Amazon studios!
Back in 1991, this must have seemed an unimaginable pipedream for
O’Connell and co-founder, Cathal Gaffney. They originally met at the
1991 Galway Film Fleadh and all they really wanted to do was make
their own short films.

Did the Oscar help?
“It gave us validation in the States and helped to open a few doors
but we were sensible enough to realise a short film nomination
doesn’t make a career so we kept our heads down and stayed busy.”
They did, however, produce a series based on Give Up All Your Aul
Sins, which became the best-selling DVD in Ireland that year.
As the first decade of the Twenty-first Century progressed so too did
the roster of clients wanting the Brown Bag Films touch. By 2009,
their work on television series animation had become so vast, their
client list so important and the workload so substantial, they made
the monumental decision to close their commercials production
division so they could fully concentrate on their TV business. Big call.
“It was a HUGE decision at the time”, O’Connell emphasises. “But it
allowed us to focus on the more sustainable TV side of the business.”

Their first project saw them producing a series for RTÉ, a satire on
Ireland’s notorious author Peig. Beyond that, the first few years was a
time when the fledgling studio sought to find its feet and define what
it was best at. Commercials helped keep the lights on and by 1997
Brown Bag Films had taken the plunge and invested in computer
animation technology essentially creating Ireland’s first digital inkand-paint work station.

This is an aspect of the philosophy that sees them continue to make
short, auteur animated films.

“There was great camaraderie in those days”, recalls O’Connell.
“Everybody mucked in. Nobody was specialised so you had to be a
generalist in a small studio and be ready to do a bit of everything.”

“We work so much in TV with larger budgets that you can’t always do
whatever you feel like”, he says. “It’s important for artists to really
express themselves and making short films is perfect for that.

By now, Brown Bag Films was starting to get noticed and it was
getting more substantial projects to work on. In 1997, they produced
Why? for RTÉ, which went on to sell in more than 100 countries, and
in 1998 they released the short film The Last Elk that got them plenty
of attention and respect on the international festival scene.

“It still takes a HUGE amount of work but if you can convince your
workmates and colleagues to give up some of their time and to pour
their passion into your film then you’re doing something worthwhile.
Nothing beats sitting in a dark theatre and watching your own film
with a bunch of strangers, it’s exhilarating.”

“The Last Elk was a great experience and our first project that
utilised the digital ink-and-paint system so we could use multiple
composited layers”, says O’Connell. “It was written and directed by
Alan Shannon whom I had gone to college with.”

At heart, Brown Bag Films remains an animator’s animation studio.
That love of animation permeates all that they do and the way they
go about doing it. It is, after all, a company founded by animators.

“At College we used to spend a lot of time sketching in the Natural
History Museum or the Dead Zoo as it was known. Every time you
entered you were met with this amazing preserved skeleton of the
great Irish Elk, which had died out in Ireland around 12,000 years
ago. Alan was fascinated as to why they may have died out and that’s
what inspired the beginnings of the story.”
By the turn of the century, Brown Bag Films was well and truly hitting
its stride. The commercials side of the business was taking off and a
new short film, Give Up All Your Aul Sins, (directed by Gaffney) was
released. In 2002, it attracted Brown Bag Films’ first Oscar
nomination. Its success took them by surprise.
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“We never expected it to be loved outside Dublin as the accent on
the little girl was so strong”, confesses O’Connell. “Then when it
won awards at the Galway and Cork festivals we were pleasantly
surprised and when it started to win international awards we were
gobsmacked! The idea of an Oscar nomination was beyond our
wildest dreams.”

15th MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FESTIVAL

“The only regret was that making TV commercials was a great
breeding ground for new styles and the up-skilling of artists and most
importantly it trained people on how to deal with notes and knowing
when to push back.”

“We have found that business people who hire animators aren’t
always quite as successful as the other way around”, O’Connell
offers ...surely typed with a knowing, wry smile.

BROWN BAG FILMS

BROWN BAG PROGRAM

Brown Bag Films Showreel

23 Dregrees 5 Minutes

Brown Bag Films
Ireland, 2'07, 2014 (NL)
Kicking the show off in style – a
grab bag of Brown Bag’s biggest
and best moments.

Darragh O’Connell
Ireland, 10'30, 2011 (SL)
Inspired to journey to the frozen
wastes of the North Pole by an
old professor’s obsession with
“unified theory”, an explorer
close to freezing and near death
recounts the events that have
brought him to this point.

The Creation Of Life
Richard Baneham
Ireland, 1'56, (SL))
A young boy gets a chemistry set
and reaches for his moment of
God-like greatness. An early film
from an animator who would go
on to work on some of the most
successful animated features of
all time.

Bird Food
Richard Keane Ireland,
4'44, 2012 (NL)
An empty seat in a quiet park, a
peaceful place for a relaxing
lunch. But our protagonist is not
alone – nor is he the only one that
is hungry this fine day.

The Last Elk
Alan Shannon
Ireland, 7'10, 1998 (NL)
A beautifully crafted film re-imaging
the fate of the last wild Irish elk
with each animal depicted by a
different musical sound.

Anya
Damien O'Connor
Ireland, 5'30, 2014 (Sub)
An utterly charming film charting
twenty years in the life of a
Russian orphan which doubles as
a unique initial by an important
institution known as ‘To Russia
With Love”.

Give Up Yer Aul Sins
Cathal Gaffney
Ireland, 4'19, 2001 (SL)
An Oscar nominated film made
from sound recordings made in
Rish school rooms in the 1960s. In
this film, a young girl recites her
own uniquely quirky take on the
bible story of John the Baptist.

An Ode To Love
Matthew Darragh
Ireland, 7'00, 2014 (NL)
Stranded on a desert island, a
lonely man embarks on a
passionate and energetic love
affair an unlikely paramour.

Ding Dong Denny O’Reilly’s
History Of Ireland
Cathal Gaffney
Ireland, 5'30, 2007 (SL)
A tourist walks into a Dublin pub
looking for directions but
encounters Ding Dong who insists
on telling him the “real” history of
Ireland over a number of pints.

Granny O’Grimm’s
Sleeping Beauty
Nicky Phelan Ireland,
6'07, 2008 (SL)
Seemingly sweet old Granny
O’Grimm terrifies her little granddaughter at bedtime with her
version of the Sleeping Beauty
fairytale in which the Elderly Fairy
exacts her revenge on a society
obsessed with youth and beauty.
Another Oscar nominated short.
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LATE NIGHT
FREDERATOR

I

F WE COULD BOTTLE THE ENERGY THAT POWERS FREDERATOR
we would either cut emissions to zilch or punch a hole in the
atmosphere that would fry us crispy in no time flat – it’s hard to
know which way it would go.

The nuclear-strength reactor in the engine room that drives this
power plant is its iconoclastic founder, Fred Seibert. One of a
kind would be one (or the only) way to describe this guy. Always
ahead of the curve, he was one of the first to truly grasp the potential
of a post-TV future for animation. And he did if from the inside.
Animation World Network writer/interviewer Joe Strike credits
Seibert with, “resuscitating American commercial animation from its
near-death experience in the '80s and '90s”. Big call, but there is
plenty to back it up. Seibert seems to have somehow found himself
at the forefront of successive waves of change and media disruption
for most of his career.
Early on he was one the key people behind the then fledgling MTV
campaign to present ID spots that constantly changed – often
radically – from spot to spot. People asked, “who’s making this
stuff?” From there it was what could most charitably be described
as a ‘crazy-brave’ move to head up the slowly suffocating HannaBarbera studio and against every expectation (except perhaps his)
and with a radical culture shift, that produced the equivalent of
letting the inmates take over at least some of the asylum, he turned
it for a while into a studio power-housing hit series after hit series
out the door. Next up was a stint helping Nickelodeon cement their
dominance of the US kids cable TV market.
All of that, though, was a prequel for the main act. In 1998, it all
came together when he established Frederator. Fred (the man and
the studio) saw what was coming over the horizon while most of the
others were admiring the sunset, ordering a drink and waiting for a
new day to dawn.

To populate them with content, Frederator put the call out. “What do
you want to do?” A willingness to listen and a belief that stand-alone,
short films definitely had a place made these channels look a LOT
different than anything else that was being beamed off big steel
towers and pumped down copper wires.
Some of these failed straight out of the gate, a few of them turned in
to something that had the legs to go on to a series but a lot of them
were just plain and simple great short animated films – and that’s
OK!!! In Frederator they had found a home and a place to live so they
could be appreciated for what they were.
Over the years, Frederator has produced more than 200 short films.
That is a seriously big number. Many of them have found moments of
glory on a range of TV networks and a few have transitioned into
larger projects, a grand example being the $900,000 raised on
Kickstarter to turn Natasha Allegri’s Bee And PuppyCat into a series.
But amidst the growing arsenal of platforms that Frederator is
launching (a budget features division, additional internet channels,
a distribution arm to supply a cluster of privately owned internet
channels, a publishing arm, etc) there sits a deliciously tasty
smorgasbord of wildly eclectic, gleefully anarchic, determinedly
original short films that defy definition or categorisation.

Fred knew that TV as we know it was fracturing, that creatives had
to be a real part of the decision-making process and that ‘middle of
the road’ was the place where you could most easily be turned into
roadkill. New technologies were-a-comin’ and fortune favours
the brave.

Some of the filmmakers who have made these shorts have never set
foot in the United States, let alone the Frederator office. Australia’s
own Mel Roach is a good example. Her film, Rocket Dog, is a perfect
example of the kind of organised chaos that characterises many of
the best Frederator films. They found her via the net, she delivered
the film via the net, it has been viewed hundreds of thousands of
times across the net. Likewise, Hamish Steele who created Dead End
is a Britain-based animator working in London who describes himself
as the world’s oldest 11-year-old. His film passed the 600,000 views
mark a little while ago.

The good news is that while Fred is a business guy, he also loves
cartoons. And he knows his cartoon history. He has had some
pretty good advice over the years, seeking out counsel from both of
the Hanna-Barbera founders, calling up people like Friz Freleng for
advice on making shorts, picking John Kricfalusi’s brain on up-andcoming talent and even convincing Ralph Bakshi to come on board
and make films.

Predominantly the directors of these shorts are young, digital natives
and are exploring ways to build or enlarge their audience base. Mike
Rosenthal is fairly typical of this cohort. His film, Our New Electric
Morals, actually used adaptations of characters he originally used to
populate a comic strip he drew for his school magazine based on an
amalgam of animals dressed in business suits and variants of
Abraham Lincoln. It sort of makes sense when you see it.

Here’s the nub – Seibert loves cartoon SHORTS. He knows they used
to work, he knows people love watching them, he knows people can
make them – and he believes they can work now. Why does every
single animation pitch have to go straight to a 13-program series or
the trash can? It is a good question.

This transition platform can work extremely well. Aliki Grafft, who
describes her career as “falling upward” has already run up an
impressive list of credits in a variety of animation roles and attributes
her Frederator experience with being critical to her breaking into the
animation field. Her film, Doctor Lollipop, is a hilarious piece of TV
pop culture subversion and her ability to grasp the essence of these
characters and twist them til they are turned all the way round is
impressive – and would not have gone unnoticed.

Frederator was a chance to reset the rules of the game. Business
discipline is one thing; but quashing creativity is another. Frederator
set out to harness the somewhat opaque potential that the late
1990s internet seemed to be offering, use the accumulated talents
of animators to craft a new genre of TV animation that would go on to
reinvigorate cable TV and – probably most importantly – turn the
internet into a platform to get this work seen.
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Frederator was early to understand the power of setting up dedicated
on-line channels that did not so much go around the established
free-to-air and cable TV networks as ignore them. Channel Frederator
and Cartoon Hangover were birthed into the fray early and made
their mark.
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Such is the power of Frederator as a mechanism to not just spot talent
but to attract talent that the animation world’s own eyes probably
could not see. From there, the platform provides a megaphone of
unique proportions that pushes this kind of work into corners it could

LATE NIGHT FREDERATOR

never get into any other way. This commitment to shorts (by no
means the only things that Frederator does) is a shot in the arm for
that form of filmmaking – and a shot across the bow for the animation
power elite who miss this point.
Collecting a bunch of these mega-watched internet meta-classics
together for a cinema screening is probably counter intuitive but they
are GREAT works; they are modern, short, animated films in the true
meaning of the word; they look fine indeed and – oh yes – they be a
LOT of fun on the big screen.
And that is kinda what MIAF does.

Our New Electrical Morals

Blackford Manor

Mike Rosenthal
USA, 5’01, 2013 (SL)
Business Cat is convinced that
dumped baby is the reason the
company will soon have 81,000%
negative liquidity. The obvious
answer is to buy a tank-gun and
give the baby his knife.

Jiwook Kim
USA, 5’51, 2014 (SL)
Deep in a creepy forest stands a
decrepit and decaying estate, the
last monument to a fallen family
empire. But there’s something
very, very wrong with the food.

Doctor Lollipop

Super Santa In Jingle
Bell Justice

Aliki Grafft USA,
5'32, 2013 (SL)
Is there a doctor in the horse?
Dr Lollipop is perfect. Dr Lollipop
has a flock of gentle bluebirds
carry his stethoscope. Dr Lollipop
has trouble operating coz he
has hooves.

Mike Bell
USA, 7’18, 2012 (SL)
Santa Claus, crimson defender of
goodness is loaded, ripped and
ready to do battle with Bedlam
Bunny as the world buckles under
the tyranny of good toys gone
very bad.

Ace Discovery

Manly

Tom Gran, Martin Woolley
USA, 5’12, 2012 (SL)
Nude, rude and crude. A clappedout sapceship of drunken robots
crash land and immediately get in
trouble with firey hookers,
promiscuous auto-pilots and fragile
genitalia-shaped fluid containers.

Jesse Moynihan, M. Justin
Moynihan
USA, 5’47, 2014 (SL)
Skinny-Ripped has gone MIA
while in transit to destroy the
planet Eyes-No-Eyes. But the
teleporter has not been kind to
Skinny-Ripped – he ain’t lookin’
too good.

Chainsaw Richard
Christopher Reineman
USA, 5’37, 2014 (SL)
Tiny Ghost and Ramses want to
see a burly man with chainsaws –
they just need to find a way in.
But there’s a lot of gross goo,
spider queens and swinging axe
booby traps to get through first.

Dead End
Hamish Steele
USA, 5’02, 2014 (SL)
Barney pushes the wrong button
and finds himself begging for
directions from a naked God of
the Internet.

Bee And Puppy Cat
– Food Farmer
Natasha Allegri
USA, 12’31, 2014 (SL)
A disastrous attempt to cook
dinner rapidly morphs into a
totally weird encounter with
space animals and the last cherry
of nourishment for miles around.

Space Bear
Andy Helms
USA, 5’18, 2013 (SL)
After a mishap with a fist-missile,
Space Bear gets a chance to go
back in time and scratch his
buttocks on the ancestral pine.
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Norman McLaren:
Animated
Musician
DONALD WILLIAMS

N

ORMAN McLAREN NEEDS NO
introduction to anybody with
even a passing interest in
animation. Last year, 2014, was
the centenary of his birth and
right around the world there
were celebrations of his work
as a true pioneer of the artform.
MIAF did its own little bit with a program
showcasing a number of his most
important films juxtaposed (hopefully
cleverly) with a number of contemporary films that so clearly drew
from the many and complex lessons that he passed on to us.
However, these tribute screenings and events went on throughout
the year around the world. One of the most fascinating was the
screening of Norman McLaren: Animated Musician by Canadian
filmmaker Donald Williams. His detailed and entertaining talk at the
Ottawa festival screening about his film, along with some shared
banter at a dinner a few days earlier, inform most of this introduction.
This film deserves to be screened much more widely than it has so far
been and it is an absolute pleasure to have been able to add it into
the MIAF line-up this year, albeit on the 101st anniversary of the birth
of McLaren.
If it could be boiled down to a single idea, Williams seems to want to
get across that long before the advent of the synthesiser, McLaren
was creating a form of electronic music. The film makes the case so
clearly and profoundly that McLaren should be regarded as one of
the very earliest Twentieth Century pioneers of electronic music.
McLaren tended to see everything in his world in very visual terms.
That makes sense when you think of his animation, but it is a more
challenging and esoteric concept to try and grasp if you are talking
about the way McLaren related to sound ... unless you watch this film.
On so many of McLaren’s films, the sound was not a mechanically
recorded signal but a physical ‘item’ of some kind.
In the days that McLaren was making his films, the vast majority were
made on 35mm film stock – the type of film that was standard in
all cinemas until a decade or so ago. The image, of course, was
photographed on to that long, long strip of plastic and then beamed
onto the screen in front of us by shining a big, bright light behind it.
The source of the soundtrack on a film is less well known. It sat on a
‘mag stripe’ (a substance not utterly dissimilar to that which coated
an audio cassette) that was painted on to the left-hand side of the
film, beside the frames of images. It was picked up by a variety of
technologies (generally a device called a ‘reader’) that relayed the
recorded sound into the cinema’s sound system.
McLaren saw this mag stripe as a platform for invention. Recording a
sound track on to the film in this way seldom satisfied his creative
spirit and sometimes frustrated his desire for the absolutely perfect
synchronisation of sound and image.
His desire to manipulate and control the sound in the way he wanted
was something McLaren saw as a physical – rather than a mechanical
– task and in so many cases the machinery to create the sound he
wanted simply did not exist at the time. He saw creating sound in this
realm as a profoundly visual exercise.
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In its rawest form, this task was done by simply sitting down and
methodically ‘scratching’ or ‘damaging’ the actual mag stripe itself with
a sharp implement. He quickly learned that the width, depth and even
the exact positioning of the ‘scratch’ all affected and altered the sound
that would be picked up when that millimetre of film was pulled across
the projector’s sound reader. McLaren brought a jeweller’s precision
to this task and blended it with his unique obsession for perfection to
create a body of sound work every bit as innovative and important as
his visual outpourings and experimentations.
This crude form of sound track manipulation was, of course, only the
beginning of an ever-increasingly complex relationship with visually
created sound. Throughout his life, McLaren created sound tracks
that he painted directly on to the space where the sound track would
be. Hundreds of metres of precisely painted lines of varying widths
and gaps, columns of painted blobs, circles and raindrop-shaped
patterns were meticulously painted on to the film itself. Whole giant
graphs and what could be described as ‘sound storyboards’ were
created to plot and keep track of his inventions and intentions. One
way or another, these ‘paintings’ found themselves on to the film
and provided a strange, otherworldly soundtrack that could not be
created using any instruments available at the time.
Williams knew and worked with McLaren. His 1990 documentary
Creative Process: Norman McLaren is a benchmark documentary for
anybody wanting a crash-course on the importance of McLaren as an
animator and filmmaker. By necessity, that film was not able to cover
the topic of McLaren as a musician and sound-creator and Norman
McLaren: Animated Musician is the result of a long, drawn out
struggle by Williams to get this story told.
To a very large extent it utilises a vast treasure trove of more than
60 cans of previously unscreened film that McLaren bequeathed to
Williams decades ago. William’s passion for this subject is infectious
and his ability as a documentarian to tell what is a fairly complex
story in a way that is clear, simple and yet precise and detailed
is inspiring.
“Here is somebody who took ‘picture sound’ to a virtuosic level”,
he said in his Ottawa festival presentation. “My jaw dropped – 14 to
the bar done in the 1940s with just pictures? And it generates a
soundtrack that sounds like it was done last week.”
Film is undeniably a visual medium but sound is the foot on the gas,
the light illuminating the path forward... the invisible breath that
ensures it lives. McLaren knew this better than anybody and it drove
him to bring to sound what he brought to the imagery of filmmaking.
And in this documentary, Williams has been able to make this visible
in way never seen before.

La Poudriere

S

INCE OPENING IN 1999, FRENCH ANIMATION SCHOOL LA
POUDRIERE has consistently turned out a small but elite coterie
of young animators with outstanding narrative filmmaking skills.
With a definite bias towards the more traditional, hand-made
range of animating styles, many of these graduates give every
sign of treating animation as a fine art.

With a duration of just two years the courses are short by European
standards. But they are intense and class sizes are miniscule; each yearly
intake accepting no more than 10 students.

Emma Vakarelova
France, 3'44, 2014 (Sub)
Soaring through the heavens,
trying to shine is nearly impossible
when everything around you is
brighter than you are.

Deux Amis
Natalia Chernysheva
France, 4'04, 2014 (NL)
The sweet story of a doomed love
affair, deliciously lost forever to
the too-fast transitions of life.

Leon d’Oural

La Poudrière was created by Jacques-Rémy Girerd, the iconic founder of
the key French animation studio, Folimage. Today, the management team
is based around professionals from the animated film industry, including
up to 80 guest teachers per year. The project director, Annick Teninge, and
head of training, Laurent Pouvaret both have more than twenty years’
experience in film-making, production, distribution and training.

Alix Fizet France,
3'49, 2014 (NL)
The intimacy of competition on
the racetrack fades rapidly to the
poignancy of failure after a jump
into the unknown.

La Poudrière is located at la Cartoucherie in Bourg les Valence. A former
industrial site (now with a listing as an historical monument) it has been
renovated to become an ‘animation and image hub’. It is situated right
next to key animation studios Folimage and TEamTo and is close to
L’équipée, a cultural institution dedicated to the development of
animated film.

Ride Away

Campus life for students is supplemented with active participation and
collaboration in local cultural events, a partnership with a cinema
complex showing films classed as “Research”, a National Centre of
Dramatic Art with its collective of artists, the contemporary art space Art 3
and the regional school of fine arts.
La Poudrière offers graduate training in animation filmmaking for French
and foreign students with previous knowledge of animation who would
like to specialise in film directing. The school aims at training industry
professionals to be able to bring a project to completion either alone or
in collaboration with a team, thanks to a total control of the film
production process.
The economic, legal and logistical aspects of the industry are also
studied along with drawing, English, press review, film and cultural visits.
Encountering a number of professionals from the world of film, but also
dance, music, theatre and literature allows each student to draw from
these unique experiences to choose the particular path he or she
will follow.
La Poudrière is one of the training institutions supported by the MEDIA
program of the European Union. Thanks to this specifically European
funding, La Poudrière also offers a training course devoted to scriptwriting
which is open to International students and young professionals. Made
up of developing audiovisual projects (TV series and specials), his 11-week
training program is run in partnership with The Animation Workshop in
Viborg, Denmark.
And in 2015, the school is opening this course to new formats Web series,
adult TV series, cross media.

This introduction relies heavily on a written exchange with La Poudrière’s
Project Director, Annick Teninge, who has been a long time supporter of
MIAF. Her generosity in providing the text which forms the framework of
this piece on deadline is gratefully acknowledged.

Clemence Bouchereau
France, 4'23, 2014 (NL)
A ride into the unknown offers
a glimpse of a life of ordinary
highlights ahead of the option of
plunging into a dark void.

Automne
Kun Yu
France, 4'05, 2014 (Sub)
One day a beautiful promise
arrives penned onto a single leaf
tinged red by the rains of autumn.

Eclipse
Fabienne Wagenaar
France, 3'55, 2014 (Sub)
Subtle tensions aplenty simmer
beneath the surface as a group of
friends gather for drinks to await
the moment of eclipse.

Entre Chien Et Loup
Reza Amirriahi
France, 4'09, 2014 (Sub)
The horrors of having to perform
your duty against an enemy you
recognise only too well.

De Haute Naissance
Jeremie Balais
France, 3'44, 2014 (Sub)
Senor Modigliani has discovered
an ingenious way to stymie the
confiscation of his assets by tax
collectors. There is, however, one
small flaw to his plan.

Postiche
Aude Leplege-Ha
France, 3'56, 2014 (Sub)
A tale most foul involving murder,
intrigue and bad haircuts.

Escale
Charlotte Cambon
France, 4'09, 2014 (Sub)
Regret and vague, uncertain
memories merge to produce an
altered reality that sits somewhere
between dream and a near-death
experience.
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LA POUDRIERE

La Nuit Des Jours

MAX HATTLER is in the ROOM
IN CONVERSATION WITH
MAX HATTLER Q&A

M

AX HATTLER HAS LONG BEEN IN MIAF’S SIGHTS AS A
potential guest. His work is joyously indefinable and his career
to date suggests an artist who sees many different canvases on
which a piece of animation may be projected. We have been
screening his films for years but it wasn’t until a chance
meeting and a dinner in London a few years ago that it became
clear he could talk the talk as well as walk the walk. That
tyranny of distance was overcome (to some degree) when Max took up an
academic role in Hong Kong, although in truth Max is one of the most
travelled animators alive. We sat him down for a few moments just before
he headed off to the Zagreb Animation Festival’s conference, “Animafest
Scanner II”, for a chat.

The simple stuff first. What’s the short version of your history as an
artist? Was there anything else you ever thought you might want to do?
First I wanted to become a gemstone collector, pirate and astronaut, to
chart unknown territory and unearth unimaginable treasures. Then I set my
eyes on just slightly more real-world professions such as visual artist,
designer or musician, and tried my hand at all of them to some degree. I
could never decide which of these paths to fully pursue though, so I ended
up combining them into what I do today.
Do you think of yourself as an animator? A filmmaker? Video artist? All
of these?
All of the above, and you could add some more: director, artist filmmaker,
audiovisual artist, performance artist, sounding visual artist, visualist,
experimental filmmaker, visual musician, digital artist, moving image artist,
and new media artist. Each definition comes with certain advantages and
disadvantages, specific assumptions that might or might not apply fully to
my work.
Was there a particular film or moment when you definitively realised “yep,
this is what I do”?
Seeing a showcase of British music video directing collective Shynola in
Berlin in 2002 convinced me to apply to the MA in Animation programme at
the Royal College of Art. At the time I was working as a compositor, and was
dying to make my own films again. Then, once at the RCA, it was a constant
diet of 20th century experimental film introduced by the late AL Rees that
exposed me to a rich history I had previously been oblivious to, which
resonated with my own nascent practice. An Oskar Fischinger screening at
the nearby Goethe Institut finally brought the message home. By the time I
graduated in 2005, I had more or less started to figure out where I stand
and what I do.
How would you characterise your relationship with the various
technologies of filmmaking?
I’m most comfortable with the idea of animation as a frame-by-frame
approach to orchestrating time and movement. Guided by this principle, I
work with different techniques and technologies, usually depending on
conceptual and budgetary constraints, level of adventurousness and so on.
To the outside, you seem to have gone through stylistic “phases”. It’s an
easy – and therefore probably lazy – observation to make but is it true?
In true (astro)nautical tradition, I like to move on and explore new territories.
Some of my films stand fairly alone, stylistically. Examples would have to be
Everything Turns (2004), Drift (2007), or Your Highness (2010). But the
gemstone collector in me makes me revisit past lodes that still carry
potential: Compare the similarities between installation loops Heaven and
Hell (2010) and –O| (2015), kaleidoscopic flag pieces Collision (2005) and
Stop the Show (2013), photography-based moving canvases Striper v0.1
(2006) and All Rot (2015), or my mirror stop-motion works AANAATT (2008),
Model Starship (2012) and Unclear Proof (2013). And then there are
obviously all sorts of connections and cross-references between the
different works of varying techniques and release dates.
How do you feel about “cinema” in the literal sense of the word – ie,
people sitting in quiet, orderly rows in a darkened room looking at the
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same large projected image? Perhaps following on from that – do you
think your works have a “natural” or “optimal” screening environment
that suits them best?
Cinematic screening in a way creates the best reception conditions in that it
is direct (large scale and loud), distraction free (switch off your mobile
phones) and durational (please don’t leave the theatre during the screening).
However, the filmmaker usually has little influence over the other films
shown in the same program, or on the quality of the projection. Exhibition
presentation allows for better control of the display conditions, and creates
potentially more personal, more refined relationships between the viewer
and the artwork. It is also infinitely more suitable for loop-based and multiscreen pieces. On the other hand, this scenario makes it all but impossible
to manage how much of the work, both temporally and spatially, the viewer
will choose to engage with. I’ve been trying to have it both ways a lot of the
time, as I see advantages and disadvantages on either side, and my work
can easily cross over between the two modes of presentation. So I might
show one version in a festival and another as part of an exhibition.
While not an ideal viewing environment by any means, I also put much of
my work online: www.maxhattler.com / www.vimeo.com/maxhattler /
www.youtube.com/maxhattler
How much do you factor in the audience’s experience and anticipated
reaction during the creative phase of making a new work?
To gauge effectiveness, I sometimes show work in progress to trusted
friends and collaborators. Otherwise, I tend to rely solely on my own poor
judgement.
Your latest film “All Rot” is another change of style with a “cameraless
animation” look and feel to it with stylistic nods to McLaren, Lye,
Woloshen, Reeves etc. Where did this film come from?
Using photography as the basis of All Rot (2015), my aim was reintroduce
tactile qualities, grit, texture and physical marks, as opposed to the
completely virtual, digital abstraction of works such as X (2012) or A Very
Large Increase in the Size, Amount, or Importance of Something Over a Very
Short Period of Time (2013). I started working on All Rot during an artist
residency at ArToll Kunstlabor in Germany, which is set within parkland
inhabited by a series of mental health institutions, most of them high
security prisons. I took the abandoned mini golf course outside the residency
building as my source material. Crazy golf seemed strangely appropriate to
the location. After photographing the decaying golf course tracks in closeup, I proceeded to digitally re-animate the photographs, enhancing the
texture and worn paint marks through inverting and levelling the colour
channels of the image. This gives All Rot the filmic and painterly qualities
of cameraless animation. The construction process however is completely
digital. The work went through a progression from a more representational
to an increasingly abstract engagement with the place, foregrounding formal
qualities of shape, colour and movement. Having tried revealing some of
the surrounding site in early experiments, I found that this lessened the
effect of the abstraction, and made the work about a juxtaposition with the
real. My interest however was in the transcendence of the site through nonobjectivism. While the work remains ‘physical’ (through the marks and
textures) it also becomes ‘metaphysical’ (through unbroken abstraction).
A reference to the place remains in the title: All Rot is an anagram of ArToll,
the locus of the residency. It is also an allusion to decay: to the decaying
abandoned mini golf course, to mental decay and the inevitability of death
(we all rot eventually) which one is confronted with at ArToll on a daily
basis. On another level though, when understood in German, the title refers
to the film’s qualities of abstract shape and colour which conjure up
associations of planetary movements, implying a transcendence of the
earthly plane: the direct translation of All Rot is Outer Space Red. In a
strangely coincidental way, the title All Rot, when understood as All Rotate,
also links to my RCA student film Everything Turns (2004)—a semi-figurative
drawn animation inspired by Durs Grünbein’s poem Vertigo—which
emblematizes the futility and brevity of human life, while hinting, when
presented as a loop, at the possibility of rebirth.

MAX HATTLER

1923 aka Heaven
Max Hattler Denmark/UK/Germany, 2'00, 2010
The first of two complimentary/opposositional works created
during a 5 day workshop with student animators and CG artists
in Denmark inpsired by French outsider artist Augustin Lesage.

Shift
Max Hattler UK/Germany, 3’00, 2012
A combining of sci-fi themes through abstract object animation
using the New Age idea of 'dimensional shift' to visualise higher
dimensions and unearthliness.

Sync
Max Hattler Denmark/Holland/UK/Germany, 9'00, 2010
Based on the idea that there is an underlying unchanging s
ynchronisation at the centre of everything; a Sync that was
decided at the very beginning of time.

AANAATT
Max Hattler UK/Germany/Japan, 4'45, 2008
The ever-shifting shape of Analogue Futurism.
100% digital-effects free.

Collision
Max Hattler UK/Germany, 2'30, 2005
Islamic patterns and American quilts and the colours and
geometry of flags as an abstract field of reflection.

Drift
Max Hattler UK/Germany, 3'33, 2007
A blue planet and some ‘air!

Spin
Max Hattler France/UK/Germany, 3'55, 2010
Toy soldiers marching and moving in harmony, spinning and
rotating, erupting and exploding. When conflict becomes a
spectacle, the lines between destruction and entertainment
get blurred.

Model Starship
Max Hattler UK/Germany, 0'45, 2012
A very brief encounter with the world of the stars.

X
Max Hattler UK/Germany, 6'00, 2012
In a kinetic energetic otherworld where everything is by itself yet
can intersect with each other, cross-action seems the best way
to solve an unknown.

All Rot
Max Hattler UK/Germany/Hong Kong, 4'00, 2015
An experiment in synaesthetic cinema, rendering an otherwise
mundane environment into a rapturous and abstract interweaving
of textures and colour.

1925 aka Hell
Max Hattler Denmark/UK/Germany, 2'00, 2010
The second of the two loops inspired by Augustin Lesage,
this one drawing from Lesage’s 1925 painting ‘A Symbolic
Composition Of The Spiritual World’.
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CAREERS
IN ANIMATION
FORUM

THURSDAY 25 JUNE,
6.30pm
A thorough discussion amongst
established animation industry
panelists and the audience including
job opportunities, realistic expectations
and how to get your foot in the door.
The panel will address the diversity of
the industry including how to specialise
in different fields. All aspects relevant
to a career in animation will be covered
with the aim to assist you in deciding
if this is the career for you.

THE CENTENARY
OF AUSTRALIAN
ANIMATION SYMPOSIUM
Animation arrived in Australia in 1915 in the form of a
series of animated short films made by Harry Julius called
“Cartoons Of The Moment”. In the following 100 years
Australian artists and filmmakers have taken animation in
every imaginable direction. MIAF’s “Centenary Of Australian
Animation” symposium is the ideal opportunity to stop and
look back at some of the great achievements of the Australian
animation landscape and talk to some of the people who
made it happen as well as some of the people
carrying the baton forward.
MADE POSSIBLE WITH THE GENEROUS SUPPORT
OF THE STATE LIBRARY OF VICTORIA:

‘Animated’ Craig Monohan

‘Bertie The Aeroplane’ Eric Porter

• MONDAY 22 JUNE, 6.00PM
LAUNCH “Animated” –
Craig Monahan (Re) + Reunion

• THURSDAY 25 JUNE, 5.30PM
Australian Animated Ads Across
The Ages

Animated is a fascinating documentary
charting the first 70 years of Australia’s
animation history. Generously crammed
with film excerpts dating back to the first
flickerings of Australian animation, it also
brought together many of the key players
in this story. The screening will be followed
by a panel of animation emissaries, some
of whom featured in “Animated”, some of
whom have no idea what a VHS tape
looks like.

First appearing in cinemas in the late
1920s, animation has been used to create
some of Australia’s most successful,
memorable ads. And it has given us some
of our most loved and iconic characters.
Part fascinating historical showcase,
part walk down memory lane, part duel
dissertation on effective advertising and
innovative technique, this program
promises to be a session to remember.

• TUESDAY 23 JUNE, 5.30PM
Harry Julius – The First
Australian Animator
Accomplished and prolific caricaturist,
successful cartoonist, pioneering animated
ad maker and co-founder of the extremely
successful Smith & Julius Advertising
Agency. 100 years ago Julius created the
very first animated short films ever made
in Australia. State Library of Victoria
Creative Fellow (and MIAF Director)
Malcolm Turner has been researching
Julius and will give a detailed, richly
illustrated presentation on his life, work
and films.

• WEDNESDAY 24 JUNE, 5.30PM
Abstract & Experimental
Animation – A Century Of
Innovation
This compact history of abstract animation
in Australia spans the earliest cameraless
classics through to modern examples of
what’s happening in the vibrant VJ scene.
Australian animators and experimental
filmmakers have been as innovative as
anybody when it comes to creating abstract
animation. It will be introduced by a small
panel of filmmakers who will contextualise
this history and explain its future.

• SATURDAY 27 JUNE, 4.00PM
Marco Polo Junior Vs The
Red Dragon – Eric Porter
Australia’s first animated feature film.
Entirely hand-drawn by more than 70
artists, it took over two years to complete.
Fondly remembered by some Australians,
unknown by others this special screening
will be an opportunity to revisit those memories or introduce this true Australian
gem to a new generation.

• SUNDAY 28 JUNE – 1.00
Tribute To Eric Porter
Eric Porter is probably the single most
important figure in the history of Australian
animation. His career spanned the earlier
days of animating in Australia and lasted
until 1975. In the process he was revered
as “Australia’s Walt Disney”, was an early
adopter and serious innovator of colour,
generated some of Australia’s most iconic
advertising characters and campaigns and
created Australia’s first animated feature.
This tribute, lead by Trent Ellis (head of
ASIFA Australia and passionate Eric Porter
chronicler) will feature contributions from
some of the people that knew and worked
with Porter.
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continued from page 76

Punto y raya SHOWCASE
All-in-all it is a ‘total package’ that has rapidly formed a devoted
cheer squad from within the abstract and experimental filmmaking
community right around the world. A sense of having found a ‘home’
for their work and a screening event that truly understands their work
is something that comes through time and again when the subject is
put to some of the artists who participated in the 2014 festival held
in Reykjavík.
“I think it's very nice to have a festival dedicated only to abstract
forms of film”, says Jan Goldfuss, whose film Foldedolors closes this
program in spectacularly colourful fashion. “I feel there are cultural
tendencies oscillating between abstract and representational forms
often influenced by fashion. And as the new media kind of overwhelms
people nowadays, I have the impression that figurative narrations
are more accepted right now. So having an ongoing platform for
abstractions is something precious, as it is nearly as old as film
is itself.”
Mexico’s Salvador Herrera is a little more succinct but seems to be
coming from a very similar place.
“I guess Punto y Raya is a festival which screens pieces free of any
thoughts”, he says. “Most of them are pure abstraction, with no
obvious message to make people think about something, but to just
feel and let moving image run in front of their eyes.”
For others, the unique criteria for films that screen in the festival sit
at the core of how they see and experience it.
“I very much like the ‘discipline’ imposed by the festival”, says Dennis
Miller, maker of Point. Line. Plane: Three Studies After Kandinsky
and an artist with one of the longest careers of all of those who
participated in PyR14. “It allows me to work with limited materials in
creative ways. Too often, I face a blank screen with too many options
available. I find the requirements to work with points and lines very
stimulating.”
Australia’s own Paul Fletcher, who travelled to PyR14 to see his film
Grid Life screen there has one of the more expansive explanations for
what Punto Y Raya means to him as an event and as an outlet for the
creative community it supports.
“Punto y Raya is unique in its emphasis on films that speak to you
without any direct figurative connotations or representations, that is
‘just dots and lines’”, he says. “The magic of this is the incredible
diversity of styles, voices, ideas and feelings that are heightened
through this apparent simplicity of focus.
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“It is an important event for its ever growing international following
and participants. It is important because it is one of the few film
festivals in the world that not only pays due respect to, but absolutely
dedicates itself to abstract animation and visual music. Punto Y Raya
is also important because it draws attention to, celebrates and – in
turn – leads to further development of abstract animation that is
actually at play on some level, obvious or not, in any style of film or
moving image these days.”
As MAD turns its attention to organising the 2016 edition in Karlsruhe,
Germany, the energetically, eternally optimistic Palazzo knows exactly
what the first goal is.
“The Best Punto y Raya Festival yet”, is the instant answer, delivered
with a smile. “Film and live cinema competitions, national panoramas
curated by the greatest animation festivals in the world, guest
PyRformances by deluxe international artists, an intensive Academy
program for those who want to get their hands dirty, and media
installations designed specially for the occasion.”
That’s how Punto y Raya rolls. Getting the event to Melbourne is an
ambitious dream that has begun to build a little momentum. Perhaps
by this time next year as you thumb through these pages, you may be
able to stumble across an announcement, perhaps it get stalled in
the very large carpark that seems to hold many such dreams and
grand designs.
The last word, however, belongs to Paul Fletcher who in the course of
discussing this article with a range of contributors, penned one of the
most lucid and quietly powerful explanations of the importance of
abstract and experimental animation.
The power of abstract animation is to capture the moment between
breaths, to create direct emotional expressions without words or
text, to explore the interconnection and vibration of all things,
thoughts and energy, the beautiful simplicity underlying any
perceived complexity and perhaps even some small reclaiming of
childhood wonderment, imagination, curiosity, energy and fun.
Amen to that Paul.
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